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Controlling the temperature of biological systems has long been utilized as a 

tool for regulating their subsequent biological activity. Recently, photothermal heating 

of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) has emerged as an efficient and remote method to heat 

proximal biological materials. Moreover, this technique has tremendous potential for 

controlling biological systems at the subcellular level, as specific components within 

the system can be heated while the larger system remains unaffected. While the utility 

of photothermal heating has significantly advanced through the optimization of AuNP 

size, shape, and composition, the choice of incident light source has largely been 

unexplored. One of the more interesting excitation sources is a femtosecond (fs) pulsed 

laser, as the subsequent temperature increase lasts for only a few nanoseconds and is 

confined to the nanoscale. However, it is not yet clear how biological materials respond 

to these nanoscale spaciotemporal temperature increases. In this dissertation, we utilize 



  

fs laser pulse excitation to locally heat biological materials displayed on the surface of 

AuNPs in order to understand the corresponding heating profiles and, in turn, interpret 

how this can be used to modulate biological activity.  Due to its unique temperature 

sensitive hybridization properties, we exploit double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid 

(dsDNA) as our prototypical biological material and demonstrate precise control over 

the rate of dsDNA denaturation by controlling the laser pulse radiant exposure, dsDNA 

melting temperature, and the distance between the dsDNA and AuNP surface.  The rate 

of dsDNA denaturation was well fit by a modified dissociation equation from which a 

“sensed” temperature value was obtained.  Evaluating this sensed temperature in the 

context of the theoretical temperatures revealed that the ultra-high temperatures near 

the AuNP surface play a significant role in denaturation.  Additionally, we evaluate this 

technique as a means to enhance enzyme activity and report that enhancement is 

governed by the laser repetition rate, pulse width, and the enzyme’s inherent turnover 

number.  Overall, we demonstrate that the confined and nanosecond duration 

temperature increase achievable around AuNPs with fs laser pulse excitation can be 

used to precisely control biological function and establish important design 

considerations for coupling this technique to more complex biological systems. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Coupling colloidal nanoparticles (NPs) to biological materials has emerged as a 

powerful tool that has enabled researchers to probe and modulate biological systems 

like never before. This is primarily due to two reasons: 1) the small size of NPs (< 100 

nm in at least one dimension) makes them an ideal candidate for interacting with 

biological materials such as proteins or oligonucleotides, and 2) many NPs possess 

unique physicochemical properties that are not found in the same material of a larger 

size.  While the properties unique to NPs primarily arise from quantum confinement 

effects and high surface to volume ratios, the diversity of NPs and their subsequent 

properties are vast.1 Depending on the material type, NPs can manifest distinct optical, 

magnetic, electronic, mechanical and chemical properties. Some of the more prominent 

NPs are semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) which have size-tunable 

photoluminescence,2 noble metal NPs that have localized surface plasmon resonances,3 

and iron oxide NPs displaying superparamagnetism,4 yet there are copious examples 

and the list continues to grow.  Combining NPs with biological materials allows 

researchers to make hybrid bionanomaterials, novel materials that make use of the 

properties of both the NP and biological material. Typically this is done for one of two 

purposes, to probe/sense biological activity or to modulate/control biological activity. 

For example, QDs have been utilized in QD-dopamine conjugates as a fluorescent 

reporter for intercellular pH sensing5(probe/sense) and they have also been used as a 

scaffold to display enzymes in order to provide a catalytic rate enhancement 

(modulate/control).6  
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One of the more interesting and popular classes of bionanomaterials is the assembly 

of biological materials on to the surface of a NP.7 In many cases this is done to provide 

the NP with additional functionally, e.g., peptides for adhesion to the cellular 

membrane,8 DNA for crosslinking with other NPs and forming NP superstructures,9 

and proteins for increased biocompatibility.10 In contrast, many bionanomaterials 

utilize the NP properties to provide an additional functionally to the biological material, 

e.g., QDs for fluorescent tracking/reporting,11 noble metal NPs for photothermal 

release, 12 and superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs for magnetic recovery.13  Regardless 

of the purpose, the NP acts as a scaffold for the biological material in these systems, 

placing the biological material in a complex environments.  Electrostatic double-layer 

interactions, Van der Walls forces, steric hindrance, the solid-liquid interface between 

the NP and solution, and the curvature of the NP are just a few of the what seems to be 

countless forces and interactions occurring at the nano-bio interface. While 

deconstructing these interactions within a system is quite challenging, the potential of 

exploiting them for biophysical processes makes this an intriguing area of research.14  

Not surprisingly, many reports have indicated that the function of biological materials 

is altered when displayed on a NP surface.6, 15-16 While the conclusions of these reports 

are typically system dependent, the change in activity/function is usually attributed to 

one aspect of the nano-bio interface.  

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are one of the most commonly used NPs for biological 

applications as their synthesis is relatively straightforward, they are biocompatible and 

their surfaces can be readily modified with biomolecules using functional groups such 

as thiols, phosphines and amines.17 AuNPs are typically synthesized through the 
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reduction of HAuCl4 into Au(III) in the presence of a capping ligand.7  Typically, citrate 

is used as the reducing agent as it can also serve as the capping ligand and enables the 

AuNP to be colloidally stable in an aqueous environment.18 A variety of new synthesis 

techniques have been utilized to make AuNPs ranging from 1-200 nm in diameter in a 

countless number of different morphologies such as spherical gold nanoparticles, gold 

nanorods, gold nanostars and gold nanocages.19-21 These properties alone have made 

AuNPs useful for a myriad of applications both in vitro and in vivo.17, 22-25 Additionally, 

as discussed in the next section, AuNPs (and other noble metal NPs) have the innate 

capability to efficiently generate heat when excited with an external light source.3 

1.1 Optical heating of AuNPs 

1.1.1 Introduction 

AuNPs are a metal, and as such have free electrons in their conduction band. In 

bulk, these electrons are fee to move about the material, yet for AuNPs the free 

electrons are confined to the size and shape of the AuNPs.26 This electron confinement 

gives way to a localized plasmon, which is a normal mode of collective oscillation of 

the free electrons contained in a metal NP.27 A localized plasmon resonance can be 

excited using a wavelength of light that is larger than the NP size and when the electric 

field of the incoming light oscillates at a frequency close to the plasmon eigen 

frequency.28 The localized plasmon resonance is dependent on the NP size, shape, 

composition and the refractive index of the surrounding material.27 An example of the 

size dependence of the plasmon resonance is shown in Figure 1.1A for spherical AuNPs 

of various diameters. This strong light-matter interaction gives the AuNP a large  
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Figure 1.1:  A) Absorbance spectra of various diameter AuNPs demonstrating the size dependence of 

the plasmon resonance peak.  Reprinted with permission from Stephan Link and Mostafa A. El-Sayed, 

Size and Temperature Dependence of the Plasmon Absorption of Colloidal Gold Nanoparticles, Journal 

of Physical Chemistry B 1999. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society. B) Transmission electron 

microscopy images of various diameter AuNPs. Reprinted with permission from Joyce C. Breger, 

Eunkeu Oh, Kimihiro Susumu, William P. Klein, Scott A. Walper, Mario G. Ancona, and Igor L. 

Medintz, Nanoparticle Size Influences Localized Enzymatic Enhancement-A Case Study with 

Phosphotriesterase, Bioconjugate Chem. 2019. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. 
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absorbance cross section at the wavelength corresponding to the localized plasmon 

resonance and enables the AuNP to absorb a large amount of energy in the form of 

light. AuNPs can also be excited through interband transitions as they and other noble 

metals have absorption cross sections here that are comparable with the plasmonic 

resonance absorption cross section. 29  Irrespective of the excitation mechanism, the 

absorbed light energy is eventually transferred to the AuNP surroundings in the form 

of heat. 

The ability of AuNPs and other noble metals to efficiently convert light to heat in 

nanoscale systems has gained much attention over the recent years, and the field has 

been recently coined “thermoplasmonics”. The ability to externally control (via 

incident light) a nanoscale heat source has paved ways for thermoplasmonics 

applications such as protein denaturation,30 plasmonic photothermal therapy,25 drug 

and gene delivery,31 photoacoustic imaging,32 nanochemistry,33 photothermal 

imagining,34 and investigating thermal process on the single cell level.35 As biological 

processes are almost always temperature dependent, it is no surprise that many groups 

are actively working to implement these nanoheaters into biological systems. 

1.1.2 Types of illumination for optical heating of AuNPs 

Lasers are typically used as the light source for photothermal heating of AuNPs. 

The laser can be a continuous-wave (CW) laser or a pulsed laser.  In a CW laser, a 

continuous and constant wave of photons illuminates the AuNP. During this type 

excitation, the AuNP has a constant energy input (the laser) and a constant energy 

output (heat dissipation into the surrounding environment).  As such, photothermal 

heating of AuNPs under CW irradiation can be modeled as steady-state or equilibrium 
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heating.27 In these systems, the temperature increase in the local solution follows a 1/r 

(r = NP radius) dependence extending from the NP surface.36 In this dissertation we 

will quantify laser illumination using two terms; irradiance and radiant exposure. The 

irradiance is defined as the radiant power (J/s or W) per unit area incident upon a given 

surface and is expressed as W/m2.37 The radiant exposure is defined as the radiant 

energy per unit area incident upon a given surface and is expressed as J/m2.37  For a 

single 50 nm AuNP to increase its surface temperature by ~10 °C using CW excitation, 

a very high irradiance is needed (> 108 W/m2).38  Since such a high irradiance is needed 

to moderately increase the AuNP surface temperature, CW systems typically rely on 

collective heating effects to reach temperature increases on the order of tens of degrees. 

These collective heating effects are achieved by working at a high NP concentrations 

(> 1010 NPs/ml) and through the 1/r temperature dependence innate to CW excitation. 

27, 39 While CW optical heating of AuNPs has shown promise for a variety of biological 

applications,25, 40-41 the collective heating effects that are needed for a significant 

temperature increase (tens of degrees) are present throughout the solution, limiting the 

application to biological systems where solution heating is desired or can be tolerated. 

In contrast to CW lasers, pulsed lasers emit light in pulses of a specific duration 

(pulse width) at a specific repetition rate.  For example a pulsed laser with a 1 ms pulse 

width and a 1 Hz repetition rate will send out 1 ms duration pulses of light every second.  

The temperature profile during pulsed optical heating of AuNPs is dependent on both 

the pulse width and the laser repetition rate. 27  Pulse widths can range from fs to ms 

and repetition rates can range from below Hz to MHz creating a large parameter space 

that can be used to tune the temperature profile under pulse irradiation. In this 
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dissertation we quantify pulse laser illumination using the pulse radiant exposure (J/m2) 

i.e. the radiant energy per unit area in a single pulse incident upon a given surface. In 

the following section, in order to best explain the effects of pulse width and repetition 

rate, we will take the reader through the physical process of pulse absorption and the 

subsequent temperature increase for a fs pulse width and 1 kHz repetition rate. 

1.1.3 Fs laser pulse optical heating of AuNPs  

When a fs pulse of light is absorbed by a AuNP, it can be described by a three-step 

process.42  For the purpose of this dissertation, we will briefly summarize these three 

steps, but a more detailed explanation can be found in Guillaume Baffou’s book 

Thermoplasmonics.27 Additionally, a schematic is provided in Figure 1.2. Initially, the 

pulse energy is absorbed by the free electron gas of the AuNP, thermalizing the gas 

into a Fermi-Dirac distribution over a timescale of ~100 fs.42 At this point, the AuNP 

is not at equilibrium as the electronic temperature of the electron gas has increased, but 

the gold lattice or phonon (vibration motion in a lattice of atoms) temperature has not 

yet changed.  This leads to the second step where the electronic gas relaxes through 

internal electron-phonon interactions.  For AuNPs greater than 5 nm in diameter and 

for moderate pulse energies, this time scale is constant and on the order of ~ 1.7 

picoseconds.43  In the third and final step, the gold phonons couple with the phonons in 

the surrounding environment, transferring energy to the surroundings in the form of 

heat.  This occurs on a longer time scale, typically on the order of 1 ps to 10 ns 

depending on the AuNP size (larger sizes corresponds to longer times).44  Because the 

fs pulse width is much shorter than the timescale for AuNP heating and external heat 

diffusion, we can assume that no energy is released to the surrounding medium while  
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Figure 1.2:  AuNP light absorption and sequence of events that lead to local environment heating. 

Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Gregory V. Hartland, Optical Studies of Dynamics in Noble 

Metal Nanostructures, Chemical Reviews 2011. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society 

the pulse energy is being absorbed.27 This highlights one of the advantages of fs laser 

pulse excitation: larger (Eq. 1.1) as a rise in temperature 𝛿𝑇 (K) (Eq. 1.2), where 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠 

(m2) is the absorbance cross section of the AuNP, 𝐹 (J/m2) is the pulse radiant 

exposure, 𝑉 (m3) is the particle volume, 𝜌𝐴𝑢 (kg/m3) is the mass density of gold, 

and 𝑐𝐴𝑢 (J/kg*K) is the specific heat capacity of gold.27
 

휀0 = 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠𝐹        (Eq. 1.1) 

휀0 = 𝑉𝜌𝐴𝑢𝑐𝐴𝑢𝛿𝑇       (Eq. 1.2) 
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Combing Eq. 1.1 and 1.2, the theoretical AuNP temperature increase 𝛿𝑇 can be 

expressed as: 

𝛿𝑇 =
𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠𝐹

𝑉𝜌𝐴𝑢𝑐𝐴𝑢
.        (Eq. 1.3) 

As the particle begins to cool and heat the surrounding environment, we can assume 

that the NP temperature ( 𝑇𝑁𝑃)  remains uniform if the thermal conductivity of the 

AuNP is much larger than that of the environment.36  For our work, AuNPs will be in 

aqueous solution and this assumption is valid as the thermal conductivity of water is 

0.6
𝑊

𝑚∗𝐾
 (watts per meter-kelvin) whereas the thermal conductivity of gold is 317

𝑊

𝑚∗𝐾
.  

Thus the temperature T inside the NP can be expressed as:  

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑇𝑁𝑃(𝑡),      𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑟 < 𝑅,   (Eq. 1.4) 

where t is time, R is the AuNP radius and r is distance from the NP center.36  The heat 

diffusion equation outside of the AuNP (assuming a water environment, denoted by the 

subscript w) is: 

𝜌𝑤𝑐𝑤𝜕𝑡𝑇(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝜅𝑤
1

𝑟2 𝜕𝑟(𝑟2𝜕𝑟𝑇(𝑟, 𝑡)),       𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑟 > 𝑅,  (Eq. 1.5) 

with the following AuNP-water boundary conditions arising from energy conservation 

considerations: 

𝑉𝜌𝐴𝑢𝑐𝐴𝑢
𝑑𝑇𝑁𝑃(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜅𝑤4𝜋𝑅2𝜕𝑟𝑇(𝑅, 𝑡) = −𝑔4𝜋𝑎2∆𝑇(𝑡).   (Eq. 1.6) 

where 𝜌𝑤 is mass density of water, 𝑐𝑤 is the specific heat capacity of water, 𝜅𝑤 is the 

thermal conductivity of water and g (W/m2*K) is the interface conductivity.36  This 

system of equations (Eq. 1.5 and Eq. 1.6) describes the heat transport in the AuNP and 
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the local aqueous environment and can be solved numerically to determine the 

temperature profile.44 Interestingly, the temperature envelope extending from the 

AuNP surface under fs laser pulse excitation closely follows a 1/r3 distance 

dependence, whereas the temperature profile during CW excitation follows a 1/r 

distance dependence.36 This is a noteworthy distinction as it highlights the temperature 

confinement afforded through fs laser pulse optical heating of AuNPs. While this is the 

case for a single AuNP, collective heating effects can still dominate the local 

temperature increasing during fs laser pulse excitation if high enough AuNP 

concentrations are used. To determine if confined heating is occurring during fs laser 

pulsed excitation of AuNPs, the confinement number ƞext can be calculated: 27 

ƞ𝑒𝑥𝑡 =  
<𝑟>

𝑓∗ 𝜏𝑁𝑃∗𝑅∗𝑁2/3       (Eq. 1.7) 

where <r> is the mean inter-particle distance, f is the laser repetition rate, τNP is the 

characteristic AuNP cooling time, R is the AuNP radius and N is the number of particles 

in the system.  When ƞext >>1, the AuNP is said to be in a confinement regime (no 

collective heating effects i.e., the heating from other AuNPs in solution can be ignored). 

While the above equations describe the physical process of AuNP excitation from 

a single fs pulse, it does not describe the process for multiple pulses.  To understand 

the effect of multiple pulses we examine the characteristic cooling time of the AuNP 

(1 ps to 10 ns) in the context of the laser repetition rate. If we assume a 10 ns 

characteristic cooling time, that means that after the fs pulse, it takes ~10 ns for the 

AuNP to return to baseline temperature.  Using a repetition rate of 1 kHz (1 pulse is 

absorbed by the AuNP every ms), means that that AuNP is “hot” for ~10 ns then returns 
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to at baseline temperature for over 999 µs before the next pulse arrives. As the 

repetition rate is increased, the AuNP has less time at baseline temperature between 

pulses. At high enough repetition rates (depending on the AuNP size) the AuNP may 

not have time to cool between successive pulses and heat will accumulate in the system.   

The above description holds for fs pulse laser excitation and AuNPs of moderate 

size (~15-80 nm).27  As the pulse duration is increased by orders of magnitude (ps, ns, 

ms) the heating profile becomes progressively more like the steady state heating 

observed in CW irradiation. Using fs laser pulse excitation to optically heat AuNPs has 

a few key differences compared to that of CW heating. Firstly, the temperature increase 

under fs laser pulse excitation is much larger than that of CW excitation for a given 

average irradiance (Figure 1.3A).  For fs laser pulse irradiation, local temperature 

increases of over 100 °C are easily achievable using ~30-100 nm diameter AuNPs with 

even moderate pulse radiant exposures (~7 J/m2).  In contrast, CW excitation requires 

collective heating or extremely high irradiance values of >108 W/m2 to achieve these 

temperatures. Second, as seen in Figure 1.3B the temperature increase that can be 

generated around an AuNP through fs laser pulse excitation can be much more spatially 

confined on the nanoscale than that of CW excitation (1/r3 to 1/r). Finally, the duration 

of the temperature increase from fs laser pulse optical heating is on the order of ns 

(Figure 1.3A).  Heating on this timescale is not realizable through other methods, and 

as such it is not clear how biological molecules will respond to these ns temperature 

increases.  
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Figure 1.3:  Time dependence of a 50 nm diameter AuNP temperature increase under cw illumination 

or after a single fs pluse.  The average irradiance for each laser system is 0.1 mW/µm2. 𝑇𝑁𝑃
0  is the initial 

(maximum) AuNP temperature reached after fs pulse absorption.  𝑇𝑁𝑃
𝑐𝑤 is the NP temperature during cw 

illumination.  B) Temperature profile of AuNP and local environment during cw and fs pulse 

illumination.  The y-axis is normalized by the AuNP temperature and the x-axis by the AuNP radius. 

Reprinted with permission from Guillaume Baffou and Hervé Rigneault, Femtosecond-pulsed optical 

heating of gold nanoparticles. Physical Review B 2011, 84 (3), 035415. Copyright 2011 American 

Physical Society. 

1.1.4 Biological response to fs laser pulse optical heating of AuNPs 

While the theoretical temperature profiles generated from fs laser pulse optical 

heating of AuNPs are well understood, the application of this technique to biological 

systems is wanting.  Only a few reports have demonstrated using ns or less pulse widths 

for optical heating of biological materials and even less have utilized fs pulses.12, 27, 45-

50  Most of the work to date with these systems has focused on the release of 

oligonucleotides from the surface of AuNPs.12, 48, 50 A few other reports have utilized 
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this heating technique for the denaturation of proteins.47, 51 Most of the earlier reports 

are proof of concept studies, typically displaying a binary response in the system (e.g., 

DNA release, no DNA release) and demonstrating that no bulk heating occurs.  

Additionally, many of these reports use high pulse radiant exposures that generate 

nanobubbles or cause unwanted non-thermal effects such as hot electron ejection.12, 49 

While these effects are desired for many applications, they complicate extracting the 

thermally induced behavior in these systems and are considered unwanted effects in 

the context of this work.  What is still not clear is how these unique temperature profiles 

can be used to control biological systems. Although it has been demonstrated that the 

temperature increase can be tuned to a biological relevant range, it is not yet understood 

how the steep temperature gradient and ns heating duration will affect the stability and 

function of biological materials.  

1.2 Overview of dissertation 

The scope of this dissertation is to develop a better understanding of how fs laser 

pulse optical heating of AuNPs can be used control the activity of attached biological 

materials. To do so, we will generate biological relevant temperature increases (up to 

100 °C) that are said to be spatially confined to individual AuNPs. Additionally, we 

will operate in temporally confined regime, so that AuNPs return to baseline 

temperature between successive pulses of light.  By working in these conditions, we 

generate a highly localized temperature increase that last for only a few ns.  In the 

context of these unique temperature profiles, the overarching goals of the dissertation 

are to: 1) probe the kinetic response of biological materials during heating, 2) access 
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the level of precision and control afforded over biological activity, and 3) understand 

the relationship between the heating profile and the biological response.  

To achieve these goals, we utilized a prototypical biological material, DNA. DNA 

was chosen as it is can be designed to denature over a wide range of temperatures,16 

can be easily conjugated to AuNPs,52 and previous studies have already demonstrated 

the feasibility of DNA melting through fs laser pulse optical heating of AuNPs.12 

Furthermore, DNA can be programed to respond to distinct temperature thresholds and 

through monitoring the DNA response the local temperature can indirectly be 

measured. In Chapter 2 we provide a background of the physical properties of DNA as 

well as a review of the previous work utilizing this technique for DNA melting.  

In Chapter 3, we build upon the previous work in the field and examine the 

denaturation rate of DNA on the surface of 55 nm diameter AuNPs in response to fs 

laser pulse heating.  We investigated DNAs of different melting temperatures and found 

that the rate of DNA release is dependent on both the DNA melting temperature as well 

as the pulse radiant exposure.  To further control the DNA release rate we varied the 

bulk solution temperature during irradiation.  Using these three control levers the rate 

of DNA release could be varied by more than three fold.  Of perhaps even more interest, 

we present a modified DNA dissociation equation that allowed us to extract a “sensed” 

temperature parameter and use our system as a quantitative local nanothermometer.  By 

comparing the sensed temperature with the theoretical temperature profile of the AuNP, 

we hypothesized that the steep temperature gradient near the AuNP surface plays a 

significant role in the DNA release.  
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In Chapter 4 we designed a new system aimed at investigating the positional 

variance of the DNA with respect to the AuNP surface.  As the temperature envelope 

follows a 1/r3 distance dependence, the distance between the AuNP and DNA is a 

critical parameter in these systems.  Here we systematically varied the distance between 

the DNA and the AuNP surface in order to determine the influence of the peak or 

maximum temperatures near the AuNP surface on DNA melting. In doing so, we found 

that when the DNA is closer to the AuNP surface, it is exposed to ultra-high 

temperatures (> 100 °C) and releases at a rate higher than what is theoretically 

predicted.  Furthermore, we demonstrated that the rate of DNA release can modified 

by up to 30 ± 2 % by shifting the DNA position by as little as 1.1 nm. To better 

understand this system we collaborated with Dr. Parth Chaturvedi and Prof. Lela 

Vuković from the University of Texas El Paso.  They performed detailed molecular 

dynamic (MD) simulations of DNA melting on a gold surface from a ns heat pulse, 

mimicking the fs laser pulse optical heating in our system.  From their MD simulations 

and our experimental findings, we report that DNA dehybridization in our system likely 

occurs through a stochastic single-pulse duel end unzipping mechanism. Additionally, 

the MD simulations showed that the increased release rate near the AuNP surface was 

due to increased proximal bp separation.       

In Chapter 5, we investigate the fs laser pulse optical heating of enzymes. The 

activity of enzymes is temperature dependent making them an ideal candidate for 

optical heating. Furthermore, the use of NP scaffolds for hosting enzymes can provide 

catalytic rate enhancements and increased enzyme stability through a variety of 

different physical mechanisms.6, 53-55  Coupling optical heating to these systems could 
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provide for an even greater degree of control over enzyme kinetics.  Our work has 

allowed us to identify the key variables that dictate these systems and we postulate that 

the percent increase of enzyme production during laser pulse optical heating is 

governed by the laser repetition rate, pulse duration and the enzyme turnover number. 

This allowed us to conclude that laser repetition rate of 1 kHz used in this work is not 

appropriate for significant enzyme activity enhancement, as the enzyme is only hot for 

a total of ~ 5 µs during 1 s of irradiation. We hypothesize that increasing the repetition 

rate and/or increasing the pulse duration could overcome these limitations 

In Chapter 6, we digress and perform preliminary investigations on a novel class of 

biomaterials known as peptide nucleic acids (PNAs). While we do not currently 

examine the effect of fs laser pulse optical heating on PNAs, we consider them as 

candidate for this technique as it becomes more developed. Here, we utilize peptide-

PNA hybrids to efficiently conjugate QDs to the surface of DNA nanostructures.  We 

demonstrate that this technique can achieve greater than 90% capture efficiency for 

placing multiple QDs in a site-specific manner on a single DNA nanostructure. While 

we utilize QDs in this system as a proof on concept (for ease of capture detection and 

conjugation), the peptide-PNA hybrids could be used to efficiently tether AuNPs to 

specific locations on DNA nanostructures.  As PNA duplexes have higher thermal 

stability than DNA duplexes, this conjugation technique could allow for localized 

heating on a DNA nanostructure without denaturing the PNA duplex and displacing 

the AuNP. This could enable the AuNP to thermally induce a local actuation in the 

DNA nanostructure. 
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Finally, in Chapter 7, we provide a conclusion of this work and discuss future lines 

of inquiry. Additionally, the publications and presentations that resulted from this 

dissertation are listed here. 
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Chapter 2: Using ultrashort laser pulses to release 

oligonucleotides from the surface of gold nanoparticles° 

°Reprinted (adapted) with permission from David A. Hastman, Igor L. Medintz, Sebastián A. Diaz, 

Considering variables in ultra-short laser pulses to release nucleic acids from the surface of gold 

nanoparticles, Proc. SPIE 11255, Colloidal Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications XV, 112550C 

(21 February 2020). 

2.1 Introduction 

Oligonucleotide based therapeutics have emerged as a promising tool for 

controlling disease progression through the regulation of genes. The method of 

therapeutic action depends on the class of oligonucleotide: antisense oligonucleotides 

interact with messenger (m) RNA and inhibit translation of specific proteins,56 

DNAzymes selectively bind to target mRNAs to induce hydrolysis and suppress 

specific genes,57-58 aptamers directly interact with proteins in order to interfere with 

protein function,58 and small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) bind to complementary RNA 

segments and block protein transcription.59 Using oligonucleotides in combination with 

NP-mediated drug delivery systems has gained significant interest as NPs can provide 

a controlled release mechanism and enable specific targeting in vivo by decoration with 

antibodies, peptides, etc.,.11 AuNPs have shown promise as scaffolds for 

oligonucleotide based therapeutics as they are biocompatible, can easily be conjugated 

to ligands, drugs, and oligonucleotides for targeting, and have unique optical properties 

that can be used for imaging, photothermal release, and photothermal therapy.26, 60-61 

While there are numerous examples in the literature that have demonstrated the 

potential of AuNP mediated photothermal delivery of oligonucleotides, a majority of 
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these systems have utilized CW laser sources.31, 45, 62-64 As discussed in Chapter 1, 

generating a significant local temperature increase near the AuNP surface with CW 

excitation requires either high irradiance values or collective heating effects, limiting 

its application to biological systems that can tolerate a significant bulk temperature 

increase. While one report has demonstrated single AuNP heating and release of siRNA 

using CW excitation, the AuNPs were heated using a sophisticated optical trap system 

at very high irradiance values (1010 W/m2).62 Oligonucleotide release in CW heating 

conditions is relatively straightforward as the temperature profiles innate to CW 

excitation are similar to that that of conventional bulk heating. Ultrashort laser pulse 

excitation of AuNPs has also been used to release attached oligonucleotides.12, 48-49 

While these reports have demonstrated the potential of ultrashort laser pulse-mediated 

oligonucleotide release, the physicochemical process by which the oligonucleotide 

release occurs is not fully understood and this continues to be an impediment to medical 

translation.  This is primarily due to the vast parameter space innate to these systems 

(e.g., NP size/shape/concentration, laser pulse width, laser pulse radiant exposure, heat 

dissipation rate, spacing from the NP surface, and linkage chemistries) that make a 

comprehensive understanding elusive. In the following chapter, we review some of 

relevant physical properties of DNA-AuNP conjugates and examine examples from the 

literature in order to pinpoint some critical parameters that are believed to influence the 

oligonucleotide release in systems utilizing ultrashort laser pulse excitation. 
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2.2 DNA-AuNP conjugates 

2.2.1 DNA composition and structure 

In this section we provide a brief background on the physical properties of 

oligonucleotides as they relate to photothermal release.  A majority of the work 

performed in this field has utilized DNA as the oligonucleotide of choice, as DNA can 

be purchased commercially at low cost and does not degrade as readily as RNA.  As 

the work performed in this dissertation also uses DNA, we will focus our discussion on 

the physical properties of DNA, a biopolymer that is composed of 

deoxyribonucleotides. The deoxyribonucleotides are composed of one of four 

nitrogenous bases; adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C) and are 

linked together by phosphodiester bonds. The deoxyribonucleotide is denoted by the 

specific base either A, T, G, or C.  DNA strands have directionality and contain a 5′ 

end (phosphate group) and a 3′ end (hydroxyl group). Each base has a complementary 

base that it pairs with (A to T , G to C) by hydrogen bonding and when two DNA 

strands have a full sequence of complementary bases they are said to be complementary 

strands and can form a double helix structure or double-stranded (ds)DNA. A schematic 

of dsDNA is shown in Figure 2.1A. The double helix diameter is ~2 nm and the double 

helix structure repeats itself every 3.4 nm or ten base pairs. 

As mentioned above, when two DNA strands are complementary to each other, 

they can form a duplex or dsDNA. While the base pairing stabilizes the duplex through 

hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions, the negative charge of the phosphate 

backbone repels the duplex formation, making the stability of this duplex dependent on 

ionic strength and temperature. Duplex stability is typically thought of in terms of  
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Figure 2.1:4A) Schematic of a dsDNA.  dsDNA duplex formed through hydrogen bonding of the DNA 

bases; adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C). The double helix diameter is ~2 nm and 

the double helix structure repeats itself every 3.4 nm or ten base pairs. Reprinted (adapted) with 

permission from Pray, Leslie. (2008) Discovery of DNA structure and function: Watson and 

Crick. Nature Education 1(1):100. Copyright 2008 Nature Education. B) dsDNA melting curve and Tm 

determination.  dsDNA becomes unstable at elevated temperatures and begins to denature into two 

ssDNA strands.  The Tm is point at which 50% of the dsDNA strands in solution are melted into ssDNA. 

The Tm of the DNA represented in this graph is 39 °C. 
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temperature, as heating dsDNA separates the two strands. The separation (typically 

thermally induced) of dsDNA into two ssDNA strands is known as denaturation or 

dehybridization. Upon cooling the ssDNA will base pair with its complementary strand 

and reform into dsDNA and is known hybridization. The melting temperature (Tm) of 

a duplex is the standard quantification of stability and is defined as the temperature at 

which 50% of the dsDNA in solution is melted into ssDNA. The Tm of a duplex is 

dependent on the ionic strength of the solution (positive ions such as Na+ and Mg2+ 

screen the negative charge of the phosphate backbone), the length of the duplex (more 

base pairs require more energy to break) and the G/C composition (G and C have 3 

hydrogen bonds to break while A and T have two hydrogen bonds to break). A 

schematic and graphical representation of dsDNA melting into two ssDNA strands is 

shown in Figure 2.1B. The Tm of the DNA shown in Figure 2.1B is 39 °C. 

2.2.2 DNA modification for AuNP attachment  

Structural DNA nanotechnology has harnessed the specificity of DNA base pairing 

and allowed researchers to essentially “program” multiple DNA strands in solution to 

assemble into a vast number of diverse nanostructures. DNA can be designed to make 

structures that are composed of up to 3000 individual strands and have dimensions 

spanning from 2 nm to several µm.65 Researchers have thought to use this functionality 

as a tool and have used structural DNA nanotechnology to engineer and study many 

small scale systems such as molecular photonic wires, 66 plasmonic complexes,9 

biological sensors,67 and many others.65-66, 68  Due to this broad interest, DNA can now 

be modified with numerous functional groups that enables their conjugation to NPs, 

surfaces, proteins, fluorescent dyes, and many other nano/biomaterials. One of these 
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modifications is the thiol (reactive –SH group) modification, which is used to react 

with a wide array of chemical groups and is the prototypical chemistry used to attach 

biomaterials to a gold surface.52, 69  The thiol is chemisorbed onto the gold surface with 

the reductive elimination of the hydrogen atom and the sulfur atom contributing a lone 

pair of electrons to the empty orbitals of gold atoms on the surface.70 This is known as 

a dative bond and these bonds can be comprised by changes in pH, oxidation or 

displacement by other molecules.70 When attaching thiolated DNA to the surface of 

gold the thiol modifier is typically placed on the 5′ or 3′ end of the DNA so that the 

DNA extends linearly from the Au surface, leaving the base pairs exposed for 

subsequent hybridization. 

In the context of DNA display on AuNPs, thiolated ssDNA is scaffolded onto the 

AuNP surface and the loading is dependent on the AuNP size, conjugation conditions 

and DNA length/sequence.52  The negatively charged DNA typically stabilizes the 

AuNPs in solution making DNA-AuNP conjugates colloidally stable in a range of 

buffers and pHs.71  The thiolated ssDNA can be hybridized with a complementary 

strand (before or after loading onto the AuNP surface) to form dsDNA duplexes on the 

AuNP surface. In Figure 2.2 (left side) a schematic of thiolated DNA (black) hybridized 

with a complementary DNA strand (green) and attached to a AuNP is shown. As seen 

in the close up image of dsDNA-AuNP (bottom left), only the thiolated DNA strand is 

70 attached to the AuNP surface. The hybridization and denaturation of DNA in close 

proximity to the surface of AuNPs is more complex due to hydrophobic and van der 

Walls interactions between the bases and the Au surface.72-74 While the kinetics and 

dynamics of these processes are not fully understood,16 the hybridization and 
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denaturation of DNA on a AuNP surface has been demonstrated in numerous examples 

including the photothermal denaturation of AuNP scaffolded dsDNA.48, 50, 75-76 

 

Figure 2.2:5Schematic of a dsDNA-AuNP conjugate and photothermal release mechanisms.  Thiolated 

DNA (back) is hybridized to the complementary strand (green) and attached to the AuNP surface.  After 

ultrashort laser pulse excitation, the AuNP is heated and DNA is released through either: 1) (red) the 

thermal denaturing of a dsDNA and release of the complementary ssDNA into solution, 2) (blue) the 

cleavage of the gold-thiol bond and the release of the complete dsDNA into solution, or 3) a combination 

of both.  

2.2.3 Mechanisms of DNA photothermal release on the surface of AuNPs  

Typically, in these systems a thiolated DNA or template strand is bound to the 

surface of the AuNP via a gold-thiol bond and a complementary nucleic acid strand is 

hybridized to the template.12, 45, 48-50, 62 When the AuNPs are excited by an external light 
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source with a high enough photon flux near the AuNP absorbance, the DNA can be 

released from the AuNP surface due to the subsequent heating. Depending on the 

experimental system in question, the release mechanism is reported as either: 1) the 

thermal denaturing of dsDNA and release of the complementary ssDNA  into 

solution,50 2) the cleavage of the gold-thiol bond and the release of the complete 

dsDNA into solution,12 or 3) a combination of both.48 The schematic in Figure 2.2, 

outlines the two proposed release mechanisms (duplex denaturation in red and gold-

thiol bond cleavage in blue).  To the best of our knowledge, all previous reports using 

CW laser excitation have observed thermal duplex denaturation.12, 45, 62  

In order to probe the state of these systems (i.e., whether the thiolated DNA strand 

is attached to the gold or whether the complementary strand is hybridized to the 

thiolated strand) the DNA strands can be labeled with a fluorescent dye that engages in 

energy transfer with the AuNP surface.12, 48, 50 Metallic NPs are known to ubiquitously 

quench fluorophores when in close proximity (< 40 nm) and while the underlying 

mechanism is still not fully understood, it appears to be dependent upon dipole coupling 

and has been exploited for innumerable turn-on fluorescent sensors.77-79 The quenching 

of the fluorescent labeled DNA occurs when the DNA is close to the AuNP surface and 

the fluorescence is restored when the DNA is released into solution. By monitoring the 

fluorescence intensity of the system, the release of the DNA from close proximity of 

the AuNP surface can be monitored.  

In the following section, we review the literature and discuss the current 

understanding of the DNA release mechanisms using ultrashort laser pulse excitation 

of AuNPs.  
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2.3 Ultrashort laser pulse excitation of dsDNA-AuNP conjugates  

2.3.1 Fs laser pulse excitation of dsDNA-AuNP conjugates 

In 2006, Jain et al. were the first to examine the effect of fs laser pulses on DNA-

modified AuNPs.80  Here, a 400 nm laser with a 100 fs pulse width was used to generate 

pulse radiant exposures ranging from 5 - 3200 J/m2 to excite 13 nm diameter spherical 

AuNPs functionalized with ssDNA. In this system, no complementary DNA was used.  

After AuNP excitation, the hot electron lifetimes in unmodified AuNPs were compared 

to that of DNA-modified AuNPs using fs transient bleaching experiments.  They found 

that at low pulse radiant exposures, the hot electron lifetimes of DNA modified AuNPs 

and unmodified AuNPs were similar, yet as the pulse radiant exposure was increased 

stepwise the electron relaxation rate in the DNA-modified AuNPs becomes 

progressively faster compared to the unmodified AuNPs. Typically the hot electrons 

decay through the process of electron-phonon coupling (i.e., AuNP lattice heating), and 

the faster decay rate of the DNA modified AuNPs indicated that an additional decay 

pathway for the hot electrons was present.  The manuscript concluded that this 

additional decay pathway was the breaking of the gold-thiol bond and that the extent 

of bond breaking increased with the pulse radiant exposure.  Below in Figure 2.3, the 

fs transient bleaching of the (a) unmodified and (b) modified AuNPs are shown for 

various pulse radiant exposures.  The hot electron relaxation times τ`d and τ``d are 

obtained by fitting the transient bleaching data to the exponential function (1-exp(-t/ 

τr)) exp(-t/ τd), where τr is the rise time. Looking at pulse energies of 378 nJ and 864 nJ 

(48 J/m2 and 110 J/m2, respectively) we can see that the relaxation time for the DNA 

modified AuNPs is decreased by approximately 20% compared to the unmodified  
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Figure 2.3:6Transient bleaching in (a) unmodified AuNPs and (b) thiolated single stranded DNA-

modified AuNPs.  Excited using 100 fs 400 nm pulses at energies of 38, 119, 378 and 864 nJ/pulse (pulse 

radiant exposures of 1.7, 15.2, 48, and 110 J/m2 respectively). The hot electron relaxation times τ`d and 

τ``d are obtained by fitting the transient bleaching data to the exponential function (1-exp(-t/ τr)) exp(-t/ 

τd), where τr is the rise time.  Reprinted with permission from Prashant K. Jain, Wei Qian and Mostafa 

A. El-Sayed, Ultrafast Cooling of Photoexcited Electrons in Gold Nanoparticle−Thiolated DNA 

Conjugates Involves the Dissociation of the Gold−Thiol Bond, Journal of the American Chemical 

Society 2006, 128 (7), 2426-2433. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. 

AuNPs. In contrast, at pulse energies of 38 nJ and 119 nJ (1.7 J/m2 and 15.2 J/m2, 

respectively) the relaxation time for DNA modified AuNPs is only decreased by 5% 

and 13% compared to the unmodified AuNPs.  This indicates that amount of gold-thiol 

bond cleavage can be controlled depending on the amount of energy delivered to the 

AuNP in a single pulse. While no complementary DNA strand was present in this 

system this finding suggest that the pulse radiant exposure is a key variable that dictates 

the DNA release mechanism. 

In 2017, the Halas group compared the DNA release mechanisms from AuNPs 

under CW irradiation to that of fs pulsed irradiation.12 Using large gold nanoshells 
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(AuNS) (~120 nm SiO2 core, 21 nm Au shell), they probed the release of dsDNA under 

each irradiation type. To monitor the DNA release they labeled either the thiolated 

DNA strand or the complementary strand with unique fluorescent markers that allowed 

them to detect the presence of a given strand in solution after irradiation. During CW 

irradiation, collective heating effects from the AuNSs in solution caused a bulk 

temperature increase and thermally induced dehybridization of the dsDNA. When 

exciting the AuNS with 165 fs 800 nm laser pulses (pulse radiant exposures of 2 – 46 

J/m2) they reported that the dsDNA was being released through gold-thiol bond 

breaking. In Figure 2.4, the release profiles for the (A) complementary strand and the  

 

Figure 2.4:7DNA release profiles during fs laser pulse excitation of AuNS. (A) DNA release 

profile of fluorescently tagged complementary (non-thiolated) DNA strand under increasing laser 

power. Highlighted blue box indicates powers at which AuNS reshaping occurs.   (B) DNA release 

profile of fluorescently tagged thiolated DNA strands under increasing laser power. The AuNS 

were excited with 165 fs 800 nm laser pulses (pulse radiant exposures of 2 – 46 J/m2). For reference 

20 mW average power equates to a pulse radiant exposure of ~18.2 J/m2 in this system.  Reprinted 

(adapted) with permission from Amanda M. Goodman, Nathaniel J. Hogan, Samuel Gottheim, 

Carrie Li, Susan E. Clare, and Naomi J. Halas, Understanding Resonant Light-Triggered DNA 

Release from Plasmonic Nanoparticles, ACS Nano 2017, 11 (1), 171-179. Copyright 2017 

American Chemical Society. 
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(B) thiolated strand are shown for a given average irradiance. While gold thiol bond 

breaking is clearly observed at higher powers (> 25 mW), significant release was not 

observed at lower powers. The amount of complementary DNA (A) released at lower 

pulse radiant exposures ( < 9.1 J/m2 or an average power of 10 mW) is greater than 3 

times the amount of thiolated DNA released. This indicates that thermal denaturation 

of dsDNA is the prevalent release mechanism occurring at these lower pulse radiant 

exposures.  

Recently, Riley et al. demonstrated the release of siRNA using a system similar to 

that used by the Halas group discussed in the above paragraph.45 Using a 40 fs laser 

pulse at 800 nm, AuNS (~120 nm SiO2 core, 21 nm Au shell) displaying siRNA 

duplexes were excited with pulse radiant exposures from 50-150 J/m2. They reported 

that both siRNA duplexes and ss siRNA are released through pulsed irradiation, but 

that duplexes are the predominate species.  This is not surprising as the pulse radiant 

exposures used in their system are higher than that of the lowest used by Halas group.12  

To the best of our knowledge, these are the only reports using fs laser pulses to 

release DNA displayed on AuNPs.  In Table 2.1 the experimental systems and reported 

release mechanism are listed.  Form these reports, it seems evident that gold thiol bond 

breaking occurs more frequently at higher pulse radiant exposures. It is difficult to 

quantify a pulse radiant exposure threshold that causes gold-thiol bond breaking as the 

differences in excitation wavelength and NP size/shape/composition make the 

comparison of these reports quite complicated. Yet, from these reports we conclude 

that when using a fs pulse width, pulse radiant exposures at or above 20 J/m2 promote 

gold-thiol bond breaking over dsDNA denaturing. 
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Pulse 
width 

Rep rate 

Pulse 
radiant 

exposure 
(J/m2) 

Excitation 
wavelength 

Nanoparticle 
Reported release 

mechanism 
Ref. 

250 
ns 

Single 
pulse or 1 

Hz 

400 - 
1960 

527 nm 
AuNP 

41- 52 nm 

Thermal 
denaturation below 

pulse radiant 
exposure of 1550 
J/m2 and gold-thiol 
bond breaking at 

higher pulse 
radiant exposures 

50 

4 ns 10 Hz 
500 - 
1020 

532 nm 
AuNP 
16 nm 

Thermal 
denaturation and 

gold-thiol breaking.  
At increased pulse 
radiant exposures 

the amount of 
gold-thiol 
breakage 
increased. 

48 

100 fs 
1 kHz 5 - 3200 400 nm 

AuNP 
13 nm 

Gold-thiol bond 
breakage (amount 
increases at higher 

pulse radiant 
exposures) 

80 

40 fs 10 kHz 50 - 150 800 nm 

AuNS 
120 nm SiO2 

core 
21 nm Au 

shell 

Thermal 
denaturation and 

gold-thiol breaking.  
At increased pulse 
radiant exposures 

the amount of 
gold-thiol 
breakage 
increased. 

45 

150 - 
180 
fs 

250 kHz 2 - 46 800 nm 

AuNS 
120 nm SiO2 
core 21 nm 

Au shell 

Gold-thiol bond 
breakage 

12 

Table 2.1: Examples of ultrashort laser pulse excitation of AuNPs for DNA release. 

2.3.2 Ns laser pulse excitation of dsDNA-AuNP conjugates  

Other reports have utilized ns pulses of light to release DNA from the surface of 

AuNPs.48, 50 This was first demonstrated by Poon et al. in 2010 using 16 nm AuNPs 

functionalized with dsDNA.48  In this setup, they labeled both the thiolated strand and 
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complementary (non-thiolated) strand with a fluorescent marker to quantify release.  

Using a 4 ns laser pulse at 532 nm, they excited the AuNPs with pulse radiant exposures 

of 50-1020 J/m2 and monitored the release of the thiolated and non-thiolated strands. 

They reported that the thermal denaturation of dsDNA and release of the 

complementary strand is favored to an extent of more than six to one compared to gold-

thiol breaking and dsDNA release at a pulse radiant exposure of 50 J/m2. When the 

pulse radiant exposure was increased, the amount of gold-thiol breaking also increased. 

Interestingly, they found that increasing the salt concentration in the solution 

significantly reduced (~4 fold) the amount of thiolated strand released into solution.  

The group speculated that the electrostatic repulsion between DNA strands promotes 

the breaking of the gold thiol bond and that reducing the electrostatic repulsion by 

adding salt effectively raised the activation energy required for gold thiol-bond 

cleavage. In 2012, Thibaudau published a report where ~55 nm AuNPs displaying 

dsDNA were irradiated with a 250 ns 527 nm laser pulse operating at pulse radiant 

exposures of 400-1960 J/m2.50 Here, it was observed that thermal denaturation of the 

dsDNA and ssDNA release was the primary release mechanism when operating at 

pulse radiant exposures below 1550 J/m2 and dsDNA release through gold-thiol bond 

breaking started to occur at higher pulse radiant exposures. Of perhaps equal interest, 

Thibaudau demonstrated the thermal denaturation of dsDNA using a single 250 ns 

pulse. 

As reported with fs laser pulse excitation, ns laser pulse excitation seems to favor 

gold thiol bond breakage.  Comparing the pulse radiant exposure generated from a ns 

pulse to a fs pulse is not appropriate as the time over which the pulse is absorbed by 
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the AuNP varies by 6 orders of magnitude. While much more work is needed before 

researchers can predict the pulse radiant exposure that will cause gold thiol bond 

breaking for a given NP-laser combination, the preliminary work in the field clearly 

points to the existence of a system dependent pulse radiant exposure threshold for 

cleavage of the gold thiol bond. 

2.4 Conclusions 

 

From the literature it is evident that the extent of gold-thiol bond breaking from 

ultrashort laser pulsed excitation of AuNP-nucleic acid bioconjugates is dependent on 

the amount of energy absorbed by the AuNPs.  Due to the drastic difference in pulse 

widths between ns and fs pulses it is difficult to compare results between these two 

systems. Yet, experimental results with both ns and fs pulse widths indicate that for a 

given NP-laser system there exists a pulse radiant exposure “threshold”  that defines 

the gold-thiol stability. While the direct application dictates the type of release desired 

(complete duplex release or ssDNA release), a majority of the therapeutic applications 

utilize ss nucleic acids, making the thermal denaturation release mechanism 

preferential. Additionally, a variety of thiolated materials can be appended to the 

surface of AuNPs. In these systems the stability of the gold-thiol bond is highly desired, 

as temperature sensitive molecules, such as proteins30 or polymers60 can be attached to 

AuNPs so that light pulses can deliver highly localized heating to these molecules in 

order to modulate their activity or function. As such, the work presented in this 

dissertation is performed in the pulse radiant exposure regime that promotes gold-thiol 

bond stability and nucleic acid denaturation.   
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While a few proof of concept studies have shown nucleic acid denaturation 

using AuNPs excited with ultrashort pulses of light, precise control over nucleic acid 

denaturation has not been demonstrated. Although it is evident that the dsDNA 

denaturation is occurring through a thermal mechanism in these systems, it is not clear 

how dsDNA of different lengths respond to these dynamic temperature increases. 

Furthermore, no work to date has examined the dependence of the DNA release rate on 

the distance at which the dsDNA resides from the AuNP surface.  This is a critical 

variable in these systems as the temperature profile from fs laser pulse excitation of 

AuNP follows a 1/r3 dependence.36  Probing the thermal denaturation of DNA in steep 

temperature gradients and short heat pulses could also provide insight into the thermal 

responses of other biological materials, as only a few biological materials have been 

examined in this context. 46-47 To this end, the primary focus of Chapters 3-5 is 

understanding how oligonucleotides and other biological materials respond to the 

nanosecond heat pulses and steep temperature gradients found around the AuNP after 

excitation with an ultrashort pulse of light.  In Chapters 3 and 4 we perform a systematic 

examination of dsDNA denaturation on AuNPs from fs laser pulse excitation.  In doing 

so, we demonstrate precise control over DNA release and propose a method to quantify 

the temperature “sensed” by the DNA.  Furthermore, using our experimental findings 

in combination with MD simulations, we provide a basic understanding of the DNA 

denaturation mechanism in these dynamic temperature increases.  
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Chapter 3: Femtosecond Laser Pulse Excitation of DNA-

Labeled Gold Nanoparticles: Establishing a Quantitative 

Local Nanothermometer for Biological Applications* 

*Reprinted (adapted) with permission from David A. Hastman, Joseph S. Melinger, Guillermo Lasarte-

Aragones, Paul D. Cunningham, Matthew Chiriboga, Zachary J. Salvato, Thomas M. Salvato, Carl W. 

Brown III, Divita Mathur, Igor L. Medintz, Eunkeu Oh, and Sebastián A. Díaz, Femtosecond Laser Pulse 

Excitation of DNA-Labeled Gold Nanoparticles: Establishing a Quantitative Local Nanothermometer 

for Biological Applications, ACS Nano 2020. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.  

3.1 Introduction 

Release of nucleic acids from the surface of AuNPs using ultrashort pulses of light 

has been undertaken by a number of different groups as a method to optically trigger 

nucleic acid release both in vitro and in vivo.12, 48, 81-84 There are, however, conflicting 

accounts regarding the mechanism of nucleic acid release and precise control over 

temperature increases in ranges of interest to biological activity has not been 

demonstrated. Typically, dsDNA is attached to the AuNP surface by modifying one of 

the nucleic acid strands with a thiol group, allowing the DNA and AuNP to form a 

gold-thiol bond.52 A complementary nucleic acid strand is then hybridized to the 

thiolated strand but not bound to the AuNP surface. In these systems, observations 

following light irradiation have suggested either the non-thermal cleavage of the gold-

thiol bond and subsequent release of the dsDNA duplex,12 or, alternatively the thermal 

denaturation of the duplex and the subsequent release of the ss non-thiolated 

complementary nucleic acid strand while the thiolated strand remains attached to the 
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AuNP through the gold-thiol bond,84 as well as a combination of these two 

mechanisms.48 Interestingly, as discussed in Chapter 2, some reports identify radiant 

exposure or irradiance thresholds that separate the thermal denaturing regime from the 

gold-thiol breakage.48, 84 Our focus is on the thermal denaturation of the duplex and 

preservation of the gold-thiol bond during irradiation, as the gold-thiol bond can be 

used to scaffold a wide range of biological materials to the surface of AuNPs,60 and 

could be used as a facile attachment mechanism for other biologicals that can be 

thermally controlled. 

While many of the previous studies using ultrashort pulses of light to 

photothermally heat AuNPs have quantified the amount of DNA/RNA released during 

irradiation, no study, to the best of our knowledge, has systematically examined the 

rate of DNA release in dsDNA-AuNP systems using dsDNAs of different melting 

temperatures and in varying bulk solution temperatures. To this end, we have designed 

an experimental system consisting of three unique dsDNA-AuNP conjugates, each with 

a distinct melting temperature (see Figure 3.1A and section 3.2.1 for details) to examine 

DNA release kinetics and better understand the process of fs-laser pulse induced DNA 

denaturation on AuNPs. We used laser pulse radiant exposures below 15 J/m2 (see 

section 3.2.1 for determination of pulse radiant exposures) to increase the local 

temperature around 55 nm AuNPs causing the DNA duplexes displayed on the AuNP 

surface to thermally denature. By modulating the pulse radiant exposure and the bulk 

solution temperature, we were able to discern how dsDNA of different melting 

temperatures reacts to the confined temperature increase around the AuNP during fs-
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pulse illumination and probe the local temperature profile. We find that the rate of 

 

Figure 3.1:8Schematic and component characterization of AuNP-dsDNA nanothermometer: A) 

Schematic showing the dsDNA-AuNP system, with the varying DNA strands noted in the highlighted 

box (left). Local heating due to laser induced photothermal event and subsequent DNA release (right). 

Although the fluorescence ON signal is detectable immediately after DNA release, the quantification of 

the signal occurs after the AuNPs and ssDNA are separated via centrifugation. B) TEM image of 

unmodified 55 ± 5 nm diameter AuNPs. C) Absorbance spectra of the AuNP.  D) Absorbance and 

fluorescence spectra of Oregon Green 488 dye used to label probe DNA strands. 

photothermally-induced DNA denaturation depends on both the DNA melting 

temperature as well as the bulk solution temperature and the local temperature increase 

generated from the absorbed laser pulse. Using these variables as control levers we 

show regulation over the rates of DNA release without causing a temperature increase 

throughout bulk solution. Furthermore, we fit the observed release profiles in our 
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system to a modified DNA dissociation equation to obtain a “sensed” local temperature 

value, this provided a quantitative local nanothermometer as well as an initial 

understanding of how DNA responds to fs-pulse induced heating when displayed on 

the surface of an AuNP. 

3.2 Results and discussion 

3.2.1 System design and characterization  

By examining various reported systems from the literature, we identified pulse 

radiant exposures that had been shown to cleave the gold-thiol bond and designed our 

system to operate well below these values in the thermal denaturation regime.12, 48, 84 

Based upon these previous reports, we also determined that working below a peak pulse 

irradiance of 1014 W/m2 or an radiant exposure per pulse of 20 J/m2 promotes thermal 

denaturation over gold-thiol bond breakage. In designing our experimental system, we 

desired the local temperature around the AuNP to be increased up to ~100 °C. Here, 

we define local as the volume encompassed within 15 nm of the AuNP surface, as the 

DNA strands used in our system reside in this area. We simulated the temperature 

profile around various sized AuNPs after a single fs-laser pulse at pulse radiant 

exposures of 1-15 J/m2  using a MATLAB program published by Metwally et al.85 

Based upon the temperature profiles generated from these simulations, we determined 

that 55 nm AuNPs were best suited to generate the desired temperature range at the 

aforementioned pulse radiant exposures. It is important to note that the theoretical 

radiant exposure threshold for photothermal bubble generation with 55 nm AuNPs is 

~24 J/m2.85 The highest pulse radiant exposure we use in this work is 14.1 J/m2, 
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virtually ensuring that water vapor bubbles are not forming around the AuNPs in our 

system. Additionally, Wang et al. found that when 50 nm AuNPs are irradiated with 

pulse radiant exposures below ~41 J/m2 using a pulse width of 75 fs and repetition rate 

of 80 MHz, the Brownian motion of the AuNPs is stronger than the trapping potential,86 

allowing us to conclude that optical forces do not play a significant role in our system.  

Figure 3.1B, C displays a TEM image and the corresponding extinction spectra of the 

55 nm AuNPs used in this work. 

In order to avoid the formation of self-complementary structures in the DNA 

strands or any sequence dependent effects, we designed a universal 36 bp template 

strand containing a 5’ thiol modification that enables attachment to the AuNP and a 

short (T3) thymine spacer to extend the duplex portion of the strand further away from 

the AuNP surface. The template strand acts as scaffold to three different dye-modified 

complementary probe strands used to visualize the melting of the DNA duplex. The 

probe strands, each having a distinct melting temperature and length, are denoted as 

Probe65 (28 bases), Probe55 (19 bases) and Probe45 (15 bases).  The probe names are 

based on the Tm of the dsDNA in Celsius. Table 3.1 shows the DNA sequences used in 

this work as well as their relevant physicochemical properties. We limited ourselves to 

the aforementioned probe strands as sequences with higher melting temperatures 

increased the strand length beyond the ~15 nm regime where the local heating 

putatively occurs and any further increase in GC content created unwanted secondary 

structure effects (determined using NUPACK).87 Probe strands with lower melting 

temperatures were tested but presented hybridization stability issues at room 

temperature (RT). 
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Name Sequence (5'-3') 
Nucleotides 

(#) 
Theoretical 

Tm (°C) 
Solution Tm 

(°C) 

 Tm on 
AuNP  
(°C) 

Probe45 
GTGAGTAGGTAGAGA/3AmMO- 
OG488 

15 42.9 43.5  ± 0.2 39.4 ± 0.1 

Probe55 
TGAGGTGAGTAGGTAGAGA/3AmMO-
OG488 

19 53.2 52.4 ± 0.2 51.1 ± 0.4 

Probe65 
GAGGTGAGGTGAGGTGAGTAGGTA 
GAGA/3AmMO-OG488 

28 64.7 65.5 ± 0.3 66.9 ± 0.2 

Template 
5ThioMC6-D/TTTTCTCTACCTACTCAC 
CTCACCTCACCTCATTCC 

36 67.9 ---- ---- 

Table 3.1:2Physicochemical properties of the DNA strands. The theoretical Tm was determined using 

the OligoAnalyzer Tool from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA), 

https://www.idtdna.com/pages/tools/oligoanalyzer. The solution Tm and the Tm while on the AuNP were 

determined from triplicate experiments using ensemble samples and a temperature controlled 

fluorometer where the Tm values were obtained by taking the maximum of the first derivative of the 

melting curves obtained through bulk solution heating. 3AmM0; 3' amino modification, OG488; Oregon 

Green 488, 5ThiolMC6-D; 5' thiol modification with a six-carbon linker. 

 

The probe strands were labeled with Oregon GreenTM 488 (OG488) on the 3’ end 

in order to visualize the melting of the duplexes into solution using fluorescence. When 

a probe strand was hybridized to the template strand, the fluorescence of OG488 was 

quenched (>90%) by energy transfer (ET) to the AuNP surface.  We estimated that the 

OG488 was less than 2 nm from the AuNP surface when the probe strand was 

hybridized to the template strand, see Figure 3.1A.  At elevated temperatures, the DNA 

duplex was denatured, releasing the probe strand into solution and restoring the OG488 

fluorescence. OG488 was chosen as the fluorescent reporter for this work as we found 

the fluorescence to be relativity temperature insensitive (Figure 3.2) and the emission 

(Figure 3.1D) overlapped well with the AuNP absorbance (Figure 3.1C), a  
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Figure 3.2:9Temperature dependence of OG488 fluorescence.  At each temperature, the OG488 was 

excited at 465 nm and the emission spectra was collected from 480-700 nm.  The emission spectra was 

integrated and then normalized relative to the data point at 20 °C. Measurements were taking using a 

temperature controlled fluorometer. The relative intensity at each temperature was used to correct the 

fluorescent curves obtained from the bulk heating release of probe DNA (Figure 3.4).  

characteristic which has been shown to improve quenching.88-90 Additionally, the 

fluorescence of OG488 returns to baseline (i.e., the fluorescence at RT) after heating 

to 80 °C and after irradiation, indicating OG488 is stable after thermal and laser 

treatment. We evaluated other fluorescent dyes (Cy3, Texas Red, and Alexa Flour 594) 

as potential reporters, but they were either unstable after thermal treatment or were 

photobleached during irradiation. We also found that hybridizing the template-probe 

dsDNA prior to loading onto the AuNP (referred to as pre-hybridized) demonstrated 

over a 5-fold higher probe DNA loading efficacy when compared to hybridizing the 

template-probe duplex after template-AuNP conjugation (data not shown). It has been 

reported that ssDNA is readily adsorbed onto AuNPs via van der Walls attraction 

between the exposed bases and the gold surface, whereas the relatively rigid duplex 
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structure of dsDNA inhibits the adsorption of the bases onto the AuNP surface.73, 91-92 

We attributed the improved probe DNA loading observed in the pre-hybridized 

dsDNA-AuNP to this phenomena, as the duplex structure protects the DNA from non-

specifically adsorbing to the AuNP surface during attachment. In contrast, hybridizing 

the probe strand to the template strand after AuNP conjugation leaves the DNA bases 

exposed, allowing them to non-specifically adsorb to the AuNP surface and interfere 

with the hybridization process. As such, all dsDNA-AuNP conjugates used in this work 

were created using the pre-hybridization procedure. dsDNA-AuNP conjugates were 

made in batch and washed three times through centrifugation followed by supernatant 

removal and re-dispersion of the dsDNA-AuNPs into fresh buffer in order to remove 

unbound/unhybridized DNA as best as possible. Samples were then divided into 

aliquots and run in a given experiment. 

Prior to experiments, we determined the template strand surface coverage was 14.8 

± 0.7 pmol/cm2 or 832 ± 41 strands per 55 nm AuNP using a quantification procedure 

described in Demers et al.93 Briefly, the DNA on the AuNP surface was displaced using 

an excess of mercaptoethanol and then quantified through fluorescence and absorbance 

measurements once in solution. The template strand loading was in good agreement 

with previous studies.52  The reported uncertainties arise from averaging over triplicate 

measurements. As discussed later, we also tested a range of loading densities to ensure 

our system was not significantly influenced by duplex-duplex crowding interactions at 

this loading density.94 To determine the total number of probe strands per dsDNA-

AuNP conjugate, samples were heated to 80 °C for 2 hours to dehybridize the DNA 

duplexes. The samples were then centrifuged to spin down the AuNPs leaving the 
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released ssDNA probe strands in the supernatant. The fluorescence of OG488 in the 

supernatant was then converted into number of probe strands released per AuNP using 

a standard curve (See Figure 3.3). The hybridization percentage of the probe strand 

(i.e., the number of probe-template duplexes compared to the total number of template 

strands) was found to be 40 ± 5%, 59 ± 3%, and 51 ± 7% for Probe65, Probe55, and 

Probe45, respectively. The reported uncertainties again arise from averaging triplicate 

measurements.  These hybridization percentages are on par with previous reports for 

dsDNA immobilization on AuNP surfaces, where estimated probe hybridization 

percentages of 20-50% were found.84 

 

Figure 3.3:10Standardization curves converting the fluorescence of OG488 labeled probe DNA to 

concentration of probe DNA.  Known concentrations of OG488 labeled probe DNA were measured in a 

Tecan Infinite M1000 plate reader. OG488 was excited at 465 nm and the emission spectra was collected 

from 480-700 nm.  The emission spectra was integrated to obtain the y-axis values. 
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3.2.2 Determination of DNA denaturation profiles using bulk solution heating 

In order to first determine the melting profile of the dsDNA duplexes while free in 

solution, we used a modified template strand containing an Iowa Black®FQ Dark 

Quencher at the 5’ end in place of the thiol modification. Thus, when the DNA was 

hybridized, the OG488 fluorescence was quenched through energy transfer to the Iowa 

Black. Quenching here occurs by conventional Förster resonance energy transfer 

(FRET) with the OG488-Iowa Black donor-acceptor pair displaying a Förster distance 

(i.e., the distance at which the energy transfer is 50%) of 5.5 nm.95 At elevated 

temperatures the dsDNA is denatured, separating the OG488 and Iowa Black to restore 

OG488 fluorescence. The melting profiles were obtained by using a temperature 

controlled fluorometer to increase the bulk solution temperature and monitor the 

fluorescence of OG488. We then investigated the melting behavior of the DNA 

duplexes while displayed on the AuNP surface using the same temperature controlled 

fluorometer. When the DNA dehybridizes on the AuNP surface, the probe strand is 

released into the solution separating the OG488 and AuNP to restore the OG488 

fluorescence. Additionally, buffer conditions were optimized during these experiments, 

as salt and pH can have an effect on AuNP stability, DNA duplex stability, DNA 

melting temperature, and OG488 fluorescence.96-97 After testing a wide range of 

buffers, salt concentrations, and pH values, it was empirically determined that a buffer 

of 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5 with 0.5 mM MgCl2 met the required criteria (i.e., a balance 

of colloidal stability, minimal dye quenching, distinct DNA melting profiles). In Figure 

3.4, the melting profiles of each probe strand in solution and on the AuNP are shown 

and the corresponding observed melting temperatures are presented in Table 3.1. The 
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OG488 concentration was set at 10 nM during these experiments so that inner-filter 

effects could be neglected.98 The melting temperatures of Probe55 (19 bp) and Probe45 

(28 bp) were lower when displayed on the AuNP surface in contrast to that of Probe65  

 

Figure 3.4:11dsDNA denaturation in solution and on AuNP from bulk heating assays. Tm values are 

reported in Table 3.1 and were obtained by taking the maximum of the first derivative of the melting 

curves. The fluorescence of the dsDNA-AuNP conjugates was monitored in real time.  Error bars 

represent the std. dev. for n = 3 experiments. 

 

(36 bp), for which the melting temperature was slightly higher on the AuNP surface. It 

has previously been shown that tethering dsDNA on a AuNP surface reduces the 

energetic barrier of dissociation and causes an accelerated dissociation of the dsDNA.94 

While we observed this with Probe55 and Probe45, we observed a slight shift in the 

opposite direction for Probe65 and speculate that Probe65 behaves similarly “on” and 

“off” the AuNP as the duplex is longer and a larger proportion of the bps in its structure 
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are situated further away from the AuNP surface reducing the accelerated dissociation 

seen in the shorter probe strands. Overall, the probe strands each displayed a distinct 

melting profile when bound to the AuNP, which was the most critical point of this 

assay. In these bulk heating assays, the fluorescence of the dsDNA-AuNP conjugates 

was monitored in real time.  After bringing the solution temperature to 80 °C, which 

was found to release all of the probe DNA during the max loading assay described in 

the above section, the solution was slowly cooled back down to 20 °C.  The fluorescent 

signal of the probe DNA did not  proximity to engage in ET and that the probe strand 

did not rebind to the template strand after denaturation and release from the AuNP (data 

not shown). We hypothesize that this was due to steric issues as well as base adsorption 

of the template strand to the AuNP surface. While the DNA is in a duplex form, the 

dsDNA is rigid and extends linearly from the AuNP surface, but when the duplex is 

dehybridized and the probe strand diffuses into solution, the template strand remains 

on the AuNP surface in ss form allowing it to interact with itself, neighboring template 

strands, and the AuNP surface. It is likely that these interactions create a steric 

boundary making it more difficult for the probe strand to re-hybridize once released.99 

This hypothesis was also supported by the low hybridization efficiencies achieved 

when we attached the template strand to the AuNP before hybridization with the probe 

strand (~5%). 

3.2.3 Femtosecond laser pulse heating for DNA release 

An amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system (Clark-MXR CPA) operating at a center 

wavelength of 775 nm, a 1 kHz repetition rate and with a 150 fs pulse width was utilized 

to excite the AuNPs in this study. This repetition rate and pulse width (duty cycle of 
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1.5 x 10-8 %) ensured that there is enough time for heat relaxation of the AuNP between 

pulses as the phonon-phonon coupling timescale for the AuNP and local environment 

is on the order of nanoseconds.85 The pulse was frequency doubled using a barium 

borate (BBO) crystal to generate a working excitation wavelength of 387.5 nm. After 

removing the residual fundamental beam with a dichroic mirror, the light beam at 387.5 

nm was gently focused using a 1 meter focal length lens, so that the spot size (3.3 mm 

diameter) did not change much over the 1 cm path of the sample cuvette. The laser 

irradiance was controlled using a waveplate-polarizer combination. The pulse radiant 

exposures used in our experiments ranged between 3.5-14.1 J/m2. The transmittance of 

the sample was ~74%. Immediately prior to experiments, dsDNA-AuNP conjugates 

were made in batch and washed three times through centrifugation, supernatant 

removal and re-dispersion of the dsDNA-AuNP into fresh buffer in order to remove 

unbound/dehybridized DNA. Next, the dsDNA-AuNP conjugate was diluted to a 13 

pM AuNP concentration or ~7.8 x 109 particles per mL as this concentration places 

each AuNP at approximately 5 µm from its nearest neighbor (mean inter-particle 

distance) and ensures that individual AuNPs are in a temperature confinement regime, 

i.e., the influence of heat from neighboring particles can essentially be ignored.100 For 

a detailed explanation of the temperature confinement evaluation, we refer the reader 

to the confinement number derivation in the book Thermoplasmonics.27  During 

irradiation, we continuously monitored the bulk solution temperature using a 

thermocouple housed within a protective stainless steel sheath (Figure 3.5). At the 

highest pulse radiant exposure (14.1 J/m2) we did not observe any significant 
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temperature increase in the bulk solution (< 1.5 °C), with a similar nominal increase 

observed in a control buffer solution lacking AuNPs. 

 

Figure 3.5:12Bulk solution temperatures measured during irradiation at a 14.1 J/m2 pulse radiant 

exposure.  A type K thermocouple was used to measure the solution temperature.  The buffer sample is 

a negative control with no AuNPs in solution.  The AuNP concentration in the dsDNA-AuNP solution 

is 13pM. Error bars represent std. dev. for n = 3 experiments. 

 

At the 13 pM working concentration used for expierments, the AuNPs have an 

absorbance of 0.13 in a 1 cm path length using 387.5 nm light (extinction coefficient 

of 1.01x1010 M-1cm-1).  While the effective pulse radiant exposure is slightly lower at 

the back of the sample than at the front, we observed no change in the release profile 

when samples were diluted by a factor of 2x, indicating that the slight change in the 

laser pulse absorption profile throughout the sample does not significantly impact the 

observed DNA release profiles. The sample volume was restricted to 200 µL so that 

the laser beam could interact with the whole sample during irradiation, deriving nearly 

homogeneous laser exposure without the need for mixing or stirring the sample. Each 
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sample was placed into the laser path and irradiated for a given number of pulses (up 

to 1 x 105 pulses or 100 seconds). During irradiation, no precipitation or flocculation 

of the AuNPs was observed in the cuvette. To further ensure that the AuNPs were not 

aggregating, we carefully monitored the absorbance spectrum of the dsDNA-AuNP 

samples throughout each assay using UV-Vis spectrometry. Each sample was also 

lightly vortexed before irradiation to make sure the AuNPs were well dispersed. Figure 

3.6 displays an example absorbance spectrum representing a dsDNA-AuNP sample  

 

Figure 3.6:13Absorbance of 13 pM dsDNA-AuNP conjugate (with Probe55) before and after irradiation 

at 14.1 J/m2 for 100 seconds. The OG488 and DNA absorbance are not apparent in this spectra due to 

the strong absorption profile of the 55 nm AuNP. Samples were prepared and irradiated as described in 

the Materials and methods section. 

 

before and after irradiation at 14.1 J/m2, demonstrating that irradiation at these pulse 

radiant exposures does not affect the AuNP shape nor colloidal stability.  After 

irradiation, the samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was carefully collected. 

Then a fluorescence spectra of the supernatant was taken to extrapolate the amount of 
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probe DNA released. In Figure 3.7A, the raw fluorescence spectra for AuNPs loaded 

with Probe65 and irradiated at a pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2 is shown. Each 

spectrum represents an independent 200 µL aliquot that was irradiated for the specified 

number of pulses. The bulk heating release (black dashed curve) represents the 

maximum fluorescence signal obtained during bulk heating (i.e., the max loading of  

 

Figure 3.7:14A) Raw fluorescence data obtained for AuNPs loaded with Probe65 and irradiated at a pulse 

radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2. B) Data from A transformed into number of probe DNA per AuNP 

utilizing the calibration curves in Figure 3.3. Error bars represent std. dev. for n = 3 experiments.  

the Probe65 strand). From the fluorescence spectra, it is clear that the amount of probe 

DNA released into solution increased as the pulse number increased. Using a standard 

curve (Figure 3.3), the raw data in Figure 3.7A was transformed into the number of 

probe DNA still hybridized to the template strand on the AuNPs at a given pulse 

number. It is important to note that the sample is manually removed from the laser path 

after a specified time that correlates to the specific pulse number and due to the error 

innate in manual sample removal, the error in the reported pulse number is estimated 

at ≤ 1x103 pulses (≤ 1 second). Figure 3.7B shows representative data, obtained from 
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the raw data in 3.7A, of the amount of Probe65 still hybridized to the template strand 

on the AuNP as a function of pulse number. The initial drop between the first two data 

points is discussed in detail below. 

To ensure we were only releasing the probe strands into solution and not the whole 

DNA duplex, we monitored the release of a modified ATTO550-labeled template 

strand during irradiation. Unlabeled Probe45 was used as the complementary strand in 

these assays.  At our highest pulse radiant exposure (14.1 J/m2), we observed a nominal 

~6% release of the template strand from the AuNP surface after 100 seconds of 

irradiation (Figure 3.8). This value was similar to the amount of ATTO550-template  

 

Figure 3.8:15A) Standardization curve converting the fluorescence of ATTO550 labeled template DNA 

to concentration of template DNA.  Known concentrations of ATTO550 template DNA were measured 

in a Tecan Infinite M1000 plate reader. ATTO550 was excited at 530 nm and the emission spectra was 

collected from 550-800 nm.  The emission spectra was integrated to obtain the y-axis values. B) 

Template DNA released using dsDNA-AuNP conjugate with the modified ATTO550-template strand 

attached to the AuNP at a pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2.  The fluorescence of the released 

ATTO550 template was converted into the number of DNA per AuNP using the standard curve in A). 

Error bars represent std. dev. for n = 3 experiments. 
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DNA released when the dsDNA-AuNP conjugate was incubated at a bulk solution 

temperature (data not shown) of 80 °C for 2 hours (8%), indicating that the template 

release occurring in our system during laser excitation is most likely due to the elevated 

temperatures around the AuNP and not Au-S bond cleavage caused by hot electrons 

from photoexcitation. This suggests that the released template was non-specifically 

adsorbed on the AuNP surface and not chemically conjugated through the gold-thiol 

bond. Conversely, as seen in Figure 3.7B, the Probe65 strand showed complete release 

after 100 seconds at a pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2, indicating that Probe65 was 

released through thermal denaturation. 

We also controlled for different dsDNA loading densities on the AuNP surface. We 

examined loading densities of 14.8 ± 0.7 pmol/cm2 (~832 template strands per AuNP 

or 1 strand every ~11 nm2), 14.0 ± 0.6 pmol/cm2 (~786 template strands per AuNP or 

1 strand every ~12 nm2) and 7.1 ± 0.5 pmol/cm2 (~474 template strands per AuNP or 1 

strand every 20 nm2) using the Probe55 strand at pulse radiant exposures of 14.1 and 

7.1 J/m2. No significant difference in the DNA release rate (data not shown) was 

observed.  Surface loading densities of ~7 pmol/cm2 are considered low and 

neighboring DNA interactions are considered negligible at these densities.94 The fact 

that no changes in the DNA release rate was observed between loading densities, 

affirms that duplex-duplex interactions were not a considerable factor when 

considering the DNA release profiles and as such the difference in initial loading of the 

different probe strands should have had a negligible effect on the results. 

Our experimental system contained 3 variables that were each modulated 

independently: 1) the Tm of the probe-template dsDNA, 2) the pulse radiant exposure, 
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and 3) the bulk or bath temperature. We began by testing probe strands with different 

melting temperatures (Probe45, Probe55, and Probe65) at a fixed pulse radiant 

exposure of 14.1 J/m2 (this being the highest tested pulse radiant exposure), and the 

corresponding release profiles are shown in Figure 3.9. A two-component DNA release 

profile during irradiation was observed, an observation that was consistent throughout 

the study and which will be discussed in depth in the next section. We note that this has 

also been observed by both Poon et al.48 and Thibaudau et al.50 when using lasers with 

longer ns pulse widths. 

 
Figure 3.9:16DNA release as a function of pulse number with the different probe strands at a pulse radiant 

exposure of 14.1 J/m2. Curves are linear fits of data starting at 1 x 104 pulses. Error bars represent std. 

dev. for n = 3 experiments.  

Excluding the initial release of probe DNA during the first 1 x 104 pulses, the 

release profile from subsequent pulses was well fit with a linear function as seen in 

Figure 3.9. These fits correspond to the largest portion of released DNA (>75%) which 

also have a higher dissociation energy (vide infra) and as such are assumed to be good 
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representations of the local temperature. Using the slope obtained from the linear fits 

of the data, the following probe strand release rates were determined; Probe45 releases 

at 3.36 ± 0.37 x10-3 DNA/pulse, Probe55 releases at 2.89 ± 0.22 x10-3 DNA/pulse, and 

Probe65 releases at 1.94 ± 0.26 x10-3 DNA/pulse for an incident radiant exposure of 

14.1 J/m2. Reported uncertainties arise from averaging triplicate measurements. As 

predicted, a lower DNA melting temperature corresponds to a faster DNA release rate 

during irradiation and is further evidence that the probe DNA is released through 

thermal denaturation. 

Subsequently, the assorted dsDNA-AuNP conjugates were irradiated at varying 

laser pulse radiant exposures including 3.5, 7.1, 10.5, and 14.1 J/m2. The corresponding 

release profiles are shown in Figure 3.10.  Reported uncertainties arise from triplicate 

measurements (not necessarily of the same sample batch). Quantification results are 

summarized in Table 3.2. For each probe strand, the DNA release rate was dependent 

on the pulse radiant exposure, where the larger pulse radiant exposures corresponded 

to faster DNA release rates. At pulse radiant exposures of 7.1, 10.5 and 14.1 J/m2, the 

DNA release rate was dependent on the melting temperature of the probe strand, i.e., 

the lowest melting temperature probe strand, Probe45, released the quickest at these 

pulse radiant exposures compared to that of Probe55, while Probe65 was even slower. 

At the pulse radiant exposure of 3.5 J/m2, the DNA release was minimal and in line 

with the observed release rates for the ATTO550-template control experiments. To 

further ensure that there were no collective heating effects, control experiments were 

realized in which the samples were further diluted by 50% (representative data referred 
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to as half [C] shown in Figure 3.10B) and the release rate was found to be unmodified 

from the full concentration samples.  

 

Figure 3.10:17DNA release as a function of pulse number for A) Probe65, B) Probe55, and C) Probe 45 

at varying pulse radiant exposures.  In B), the empty light green circles-dotted line, (7.1 J/m2 (half [C]), 

is a sample run at 2-fold dilution of the other samples to demonstrate that there are no collective heating 

effects. All data sets in each panel share the same initial number of DNA before laser heating (hollow 

grey square). Curves are linear fits of data starting at 1 x 104 pulses. Error bars represent std. dev. for n 

= 3 experiments. 

Finally, we irradiated dsDNA-AuNP conjugates while controlling the bulk solution 

temperature using a temperature controlled cuvette holder. By lowering the bulk 

solution temperature, we were able to decrease the DNA release rate at a given pulse 
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radiant exposure, as the temperature increase provided by the laser pulse had the same 

magnitude, yet the effective solution temperature around the DNA was lower.  We held 

the bulk solution temperature at 6, 12, and 22 °C and irradiated the various dsDNA-

AuNP conjugates at pulse radiant exposures of 7.1 and 14.1 J/m2 (Figure 3.11).  

Pulse 
radiant 

exposure  

3.5 
J/m2 

7.1  
J/m2 

10.5 
J/m2 

14.1  
J/m2 

Bath 
temperature  

22 °C 6 °C 12 °C 22 °C 22 °C 6 °C 12 °C 22 °C 
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Probe 
65  

0.28 ± 
0.01 

0.62 ± 
0.08 

0.66 ± 
0.04 

1.33 ± 
0.38 

1.95 ± 
0.10 

0.54 ± 
0.05 

0.77 ± 
0.02 

1.94 ± 
0.26 

Probe 
55 

0.78 ± 
0.17 

0.98 ± 
0.15 

1.23 ± 
0.14 

2.37 ± 
0.25 

2.38 ± 
0.13 

1.05 ± 
0.11 

1.54 ± 
0.19 

2.89 ± 
0.22 

Probe 
45 

0.47 ± 
0.21 

0.98 ± 
0.84 

1.97 ± 
0.19 

2.96 ± 
0.54 

2.53 ± 
0.20 

0.58 ± 
0.20 

3.21 ± 
0.15 

3.36 ± 
0.37 

Table 3.2:3Probe DNA release rates. Probe DNA release rate is the slope of the linear fit of the release 

data starting at 1 x 104 pulses. Error represents std. dev. for n = 3 experiments. 

 

For Probe65, we observed a significant decrease in the DNA release rate (>50%) when 

the solution temperature is lowered to 12 °C. Interestingly, we did not observe any 

additional reduction of the DNA release rate when the solution temperature is further 

lowered to 6 °C, indicating that when dropping the bath temperature by 10 °C the ΔT 

increase around the AuNP caused by the laser pulse no longer reached a temperature 

capable of releasing Probe65. For Probe45, we observe a decrease in the release rate at 

each stage of reduction in solution temperature; ~66% from 22 °C to 12 °C and ~50% 

from 12 °C to 6 °C at a pulse radiant exposure of 7.1 J/m2. The decrease in the DNA 

release rate at cooler bulk solution temperatures, provides further evidence that we were 

controllably heating the DNA to temperatures in the range of the duplex melting 
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temperatures (40-70 °C). In Table 3.2, the probe DNA release rates at the three solution 

temperatures are presented for expierments realized at 14.1, 7.1 and 3.5 J/m2.  

 

Figure 3.11:18DNA release as a function of pulse number at varying bath temperatures for A) Probe65 

at a pulse radiant exposure of 14 J/m2, B) Probe65 at a pulse radiant exposure of 7 J/m2, C) Probe55 at a 

pulse radiant exposure of 14 J/m2, D) Probe55 at a pulse radiant exposure of 7 J/m2, E) Probe45 at a 

pulse radiant exposure of 14 J/m2, and  F) Probe45 at a pulse radiant exposure of 7 J/m2. All data sets 

share the same initial number of DNA (hollow grey square). Curves are linear fits of data starting at 1 x 

104 pulses.  Error bars represent std. dev. for n = 3 experiment. 
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3.2.4 Quantification of locally sensed temperature 

Utilizing the obtained data sets, the results were analyzed in detail to better 

understand the nanolocalized heating profile sensed by the DNA both in time and space 

after a fs-laser pulse induced heating event. To do this the equations developed for a 

steady-state bulk heating condition of DNA denaturation on AuNPs were applied with 

a key variation, our system is not at equilibrium but instead is an average of non-

equilibrium states over time, i.e., a pulse occurs and the AuNP is heated, the heat 

dissipates to the local environment containing the DNA, the system cools down to the 

bulk solution temperature during the 1 ms between successive pulses, and then the 

reaction repeats itself but for the next pulse the starting point is a AuNP with fewer 

probe DNA hybridized to the template strands on the AuNP surface. That there was no 

observed DNA rebinding during the bulk heating assays provided confidence in this 

assumption. It is important to distinguish the difference between rebinding post probe 

strand diffusion from the AuNP and rebinding while the probe strands are still 

associated with the template-AuNP. We observe no rebinding once the probe DNA 

diffuses into solution, but are unable to determine if rebinding occurs while the probe 

strand is still associated with template strand, e.g., the DNA bases are unpaired or only 

partially unpaired but the probe strand has not yet diffused into solution and rebinds to 

the template strand.   

The system has an additional intricacy, as noted, for any experiment with noticeable 

release (i.e., above 3.5 J/m2 pulse radiant exposure), the system presented a two-

component release profile as briefly mentioned in the previous section. To explain this 

result we refer to the work of Chen et al, where it was shown that a DNA duplex 
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immobilized to the surface of a AuNP will adopt minimally two conformations on the 

AuNP surface and these conformations lead to distinct dissociation constants.94 One of 

these conformations leads to a faster dissociation constant, while the other leads to a 

slower dissociation constant. We note that although the exact physical description of 

the conformations is still unknown, it is predicted that the duplex configuration with 

the faster dissociation constant is due to the formation of partial duplexes caused by 

interactions with the Au surface.94 The thermally induced biphasic release of DNA on 

AuNPs has also been observed in other studies.48, 84 As an example, during the first ten 

seconds of irradiation at 14.1 J/m2, we observed the release of a large number of each 

probe strand; 143 ± 34, 133 ± 18 and 127 ± 35 for Probe45, Probe55, and Probe65 

respectively (see Figure 3.9); similar results were seen in the other experimental 

conditions. We propose that a majority of the probe DNA released during the first 1 x 

104 pulses had a faster dissociation constant due to interactions with the Au surface 

and/or improper hybridization. Therefore, it is appropriate to modify the equation for 

DNA dissociation used in the current analysis so that it accounts for the quick release 

observed in the subspecies of probe DNA that is interacting with the Au surface (less 

than 25% of total probe DNA) as well as the major species of probe DNA that does not 

strongly interact with Au surface and is said to have a “slow” dissociation constant. 

Following the work of Chen et al.,16 (χ) is designated as the total amount of DNA 

duplexes on the AuNP surface: 

𝜒 = ∑ 𝜒𝑖                  (Eq. 3.1) 
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Where χi is representative of each DNA conformation on the AuNP. A two component 

system is sufficient in this case, represented by f = fast and s = slow. As such: 

𝜒 = 𝜒𝑓 + 𝜒𝑠                 (Eq. 3.2) 

Each duplex component (χf or χs) has a dissociation curve that can then be fit to the 

following equation: 

𝜒𝑖 = 𝜒0
𝑖 ∗ 𝑒−𝑘𝑑

𝑖 𝑡                (Eq. 3.3) 

Where χ0 is the initial number of DNA duplexes in the specific component, kd is the 

dissociation rate of duplexes in the specific component and t is time.  The dissociation 

rate can then be written as:  

𝑘𝑑
𝑖 = 𝜅

𝑘𝑇

ℎ
𝑒(−

Δ𝐻𝑑
𝑖,≠

𝑅𝑇
)𝑒(

Δ𝑆𝑑
𝑖,≠

𝑅
)
               (Eq. 3.4) 

where T is temperature, R is the ideal gas constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant, h is 

Planck’s constant, 𝜅 is the transmission coefficient, which was assumed to have a value 

of 1.94, 101-102 𝛥𝐻𝑑
≠ is the activation enthalpy and Δ𝑆𝑑

≠ is the activation entropy. 

Activation entropy is the change in entropy of the DNA when moving from the duplex 

state to the denatured state and activation enthalpy is the change in enthalpy of the 

DNA when moving from the duplex to denatured state.   It is important to note that 

each duplex component (χf or χs) in this system has a distinct activation enthalpy and 

activation entropy. The pulsed heating effect in this system (Figure 3.12D) was further 

simulated using a previous published MATLAB code.85 Using these simulated 

temperature profiles we empirically determined that the heating duration (t) after a 
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single pulse was approximately 5 ns. Thus, after a single laser pulse, Equation (3.3) can 

be rewritten as: 

𝜒1 = 𝜒0 ∗ 𝑒−𝑘𝑑(5 ns)                (Eq. 3.5) 

Subsequently, the AuNP and local environment return to ambient temperature before 

the next pulse arrives. Then, a second pulse arrives and heats the AuNP and local 

environment for another 5 ns as given by: 

𝜒2 = 𝜒1 ∗ 𝑒−𝑘𝑑(5 ns)                (Eq. 3.6) 

And for the Nth pulse the dissociation curve can be written as: 

𝜒𝑁 = 𝜒0 ∏ (𝑒−𝑘𝑑(5 ns))
𝑗𝑁

𝑗=1 = 𝜒0 ∗ 𝑒−𝑘𝑑(5 ns)(𝑁)             (Eq. 3.7) 

Substituting equation (3.7) into equation (3.1) for both the fast and slow DNA 

components yields: 

𝜒 = [𝜒0
𝑓

∗ 𝑒−𝑘𝑑
𝑓(5 ns)(𝑁)] +  [𝜒0

𝑠 ∗ 𝑒−𝑘𝑑
𝑠 (5 ns)(𝑁)]             (Eq. 3.8) 

Equation 3.8 was used to fit the raw data collected during our pulsed release 

experiments. The results of the fits can be seen in Figures 3.12A-C. 

As we are primarily interested in fitting for T, substituting the dissociation rate 

equation (Equation 3.4) into the kd values for each DNA component in Equation 3.8, 

allowed us to directly output a T value from the fit of each data set and ensure the T 

values obtained were identical in the slow and fast DNA components.  Additionally, 

this allowed us to independently input thermodynamic values for each DNA component 
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in the range of 32-49 kcal/mol for ΔH#
d and 0.06-0.11 kcal/mol*K for ΔS#

d, which are  

 

Figure 3.12:19Probe DNA per AuNP and a function of pulse number for pulse radiant exposures of 14.1, 

7.1 and 3.5 J/m2 for Probe65 (A), Probe55 (B), and Probe45 (C).  Fit curves were obtained using Equation 

3.8.  D) 2-D data set of simulated heat profile around a AuNP after a single laser pulse at 14.1 J/m2. The 

dashed rectangles (black-Probe65, maroon-Probe55, green-Probe45) represent the area used to 

determine the average temperature ‘sensed’ across the respective probe strand in a 5 ns time window. 

Each probe strand was estimated to start at approximately 2.1 nm from the AuNP surface and extend 

throughout the height of the respective dashed rectangle. 

consistent with values reported in the literature for similar length DNA strands 

dissociating on an AuNP surface during bulk solution heating.94 For each DNA strand 

the ΔH#
d and ΔS#

d values were kept the same regardless of the experimental conditions 
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and the values used in our fitting ensured that the longer the probe DNA strand the 

greater the energy barrier for dissociation. The ΔH#
d and ΔS#

d values we used for the 

probe DNA strands are reported in Table 3.3. Similarly the percentage of fast and slow 

DNA components was kept fixed throughout every fitting, however it was dependent 

on the particular probe DNA strand. The fast component composed 15%, 24%, and 

22% for Probe45, Probe55, and Probe65, respectively, in line with values of 10-20% 

reported in the literature for the fast DNA configuration.94 While we did not directly fit 

kd, it was derived using the ΔH#
d and ΔS#

d values as well as the T value obtained from 

the fittings. We report ln (kd) values over the range of 6.5-10.9 for the fast DNA 

component and 3.2-8.1 for the slow DNA component, which are similar to what has 

been previously reported for bulk solution heating on AuNPs.94 

    
Probe65 Probe55 Probe45 

Component with 
"slow" dissociation 

rates 

Proportion 78% 76% 85% 

∆H#
d (kcal mol-1) 49 37 37 

∆S#
d (kcal mol-1 K-1) 0.11 0.072 0.07 

Component with 
"fast" dissociation 

rates 

Proportion 22% 24% 15% 

∆H#
d (kcal mol-1) 44 33 32 

∆S#
d (kcal mol-1 K-1) 0.1 0.065 0.06 

Table 3.3:4Parameters used for data fitting with the modified DNA dissociation equation. Parameters 

used to obtain “sensed” temperature values from fitting data with Equation 3.8. 𝛥𝐻𝑑
≠ is the activation 

enthalpy and Δ𝑆𝑑
≠ is the activation entropy. Error on all values was ≤ 5%. 

 

The value of T obtained from the fits quantifies the sensed temperature for a 

specific probe DNA at a given pulse radiant exposure and bulk solution temperature. 

We use the term sensed as it represents a time and length temperature average around 
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the DNA, since the temperature is not uniform over time or distance in our system.  In 

the context of DNA denaturation, we expect the sensed temperature to represent the 

bulk steady-state temperature that would impose similar DNA dissociation rates. We 

averaged the sensed temperature values (T) obtained from the three probe DNA strands 

at pulse radiant exposures of 14.1, 7.1, and 3.5 J/m2 for a bulk solution temperature of 

22 °C. Additionally we calculated an average sensed delta temperature (∆T) by 

subtracting out the respective bulk solution temperature so that we could determine the 

average sensed delta temperature at a given pulse radiant exposure. The sensed ∆T 

value represents the average delta temperature from all three probe strands at all bath 

temperatures for a specific laser pulse radiant exposure. The obtained sensed 

temperatures (T) and sensed delta temperature increases (∆T) are presented in Table 

3.4. 

To physically interpret the sensed temperatures in this system, the temperature 

profile around a single AuNP was simulated after a single pulse at each radiant 

exposure used. Simulations were carried out using MATLAB code published by the 

Baffou lab.85 It is important to note that when using 55 nm AuNPs in conjunction with 

a 1 kHz laser repetition rate, we were in a time-localization regime,27 meaning there 

was no temperature accumulation in the system between successive pulses; the AuNP 

and surrounding medium return to the solution baseline temperature before another 

pulse is absorbed. Furthermore, at the low concentration in our system (13 pM) each 

AuNP was approximately 5 µm from neighboring particles and individual AuNPs 

could be said to be in the temperature confinement regime when used with our laser 

parameters.27 As such, the simulated temperature profile around the AuNP after a single 
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pulse could be used to model the temperature increase around the probe DNA. An 

example of the theoretical heat maps produced, shown for 14.1 J/m2 at RT is presented 

in Figure 3.12D. Using these theoretical temperature profiles, we empirically 

determined that a majority of the temperature increase occurs within the first 5 ns and 

as such this was chosen as the heating duration for the pulsed release equation used in 

our fits.  To interpret the fit sensed temperature, the average theoretical temperature 

across the physical extension of the DNA strands were calculated over a 5 ns time 

window. These values, reported in Table 3.4 as Model <T>, are an average of the 

temperatures felt across each probe strand at a given pulse radiant exposure.  The 

dashed rectangles (black-Probe65, maroon-Probe55, green-Probe45) in Figure 3.12D  

Pulse radiant 
exposure (J/m2) 

Sensed 
Temperaturea   (°C) 

Model <T>b  
(°C) 

Sensed ∆Tc                      
(°C) 

14.1 48.3 ± 1.5 47 31.0 ± 3.6 

7.1 43.0 ± 3.6 34 26.0 ± 4.3 

3.5 24.3 ± 5.0 28 2.3 ± 5.0 

Table 3.4:5Quantification of local temperature around AuNP after photothermal heating event at 

different laser pulse radiant exposures. aAverage value of T from Probe65, Probe55, and Probe45 at RT 

(bath = 22 °C) obtained from the fit data using Equation 3.8. bAverage model temperature at a bath 

temperature of 22 °C obtained from MATLAB simulations. The average model temperature is the 

average temperature along the length of the probe DNAs over a 5 ns heating interval after a pulse at the 

respective radiant exposure. cAverage ΔT from the fits of all probe strands and all bath conditions 

obtained by subtracting the bath temperature from the sensed temperature at the specific laser pulse 

radiant exposure. 

represent the area used to determine the average temperature for each probe strand and 

the Model <T> is an average of these three temperatures. The sensed temperature is in 
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good agreement with the 5 ns model average for 14.1 and 3.5 J/m2, while 

overestimating the temperature for 7 J/m2. This overestimation of the sensed 

temperature leads us to believe that the temperature gradient across the length of the 

DNA as well as the local max temperature play a considerable role in DNA 

denaturation (discussed further in Chapter 4). Additionally, our results point very 

strongly to a single-pulse stochastic driven release rather than a gradual cumulative 

release.  As the heating timescale after a single pulse is on the order of ns and the time 

between successive pulses is 1 ms, we can safely assume the temperature of the local 

environment around the AuNP returns to baseline after each pulse. Both this and the 

good fit of our data to the modified pulsed release equation (Equation 3.8) provide 

strong evidence towards stochastic release. Moreover, the linear fitting of the ‘slow’ 

release component opposes a cumulative effect as we would expect the release rate to 

increase at longer pulse.  

3.3 Conclusions 

 

Overall, we find that when operating under the proper experimental conditions, 

fs-pulse excitation of AuNPs can be used to thermally denature dsDNA displayed on 

the AuNP surface without causing significant cleavage of the gold-thiol bond used for 

DNA attachment. This is an important finding, as we have demonstrated that the gold-

thiol bond is a viable attachment chemistry for placing biological molecules on AuNPs 

during fs-pulsed heating with pulse radiant exposures at or below 14.1 J/m2. 

Additionally, we observed no bulk solution temperature increase from AuNP heat 

dissipation, providing further evidence that each AuNP is in a spatio-temporal 

temperature confinement regime in the experimental configuration we utilized.27 This 
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work demonstrates that the rate of DNA release under fs-pulse heating can be correlated 

to the DNA length or Tm and can be tuned by controlling both the pulse radiant 

exposure and the bulk solution temperature. After fs-pulse absorption, the theoretical 

temperature increase around the AuNP can last for as little as 5 ns and the theoretical 

temperature profile follows a 1/r3 temperature dependence extending from the AuNP 

surface.103 This creates an interesting distinction from that of steady state heating or 

bulk solution heating when considering biological materials such as DNA, since the 

temperature profile around the AuNP generated from fs-pulse absorption changes 

drastically on the nanosecond time and nanometer length scales. To better understand 

how DNA reacts to the temperature profile generated from fs-pulse heating, we 

modified the equations describing the steady-state DNA dissociation on AuNPs 94 to 

account for the pulsed laser heating.  Our data was well fit using the derived pulsed-

modified dissociation equations and allowed us to extract thermodynamic properties of 

the dsDNA attached to AuNP. Of perhaps greater interest, a “sensed” temperature value 

was derived, providing a quantitative local nanothermometer for fs-pulsed heating in 

coordination with biological systems. We designate this a sensed temperature as the 

temperature profile is not uniform over time or even along the DNA as it extends from 

the AuNP surface. Temperature profile simulations were used to better understand the 

fit sensed temperature value and we found that the theoretical average temperature over 

the physical extension of the probe DNA for a 5 ns time window after pulse absorption 

matched closely to the sensed temperature for two of the three pulse radiant exposures 

examined (14.1 and 3.5 J/m2).  For a pulse radiant exposure of 7.1 J/m2, the sensed 

temperature is 9 °C higher than the model average temperature, indicating that local 
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peak or maximum temperatures may play a larger part in the denaturation process. 

Overall we have demonstrated that when both the laser system and AuNP colloidal 

suspension are properly designed, fs-pulsed heating of AuNPs can be used to generate 

highly local temperature increases in a biologically relevant range, and the magnitude 

of the temperature increase can be controlled to modulate relevant biological activity.  

3.4 Materials and methods 

 

3.4.1 AuNP synthesis  

AuNPs were synthesized as previously described.104-105 Briefly, 55 nm diameter 

AuNPs were synthesized in aqueous phase by using a seeded growth method in the 

presence of citric acid and ascorbic acid. 10 nm seed AuNPs were first synthesized 

using sodium citrate and NaBH4. The seeds were then added to a growth solution of 

0.4 mM HAuCl4 and 0.8 mM sodium citrate in 50 mL of deionized water. Then L-

ascorbic acid was added to the solution to make a final concentration of 2 mM. The 

reaction was stirred for 2 hours at room temperature and then kept at room temperature 

for 24 hours. The completion of the reaction was confirmed by UV-Vis absorption 

spectroscopy by measuring the AuNP surface plasmon resonance band’s red shift (from 

515 nm to 531 nm) and the decrease of the ascorbic acid peak in the UV region. The 

size of the AuNP, 55 ± 5 nm, was confirmed using transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM).  

3.4.2 DNA conjugation and quantification 

DNA sequences were purchased from Intergrated DNA Technologies Inc. 

(Coralville, IA). The probe DNA strands were purchased with a 3' amino modification 
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and conjugated in-house with Oregon Green 488 Carboxylic Acid, Succinimidyl Ester, 

5-isomer (OG488) purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific (Waltham, MA) using the 

amine-reactive probe labeling protocol described on 

https://www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home/references/protocols/cell-and-tissue-

analysis/labeling-chemistry-protocols/amine-reactive-probe-labeling-protocol.html. 

Probe strands were then purified using PD-10 Columns (GE Healthcare) and/or Ultra-

High Performance Liquid Chromatography (UHPLC).106 The template strand and the 

desired probe strand at equimolar 0.05 mM concentration were combined into a 

solution of 100 mM HEPES pH 7.5 with 5 mM MgCl2. This solution was thermally 

annealed using a thermocycler (Applied Biosystems ProFlex PCR System) by heating 

up to 85 °C followed by controlled cooling at 1 °C per minute. Samples were then 

stored at 4 °C or immediately used. The probe-template dsDNA were incubated with 

Tris (carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP) at a molar ratio of 1:100 for 30 

minutes to reduce the thiol bond. AuNPs were added to the activated dsDNA at a ratio 

of 1:2,000 in a solution of 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5 with 0.5 mM MgCl2. The solution 

was stirred at room temperature overnight. The final solution was then concentrated 

and rinsed to remove unbound DNA using Amicon ultracentrifugation columns with a 

molecular weight cutoff of 100 kDa. To quantify the amount of probe DNA attached 

to the AuNP, a portion of the AuNP-dsDNA solution was heated to 80 °C for 2 hours. 

This temperature was expected to dehybridize and release into solution all the 

hybridized probe strands. The solution was then centrifuged at 5,000 x g for 5 minutes 

and the supernatant was collected to quantify the amount of released probe DNA. A 

standard curve was then used to convert fluorescence intensity to moles of DNA. 
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To quantify template DNA attached to the AuNP, we used a modified template 

strand displaying an ATTO 550 fluorescent dye. The dsDNA attachment to the AuNP 

was performed as described above except an unlabeled Probe45 strand was utilized. 

Following a previously published protocol,93 an excess of mercaptoethanol (10,000 

times the Au concentration) was added to the AuNP-dsDNA conjugate solution and the 

reaction was allowed to proceed overnight. The solution was then centrifuged at 5,000 

x g for 5 minutes and the supernatant collected to quantify the amount of template 

DNA. A standard curve was used to convert fluorescence intensity to moles of DNA. 

3.4.3 Experimental set up of bulk heating assays 

For the melting curves “off” of the AuNP (i.e., dsDNA probe alone), we used a 

modified template strand containing a 5’ Iowa Black®FQ Dark Quencher. To measure 

the melting curves, a 1:1 solution at 5 nM of the template strand and each probe strand 

were annealed to form DNA duplexes. Each DNA duplex was then placed in a 

temperature controlled fluorometer cuvette, where the bulk solution temperature was 

raised from 20 °C to 80 °C at 1 °C per minute. The temperature sensitivity of OG488 

fluorescence was determined and incorporated into the melting curves. With every 2 

°C change, a fluorescence reading was taken. The fluorescence intensity at each 

temperature was converted to the fraction of ssDNA present in solution by using the 20 

°C fluorescence readout as the 0.0 ssDNA state and the 80 °C fluorescence readout as 

the 1.0 ss DNA state. The melting curves for the DNA duplexes “on” the AuNP were 

obtained in similar manner but the fluorescence intensity was converted to percent 

DNA released. Tm values were obtained by taking the temperature corresponding to 

maximum of the first derivative of the melting curves. 
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3.4.4 Experimental set up of fs-pulse laser assays 

The pulsed laser heating assays are as described in the text. Samples were irradiated 

for a set amount of time, measured manually, and then transferred to a microcentrifuge 

tube. The sample was then centrifuged at 5,000 x g for 5 minutes and the supernatant 

was collected. The fluorescence spectra of the supernatant was measured using a Tecan 

Infinite M1000 plate reader and a standard curve was used to quantify the amount of 

probe or template DNA released from the AuNP. The OG488 was excited at 465 nm 

and the fluorescence spectra was collected from 480 nm to 700 nm. For kinetic studies, 

each time point represents a discrete sample. To ensure that the temperature increase 

was a local effect around the AuNPs and not due to an increase in the bulk solution 

temperature, the solution temperature was monitored with a thermocouple during the 

laser assays. A temperature controlled cuvette holder was used to control the bulk 

solution temperature. 

3.4.5 Temperature profile simulations 

Origin software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA) was used to generate all fittings. 

For the linear fits, the initial data point was not included in the fits. A custom function 

was created in Origin to fit the data to the pulsed-DNA dissociation equation (Equation 

3.8). In order to simplify the fits, we examined all the simulated temperature profiles 

and determined that a 5 ns heating time was representative of the heating duration 

around the DNA after a single pulse. We also fit the data using 10 ns and 3 ns heating 

times but found the data was best fit to the 5 ns heating time. The MATLAB code used 

to simulate the temperature profile around a AuNP after a single fs-laser pulse was 
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published in Ref.85 The governing equations for the MATLAB code are described in 

detail in Ref.103 The temperature profile for each pulse radiant exposure and solution 

temperature were determined using a 28 nm AuNP radius, 387.5 nm pulse wavelength, 

150 fs pulse width and an interface conductance value of 300 x 106 W/m2K.  The 

interface conductance value was chosen as it is similar to AuNP-ligand interface 

conductance values reported in the literature.107-109 
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Chapter 4: Mechanistic Understanding of DNA Denaturation 

in Nanoscale Thermal Gradients Created by Femtosecond 

Excitation of Gold Nanoparticles# 

#Currently submitted to ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces. 

4.1 Introduction 

 

In Chapter 3, our work demonstrated indirect control over dsDNA denaturation 

rates on AuNPs under fs laser pulse irradiation by varying the dsDNA melting 

temperature, bulk solution temperature and laser pulse radiant exposure.  Using these 

“control levers”, we were able to modulate the local temperature average along the 

dsDNA over the biological relevant range of 8-53 °C without increasing the 

temperature of the bulk solution. Furthermore, the “pulsed-heating” modified 

dissociation equation model we developed to describe this process allowed us to extract 

a “sensed” temperature and compare it with the theoretical temperature around the 

AuNP.  From this model we found that the sensed temperature is typically greater than 

the theoretical average temperature, suggesting that the local peak or maximum 

temperature plays a significant role in the denaturing process.  This finding was 

supported by the local temperature profile which follows a ~r-3 dependence from the 

AuNP surface,36 placing the dsDNA in an exceptionally steep thermal gradient. The 

steep dependence of the temperature profile on the distance from the AuNP surface 

makes this space a key variable in creating the optimal nanoenvironment for biological 

moieties whose activity is controlled by temperature under the current functional 

scenario.  
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In the above studies, two key questions about DNA dehybridization following fs-

laser pulse excitation of AuNPs remained unanswered. First, the mechanism and 

timescale of DNA dehybridization in nanoscale thermal gradients remained unknown. 

Second, the influence of the peak or maximum temperature near the AuNP surface on 

the DNA dehybridization was also unclear. To address these two questions, as well as 

improve the control over dsDNA denaturation rate from fs-laser pulse heating of 

AuNPs, we designed dsDNA-coated AuNPs with varying distances between the 

dsDNA and AuNP surface. Using a 19 bp dsDNA domain, we systemically increased 

the distance between the dsDNA and the AuNP surface by adding in poly-thymine (T) 

spacers of different lengths.  A schematic of this system is shown in Figure 4.1A,B. 

Although the distance from the AuNP surface is only varied by approximately 3.8 nm 

in total, with 1.1 nm intervals, this small shift in distance changes the predicted 

maximum temperature that the dsDNA is exposed to by ~43 °C, with the interval 

change increment as large as ~19 °C. We report that as the distance between the dsDNA 

and AuNP surface is increased, the DNA dehybridization rate decreases. By extending 

the dsDNA ~3.8 nm into solution and decreasing the pulse radiant exposure from 14.1 

J/m2 to 7.1 J/m2, the total amount of DNA released into solution was reduced from of 

93% to 26% in only 100 seconds of irradiation. It is estimated that the average dsDNA 

dehybridization rate is modified by up to 30 ± 2% by shifting the dsDNA position by 

as little as ~1.1 nm, thus providing a higher level of control over DNA release.  

To address the mechanistic question underpinning these processes and provide 

insight into dsDNA melting in the presence of nanoscale heat gradients versus the 

steady-state temperature conditions, we developed a distinct computational approach  
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Figure 4.1:20A) Schematic of fs-laser pulse excitation of dsDNA-AuNP (not to scale).  Before heating, 

the dsDNA is hybridized and the OG488 fluorescence is quenched through energy transfer with the 

AuNP.  During heating, the dsDNA denatures and the probe strands are released into solution, restoring 

the OG488 fluorescence and allowing for quantification of released DNA. B)  Schematic of dsDNA-

AuNP (not to scale) displaying the four duplexes used in this system (3T, 9T, 15T, 24T).  Each duplex 

consists of a unique template strand (black) that contains the polyT spacer domain and enables 

attachment to the AuNP surface through a 5’ thiol modification. The probe strand (green) is a 19 bp 

strand fluorescently-labeled on the 3’ end with OG488 and is the same strand for each duplex. While the 

schematic displays all four strands on a single AuNP, only one strand is present on the AuNPs during 

each experiment.  C) Theoretical temperature profile around a 55 nm AuNP after single pulse excitation 

at a pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2.  
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to introduce pulsed heating into atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. This 

approach allowed us to build on and make comparisons to the previous examples of 

templated dsDNA melting simulations, which have been limited to conditions of 

steady-state temperatures.110-112 Overall, the experimental results, numerically 

determined temperature profiles, and atomistic MD simulations suggest that the DNA 

dehybridization likely occurs through a stochastic single-pulse, dual-ended unzipping 

mechanism with bp separations occurring as quickly as 50 ns after heat exposure. The 

proximity to the gold surface and resulting exposure to high temperatures promotes 

surface proximal bp separation that produces an increased release rate in comparison 

to the theoretical prediction. 

4.2 Results and discussion 

4.2.1 System design and local temperature evaluation 

To systematically increase the distance between the dsDNA and the AuNP surface, 

we designed four ssDNA template strands that each contain 1) a 5′ thiol modification 

for AuNP attachment, 2) a ss, variable length, poly T spacer domain, and 3) a 19 

nucleotide domain that hybridizes with a fluorescently-labeled complementary strand 

(probe strand) to make up the dsDNA portion of the strand (see Table 4.1). 3T, 9T, 

15T, and 24T spacers are used to extend the dsDNA domain further into solution by a 

distance of 2.1, 3.2, 4.3 and 5.9 nm from the AuNP surface, assuming a spacing of 0.18 

nm per T.113 The probe strand, equivalent in all four spacer systems, was fluorescently 

labeled on the 3′ end with OG488 in order to provide a readout of system (i.e., amount 

of dsDNA denatured, See Chapter 3). A schematic of the designed system is shown in 

Figure 4.1A and 4.1B.  
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Strand Sequence (5'-3') Bases 
dsDNA start 

(nm from AuNP) 

dsDNA end 
(nm from 
AuNP) 

3T-template 5ThioMC6-D/(T)3TCTCTACCTACTCACCTCA 22 2.1 8.4 

9T-template 5ThioMC6-D/(T)9TCTCTACCTACTCACCTCA 28 3.2 9.5 

15T-template 5ThioMC6-D/(T)15TCTCTACCTACTCACCTCA 34 4.3 10.6 

24T-templae 5ThioMC6-D/(T)24TCTCTACCTACTCACCTCA 43 5.9 12.2 

OG488-probe TGAGGTGAGTAGGTAGAGA/3AmMO-OG488 19 ---- ---- 

Table 4.1:6DNA sequence information and dsDNA domain locations. The OG488 probe strand 

hybridizes to the same 19 base domain on each template strand. dsDNA domain start and end distances 

in relation to the AuNP surface were determined using a length of a 0.18 nm for each single stranded T 

linker and a length of 0.33 nm for each bp.  3AmMO; 3' amino modification, OG488; Oregon Green 

488, 5ThiolMC6-D; 5' thiol modification with a six- carbon linker. All DNA was purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. 

 

The dsDNA is hybridized before loading onto AuNPs.  After loading, samples were 

washed three times through centrifugation to remove unbound dsDNA. The amount of 

DNA loaded per AuNP was quantified as discussed in Chapter 3.114  dsDNA loading 

was found to be 818 ± 17 duplexes per AuNP, regardless of the number of T spacers 

on the strand. To ensure that each duplex melted near the predicted Tm of 50.8 °C when 

displayed on the AuNP surface, we measured the bulk solution melting curves of each 

duplex (Figure 4.2).  The melting temperatures for all duplexes on the AuNP (3T, 9T, 

15T, 24T) were found to be equivalent within the experimental uncertainty, 49.5 ± 0.5 

°C and the melting temperature of the duplex in solution (no AuNP) was 52.6 ± 0.5 °C. 

The 3T-solution melting curve experiment was performed using a template strand 

modified to contain an Iowa BlackFQ Dark Quencher at the 5’ end of the strand, 
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similarly to the “off AuNP” melting curve experiments described in Chapter 3. In 

agreement with previous reports,16 the melting temperature of dsDNA is slightly 

reduced when the duplex is tethered to AuNPs, indicating that the duplex is less stable 

on the AuNP surface than in solution.  

 

Figure 4.2:21Bulk solution heating DNA melting curves and Tm values.  3T, 9T, 15T, and 24T are melting 

curves of the duplexes tethered to the AuNP surface. As in Chapter 3, the 3T-solution melting curve was 

obtained by using a template strand modified to contain an Iowa BlackFQ Dark Quencher at the 5’ end 

of the strand (dye labeled DNA strand purchased from IDT).  The OG488-probe strand is hybridized to 

the Quencher-template strand and OG488 quenching occurs through FRET (R0 = 5.5 nm). Tm values for 

each strand were obtained by taking the maximum of the first derivative for each melting curve. Error 

bars represent the std. dev. for n = 3 experiments. 

From the work desribed Chapter 3, it was concluded that utilizing AuNPs of 55 ± 

5 nm diameter should provide local temperature increases of up to ~100 °C using a 150 

fs pulse width, 1 kHz repetition rate, a working excitation wavelength of 387.5 nm and 

pulse radiant exposures up to 14.1 J/m2.36, 44 These parameters, and our low working 
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concentration of 13 pM AuNP, also ensured that the AuNPs would return to baseline 

temperature between each pulse and that each AuNP is in a temperature-confinement 

regime, i.e., the influence of heat from neighboring particles can be disregarded.27, 100 

Bulk solution measurements utilizing thermocouples demonstrated negligible 

temperature increases (< 1 °C) during laser irradiation. The theoretical temperature 

profile around a single 55 nm AuNP after excitation with a pulse radiant exposure of 

14.1 J/m2 is shown in Figure 4.1C, demonstrating the nanoscale spatial and temporal 

confinement of the temperature increase. All temperature profiles were numerically 

determined using a MATLAB code that utilizes a one-temperature thermal model 

previously published by the Baffou group.36, 44 Following the work of Metwally et al. 

we determined the theoretical radiant exposure threshold for photothermal bubble 

generation with 55 nm AuNPs to be ∼24 J/m,44 and as the pulse radiant exposures we 

use here are significantly less, it is highly unlikely water vapor bubbles are forming 

around the AuNPs after excitation. It has also been demonstrated by Boulais et al. that 

water bubble formation can occur from nanoscale plasma generation rather than from 

heating during fs-pulse irradiation at pulse radiant exposures near 2000 J/m2,115  

however those pulse radiant exposures are two orders of magnitude higher than those 

used in this work. 

We began by examining the numerically derived temperature profiles in the context 

of the dsDNA positional variance. Using dsDNA starting points with respect to the 

AuNP surface: 3T at 2.1 nm, 9T at 3.2 nm, 15T at 4.3 nm and 24T at 5.9 nm, we 

determined the predicted location of the dsDNA domains and the corresponding 

temperature profile around each dsDNA strand. The theoretical temperature profiles 
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indicate that the heating pulse decays to the approximate baseline temperature in ~5 ns. 

After the 5 ns time-window ~80% of all predicted temperature areas along the dsDNA 

above room temperature (RT) had passed, 100% of all predicted temperature areas 

above the melting temperature had passed, and all remaining temperatures were < 10 

°C above RT even for the hottest system. As such, it was determined that the 

temperature across the length of the dsDNA domain over a 5 ns duration was a good 

representation of the local temperature felt by the dsDNA. In Figure 4.3A, the 

temperature profile for a pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2 is displayed with the 5 ns 

average temperature of the 3T strand represented by the internal green frame. The 

temperature values within the green frame represent the predicted temperature profile 

that the dsDNA should experience from end to end over a 5 ns time interval, the average 

value of this temperature profile is referred to throughout the text as the ‘average 

temperature’. The maximum or peak temperature is the highest temperature that occurs 

in this time/space domain. Figure 4.3A represents the hottest temperature profile 

around the 19 bp duplex in our system. For comparison, the theoretical temperature 

profile for a pulse radiant exposure of 7.1 J/m2 is displayed with the footprint of the 

24T strand in Figure 4.3B (the coolest temperature profile in our system).  The 

theoretical max and average temperatures for the pulse radiant exposures used in this 

work (14.1, 10.5 and 7.1 J/m2) are reported in Figure 4.3C. As predicted, the max and 

average temperature decreases for lower pulse radiant exposures and for dsDNA 

strands that are extended further from the NP surface.  As the strand is moved farther 

from the AuNP surface by the ~1.1 nm spacing interval, the average temperature 

decreases by 1.7 ± 0.3 °C, 1.3 ± 0.2 °C, and 0.9 ± 0.1 °C for pulse radiant exposures of  
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Figure 4.3:22Representative temperature profiles and 5 ns average temperature determinations.  A)  

Temperature profile around a 55 nm AuNP after single pulse with pulse radiant exposure 14.1 J/m2. 

Temperature scale same as in B. The internal green frame represents the temperatures used to determine 

the 5 ns average temperature across the length of the dsDNA, in this case the area for the 3T strand is 

displayed, the hottest temperature profile around the 19 bp duplex used in this work (average temperature 

= 47.3 °C, maximum temperature = 117.9).  B) Similar to A), the temperature profile for a pulse radiant 

exposure of 7.1 J/m2 with the internal green frame representing the temperatures used for the 24T strand, 

the coolest temperature profile around the 19bp duplex (average temperature = 32.3 °C, maximum 

temperature = 49.7 °C) C) Double Y-axis showing the 5 ns average temperatures (full lines) and the 

maximum temperature (dashed lines) across each strand for pulse radiant exposures of 14.1, 10.5, 7.1 

J/m2. 
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14.1, 10.5 and 7.1 J/m2 respectively (see full lines in Figure 4.3C). The uncertainties 

are the standard deviations of the average temperature change across the three dsDNA 

distance shifts (from 3T to 9T, 9T to 15T, 15T to 24T).  In comparison, as the strand is 

moved ~1.1 nm into solution, the maximum temperature achieved in the system 

decreases by 14.4 ± 3.8 °C, 11.8 ± 3.6 °C, and by 8.0 ± 2.4 °C for pulse radiant 

exposures of 14.1, 10.5 and 7.1 J/m2 respectively (see dashed lines in Figure 4.3C).  

Clearly, the maximum temperature difference (68 °C) is considerably larger than the 

average temperature difference (15 °C), highlighting the complex nature of these 

heating profiles.  By monitoring the denaturation of the dsDNA at different distances 

from the AuNP surface, we expect to elucidate the influence that the maximum and 

average temperatures have on the denaturation process. 

4.2.2 dsDNA denaturation during fs-laser pulse heating of AuNPs  

Each test dsDNA-AuNP system under evaluation was irradiated at pulse radiant 

exposures of 14.1, 10.5 and 7.1 J/m2 for up to (100 x 103) ± 1000 pulses using a 1 kHz 

laser.  This is equivalent to a maximum of 100 seconds of irradiation, though the actual 

or active irradiation time is in fact only 15 ns and the total heating time is ~500 µs 

(estimated from the numerically determined temperature profiles).  The AuNP 

concentration was fixed at 13 pM and the solution volume was restricted to 200 uL so 

that the laser spot was interacting with the entire sample during irradiation.  Samples 

were placed in the laser path for a given number of pulses then centrifuged to pellet the 

AuNP and collect the probe DNA released in the supernatant.  A standard curve was 

then used to convert OG488 fluorescence into number of DNA released (data not 

shown, see Chapter 3 for representative example). We note that due to steric issues and 
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base absorption by the template strand to the AuNP surface post denaturation, for all 

intents and purposes the DNA dehybridization is irreversible once the probe strand is 

released into solution.114, 116 AuNP integrity and colloidal stability were verified after 

100 seconds of irradiation at 14.1 J/m2 through absorbance measurements (data not 

shown, see Chapter 3 for representative example). In the absence of irradiation, no 

DNA release was detectable.  

Once the DNA release data was collected, the release profiles were fit to a 

previously derived pulsed-release equation (Eq. 3.8, Chapter 3) to determine the 

temperature “sensed” by the dsDNA.114  The fitting parameters are reported in the 

Materials and methods section. Figure 4.4A displays the release profile and 

corresponding fits for 15T at pulse radiant exposures of 14.1, 10.5 and 7.1 J/m2 

respectively. As previously reported, the dsDNA release rate decreases with a drop in 

pulse radiant exposure, as lower pulse radiant exposures generate temperature profiles 

with smaller temperature magnitudes (Figure 4.3C).114 We also observe this trend in 

the sensed temperature values (Table 4.2) obtained from the fits of the release data. 

This is also observed for 3T, 9T, and 24T (release data not shown, see Table 4.2 for 

sensed temperatures). In Figure 4.4B, the release profile for each strand at a pulse 

radiant exposure of 10.5 J/m2 is displayed. Consistent with the predictions, the closer 

the dsDNA domain is to the AuNP surface the quicker the probe DNA is released into 

solution, as the max and average temperature are higher when in close proximity to the 

AuNP surface (Figure 4.3C), promoting quicker release. The sensed temperature values 

emphasize this observation and are reported in Table 4.2. We also observed this trend 

for pulse radiant exposures of 7.1 and 14.1 J/m2 (release data not shown, see Table 4.2  
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Figure 4.4:23A) DNA release profile and fits to pulsed released equation (Eq. 3.8) for 15T at pulse radiant 

exposures of 7.1, 10.5 and 14.1 J/m2.  B) DNA release profile and fits (Eq. 3.8) for 3T, 9T 15T and 24T 

at a pulse radiant exposure for 10.5 J/m2. C) Release profiles and fits (Eq. 3.8) for various linker length 

and pulse radiant exposure combinations, demonstrating the high level of temporal control afforded over 

dsDNA denaturation with fs-laser pulse AuNP heating.  D) Sensed temperatures obtained by fitting 

release data with Eq. 3.8. Standard deviations are derived from triplicate measurements. 

 

for sensed temperatures).  For the two extremes in our system (3T at 14.1 J/m2 and 24T 

at 7.1 J/m2) we report a sensed temperature difference of 16 ± 2.2 °C, in excellent 

agreement with the theoretical average temperature difference of ~15 °C. Additionally 

we report that the sensed temperature decreased by an average of 2.0 ± 0.7 °C across  
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    3T 9T 15T 24T 

14.1 J/m2 Maximum temperature (°C) 117.9 98.6 88.6 74.7 

 Average temperature (°C) 47.3 45.4 44.1 42.2 

 Sensed temperature (°C) 51.7 ± 0.8 49.4 ± 0.8 47.0 ± 0.7 45.6 ± 0.8 

  ΔT temperature (°C) 4.4 ± 0.8 4.0 ± 0.8 2.9 ± 0.7 3.4 ± 0.8 

10.5 J/m2 Maximum temperature (°C) 98.3 81.8 73.9 62.9 

 Average temperature (°C) 41.1 39.7 38.7 37.2 

 Sensed temperature (°C) 48.4 ± 0.8 46.7 ± 0.9 45.1 ± 0.8 42.7 ± 0.8 

  ΔT temperature (°C) 7.3 ± 0.8 7.0 ± 0.9 6.4 ± 0.8 5.5 ± 1.0 

7.1 J/m2 Maximum temperature (°C) 73.6 62.4 57.1 49.7 

 Average temperature (°C) 34.9 34.0 33.3 32.3 

 Sensed temperature (°C) 42.5 ± 1.1 41.4 ± 1.2 39.8 ± 1.1 36.2 ± 1.4 

  ΔT temperature (°C) 7.6 ± 1.1 7.4 ± 1.2 6.5 ± 1.1 3.9 ± 1.4 

Table 4.2:7Quantification of local temperature around dsDNA after femtosecond-laser pulse excitationa. 

aTemperature values used in analysis of dsDNA denaturation during fs-pulse laser heating of AuNPs for 

the various linker lengths (3T, 9T, 15T, 24T) and pulse radiant exposures (14.1, 10.5 and 7.1 J/m2) used 

in this work.  Maximum temperature is the highest temperature value in the numerically simulated 

temperature profile.  The average temperature is the temperature average across the length of the dsDNA 

for a 5 ns time interval after the heating begins (see Figure 4.3A,B). The sensed temperature is obtained 

from fitting the DNA release to Eq. 3.8.  The ΔT temperature is the difference between the sensed 

temperature and average temperature. All error bars are derived from triplicate measurements. 

all pulse radiant exposures as the strand is moved ~1.1 nm into solution, whereas the 

theoretical average temperature decrease was 1.3 ± 0.4 °C. A more expansive analysis 

of this general agreement is discussed later in the text. In Figure 4.4C, we demonstrate 

the high level of control afforded over DNA release using fs-laser pulse AuNP heating. 

By precisely positioning the dsDNA with respect to the AuNP surface and modulating 

the pulse radiant exposure, the amount of DNA released can be varied over 26-93% in 

only 100 seconds of irradiation. Using the 3T strand at a pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 

J/m2, 93% of the DNA is released into solution and by simply fixing the dsDNA 3.8 
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nm further from the surface (using the 24T strand) we decreased the DNA release to 

~63%. The DNA release can be reduced even further to 26% by reducing the pulse 

radiant exposure to 7.1 J/m2.  

Based on these results, we examine the important variables for DNA denaturation 

in nanoscale thermal gradients. Although there is sensible agreement for the 

temperature differences between the various spacer strands and pulse radiant 

exposures, the sensed temperatures are consistently higher than the average 

temperatures. Though the choice of time-window for the average temperature would 

modify the precise values, for any substantial time-length (i.e., 3-10 ns), the trends are 

consistent. As such we utilize the 5 ns time-window as discussed in the previous 

section.  The differences between the sensed and average temperatures, reported in 

Table 4.2 and Figure 4.5A, are more pronounced when the dsDNA is closer to the 

AuNP surface and at the lower pulse radiant exposures of 10.5 and 7.1 J/m2. When the 

dsDNA is closer to the AuNP surface, differences between the max and average 

temperatures significantly increase. For example, a max-average temperature 

difference of 70.6 °C for 3T and of 32.5 °C for 24T are predicted for a pulse radiant 

exposure of 14.1 J/m2. This difference is not surprising since the temperature profile 

follows a ~r-3 decay from the AuNP surface. In Figure 4.5B, the relative standard 

deviation of the temperature profile (σ/average temperature) around the dsDNA is 

shown for the different linker lengths (3T, 9T, 15T, 24T). For each linker length, the 

relative standard deviation is an average across the three pulse radiant exposures. A 

lower relative standard deviation represents a more uniform temperature profile (i.e., a 

smaller difference between maximum and average temperature). The relative standard  
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Figure 4.5:24A) ΔT temperature, obtained by subtracting the theoretical average temperature from the 

sensed temperature, as a function of pulse radiant exposure and dsDNA linker length. Inset: 

Representation of the average ΔT temperature across the three pulse radiant exposures (14.1, 10.5, 7.1 

J/m2) for each linker length. B) Relative standard deviation of the first 5 ns of the theoretical temperature 

profiles in which the dsDNA are located after fs-laser pulse excitation of the dsDNA-AuNP systems. 

For each linker length, the relative standard deviation is an average across the three pulse radiant 

exposures. 

deviation of the temperature at different pulse radiant exposures does not vary much, 

as shown by the small error bars, but for the different distances from the AuNP surface 

the trend is clear. As the dsDNA is extended further from the AuNP surface, the 

decrease in the relative standard deviation of the temperature profile correlates well 

with the better agreement between the sensed temperature and average temperature 

empirically observed in our system (Figure 4.5A inset).  

At a pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2, better agreement between the sensed and 

average temperature is observed.  Across all the dsDNA strands, the average 

temperature is 44.8 ± 1.9 °C, 39.2 ± 1.4 °C, and 33.6 ± 1.0 °C for the pulse radiant 
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exposures of 14.1, 10.5, and 7.1 J/m2, respectively.  Interestingly, all of the average 

temperatures are below the melting temperature of 49.5 °C for this duplex, yet a 

temperature of 44.8 ± 1.9 °C (14.1 J/m2 average temperature) is high enough to cause 

14.8 ± 5.2% of the duplexes to melt in bulk/equilibrium heating (Figure 4.2). This is 

experimentally observed in the good agreement between the sensed and average 

temperature at 14.1 J/m2. In contrast, the average temperatures generated from pulse 

radiant exposures of 10.5 and 7.1 J/m2 would only result in 4.7 ± 2.2% and 2.7 ± 1.5% 

of the duplexes melting in bulk/equilibrium heating (Figure 4.2). The above 

observations may indicate that the dsDNA denaturation occurring at the lower pulse 

radiant exposures is primarily driven by the peak or maximum temperatures, causing 

the dsDNA to release faster than predicted by the average temperature and for the ΔT 

temperature to increase. 

Perhaps the simplest comparison is to contrast the (24T-14.1 J/m2) result to (15T-

10.5 J/m2) and (3T-7.1 J/m2). All three have a maximum temperatures of ~75 °C, but 

the average temperature are 42, 39, and 35 °C, respectively. The (24T-14.1 J/m2) is 

furthest from the surface and has the highest average temperature, resulting in the 

smallest ΔT (3.4 °C). The (3T-7.1 J/m2) is closest to the surface with a low average 

temperature, resulting in the highest ΔT (7.6 °C). While the (15T-10.5 J/m2) is between 

those two states and as expected has an intermediate ΔT (6.4 °C). 

4.2.3 Molecular dynamics simulations of dsDNA denaturation  

In order to better understand the mechanism of dsDNA melting in the nanosecond 

duration heating profiles, we collaborated with Dr. Parth Chaturvedi and Prof. Lela 
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Vuković from the University of Texas El Paso to preform MD simulations that mimic 

the heat pulse around the dsDNA after AuNP excitation. In simulations, the modeled 

systems were based on the shortest spacer strand (3T) and our highest pulse radiant 

exposure (14.1 J/m2), where approximately 93% of the dsDNA is released after the 

AuNP is excited by 105 fs-laser pulses.  With only ~818 dsDNA strands per AuNP, it 

is evident that a particular pulse has a very small probability of denaturing a DNA 

duplex (on average 0.008 strands released per pulse, based off the release rate of 3T at 

14.1 J/m2 pulse radiant exposure). Because denaturing is such a rare event when 

examined on a pulse-by-pulse basis, we utilize a smaller 13 bp duplex for our MD 

simulations. The theoretical melting temperature of the smaller 13 bp duplex is 35.1 

°C, approximately 15 °C lower than that of the 19 bp duplex used in the experimental 

work. We have previously shown that for fs-laser pulse heating of dsDNA-AuNPs, 

dsDNAs with lower melting temperatures have a higher probability of denaturing at a 

given pulse radiant exposure.114 Simulations of the 13 bp duplex provide dynamics of 

DNA melting under fs-laser pulse heating without the need for excessive computational 

reiterations, saving time and costs. 

The effects of the non-uniform heat pulses on dsDNA at the AuNP surface were 

examined in atomistic MD simulations of dsDNA covalently bound to a flat segment 

of a gold crystal. The simulated system contained a 13-bp long dsDNA attached to a 

3T spacer ssDNA and an alkane thiol linker (same linker as the experimental system), 

covalently bound to the gold surface via the Au-S bond.  First, the system was 

equilibrated at a constant temperature of 22 °C. Then it was simulated in non-

equilibrium conditions to mimic the AuNP heating and cooling processes induced by a 
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single laser pulse at 14.1 J/m2, or in equilibrium conditions at a constant temperature 

of 49 °C (this is the average temperature across the 3T-13 bp duplex for a 14.1 J/m2 

pulse radiant exposure). The MD heating profile was tuned to match the theoretical 

temperature profile of the aqueous solution after AuNP excitation obtained from the 

previously published MATLAB code.44   

The initial conformation of the 13-bp dsDNA duplex, solvated in the aqueous 

solution and oriented normal to the gold surface, is shown in Figure 4.6A. During 100 

ns of equilibration at 22 °C, the number of dsDNA-gold interactions increased, with 

the dsDNA duplex eventually tilting towards the gold surface, and the hydrogen 

bonding between the first and last bps breaking and quickly forming again.  Once 

formed, the interactions between dsDNA and the gold surface remain stable over the 

course of the trajectory, which is similar to previous MD studies117 as well as to 

observations made for other polymers adsorbing to solid surfaces.118-120 Overall, the 

simulations demonstrate that the presence of the gold surface has a significant effect 

on duplex conformations, as also confirmed by a comparison of simulations using a 19-

bp dsDNA duplex on the gold surface and in aqueous solution (data not shown) and 

previous studies.121-122   

In the next step, the 13-bp dsDNA system (Figure 4.6A), pre-equilibrated for 100 

ns at 22 °C, was simulated in three independent runs where the temperature profile was 

tuned to mimic the localized heating induced in the AuNP by a single fs-laser pulse at 

14.1 J/m2. The temperature profile obtained in the aqueous solution during the 

simulation is shown in Figure 4.6B.  After the initial heat pulse, the system was run for 

an additional 100 ns. A representative 13-bp dsDNA conformation on the gold surface  
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Figure 4.6:25Molecular dynamics simulations of dsDNA attached to the gold surface and exposed to 

pulse heating and continuous heating. A) The initial system and definition of bp distances. Water is 

shown as a transparent surface, and system atoms are shown in cyan (C), red (O), blue (N), orange (P), 

white (H), gold (Au), yellow (Na+), green (Cl-) and magenta (Mg2+). B) Temperature profiles at two 

distances from the AuNP surface (0-1 nm in red and 10.5-11 nm in blue). The model temperature was 

obtained from the MATLAB code and the simulated temperature was used during MD. C) 

Representative dsDNA conformation on the gold surface 100 ns after the application of the heat pulse, 

bps highlighted in red are broken. D) Heat map of the bp distances in dsDNA during the first 100 ns 

after the application of the heat pulse shown in panel B. E) Representative dsDNA conformation on gold 

surface after 100 ns equilibration at 49 °C constant temperature, bps highlighted in red are broken. F) 

Heat map of the bp distances in dsDNA during 100 ns equilibration at 49 °C constant temperature. The 

color scheme in the map is the same as in panel D. 

100 ns after the application of the heat pulse is shown in Figure 4.6C. The breaking of 

hydrogen bonds is observed at both ends of the duplexes in all simulations, as shown 

in a representative heat map in Figure 4.6D. After the heat pulse, the bps began to break 
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on both ends of the duplex and the breaking progressed towards the duplex center from 

both ends. The number of broken hydrogen bonds varies between 1 and 5 base paired 

nucleotides at the duplex end closer to the Au-S bond, and between 1 and 3 base-paired 

nucleotides at the other end of the duplex. On average, 100 ns after a heat pulse, the 

end of the duplex closest to the Au surface had 3.3 ± 1.2 bps broken, the opposite end 

of the duplex had 2.0 ± 1.0 bps broken and the whole duplex had a total of 5.3 ± 0.9 

bps broken (40%).  It is generally considered that ≥ 50 % bp separation results in full 

DNA dehybridization,112 so though we do not reach the exact threshold, there is 

considerable convergence. A significant portion of the bp breaking begins to occur after 

tens of nanoseconds into the simulation and progress over time. Previously published 

MD simulations have investigated the melting of a 12bp poly A-T duplex in solution 

and on a silica surface at 400 K.111-112 These earlier works reported that melting 

occurred within a few nanoseconds of the temperature jump.  It is not surprising that 

melting was observed to occur quicker in these reports as the 12 bp poly A-T duplex is 

significantly less stable (Tm < 20 °C) than the 13 bp duplex we utilized, the 400 K 

temperature is significantly higher than our MD simulation temperatures, and no Mg2+ 

ions were utilized in the previous reports.  

For comparison, we separately ran simulations of the 13 bp duplex on the Au 

surface in a uniform and continuous heating profile (steady state temperature of 49 °C). 

Figure 4.6E shows a representative conformation of DNA after 100 ns equilibration in 

constant 49 °C temperature conditions as this is the 5 ns time-window average 

temperature across the length of the dsDNA during the pulsed heating simulation. After 

100 ns of heating, the end of the duplex closest to the Au surface had 2.3 ± 0.5 bps 
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broken, on the opposite end of the duplex 2.0 ± 0.0 bps had broken and the whole 

duplex had a total of 5.7 ± 2.4 bps broken.  Here, we also observe that a majority of the 

bp breaking occurred tens of nanoseconds into the simulation and progressed over time.  

In all three independent runs performed at constant 49 °C temperature, dsDNA 

conformations behaved in a similar way as after the laser pulse heating simulations. 

Even though molecular dynamics are stochastic, the heat maps of bp nucleotide 

distances over time during steady state heating have significant similarity to the heat 

maps determined for the pulsed heating system. The observation that dsDNA behavior 

and resulting structures at 49 °C are similar to dsDNA behavior and structures when 

exposed to fs-laser pulse heating (14 J/m2) provides validation to the performed 

modeling and analysis. In both the equilibrium and pulsed heating simulations, we 

observe bps breaking on the end of the duplex away from the Au surface. This 

“unzipping” from the non-tethered end of the duplex has been previously reported for 

melting of dsDNA on a silicon dioxide surface.111 In the fs-laser pulse heating 

simulation, there is ~1 more broken bp on the dsDNA end near the gold surface as 

compared to the 49 °C equilibrium simulation.  The difference indicates that although 

the temperature increase lasts ~20 times longer during the 49 °C simulation, that high 

local temperatures near the AuNP surface in the heating pulse simulation are present 

long enough to cause more bp breaking in this region of the dsDNA.  This is not 

surprising as the high temperatures near the AuNP surface exceed 110 °C and likely 

cause significant bp disruption in the close portion of the dsDNA.  Further comparisons 

performed using atomistic MD simulations suggests that the gold surface is a factor in 

increasing dsDNA dehybridization rates. Simulations were run that compared similar 
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temperature conditions with and without the gold surface (data not shown) and it was 

seen that the gold-bound dsDNA had more bp separations than the freely diffusing 

dsDNA. This observation aligns well with literature evidence that show that AuNP 

bound dsDNA has conformations that have lower melting temperatures,16 as well as 

our own experimental work where we observed a decreased melting temperature in 

bulk heating experiments when the dsDNA was bound to the AuNP and a two 

conformation release profile during fs-laser pulse heating. 

4.2.4 Discussion 

Connecting the MD and experimental results, we postulate the following 

mechanisms and variables that are key to DNA dehybridization as displayed on fs-laser 

pulsed AuNPs. The AuNP surface plays an important part in lowering the activation 

energy required for dehybridization as seen through greater bp separation of dsDNA 

termini in MD simulations and decreased bulk melting temperatures when the dsDNA 

was bound to the AuNP. This surface effect is of greater relevance to bps that are nearer 

to the AuNP surface. This suggests that AuNPs coated with other materials, e.g., SiO2 

or Ag, may have different release profiles under the same heating conditions. Of greater 

import is the conclusion that dsDNA dehybridization occurs through a single-pulse, 

dual-ended unzipping mechanism with bp separations occurring as quickly as tens of 

nanoseconds after heat exposure for both steady-state and pulsed heating profiles. The 

significant difference in the fs-laser pulse induced heating gradients is that the 

extremely high-temperatures near the AuNP surface, even if they last for ≤ 3 ns, results 

in increased base-pair separation of the DNA nearest to the AuNP surface. This was 
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supported by the fact that the sensed temperatures are consistently higher than the 

average temperatures (see Figure 4.5A). 

A simplified, yet useful, way of thinking about this proposition is that the sensed 

temperature is composed of the DNA release caused by exposure to: A) ~1 ns-duration 

max temperatures (>100 °C near AuNP surface) and B) ~5 ns duration average 

temperature over the dsDNA extension. The question that now arises is that of what is 

the relative weight of these two components? Two variables provide insight when 

understanding the relative weight of the max and average temperatures. The first is the 

positional exposure to the heat gradients as seen by comparing the 3T, 9T, 15T, and 

24T systems. Considering the sharp, r-3, dependence of the temperature profile, it is 

expected that the further the dsDNA from the AuNP, the smaller the relative standard 

deviation of the temperature will be (Figure 4.5B). Though the uncertainty of the values 

is appreciable (only 3T and 24T have a P<0.15 based on a two sample t-test), the trend 

seen in Figure 4.5A inset is clear, a decrease of the ΔT is observed with increasing 

distance from the AuNP surface. This observation and that the difference between max 

and average temperatures increases as the dsDNA approaches the AuNP surface 

signifies that the relative importance and influence of the max temperature as a dsDNA 

denaturation activator increases the closer you get to the AuNP surface. 

The second issue is the relationship between the average temperature and the 

dsDNA melting temperature. This effect is seen clearest when comparing the 

temperature profiles of the 7.1 and 14.1 J/m2 pulse radiant exposures (Figure 4.3, Table 

4.2). The higher pulse radiant exposure has an average temperature profile between 42-

47 °C for all the dsDNA strands while for 7.1 J/m2 the average temperature profile is 
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between 32-35 °C. If we compare these values to the bulk melting temperature of 49.7 

°C, we would expect 14.8 ± 5.2% and 2.7 ± 1.5% ssDNA in a steady-state 

dehybridization curve. Clearly, the average temperature for 7.1 J/m2 is not high enough 

to cause significant duplex denaturation in bulk heating. We can again compare the ΔT 

shown in Figure 4.5A and see that the relative difference for the 7.1 J/m2 system is 

consistently higher than for 14.1 J/m2.  This indicates that for 7.1 J/m2 the peak 

temperatures and AuNP proximal base pair separation drives the dsDNA denaturation 

dynamics as the average temperature is not high enough to cause significant 

perturbations throughout the entire dsDNA. In the case of 14.1 J/m2, the average 

temperature is high enough to cause significant melting of the dsDNA in bulk heating 

and the weight of max-temperature is relatively diminished. This can be compared to 

our MD simulations, where we observed good agreement between the base pair 

breaking in the steady-state and pulse heating simulations, as 49 °C is high enough 

temperature to cause significant denaturation of the 3T-13 bp strand in bulk heating, 

diminishing the weight of the max temperature peaks. 

4.3 Conclusions 

 

Through a combination of experiment and MD simulations, this study provides a 

basis for understanding the dehybridization mechanisms of dsDNA displayed on 

AuNPs during fs-laser pulse heating. The temperature increase around the AuNP after 

fs-laser pulse excitation, has a ~r-3 temperature dependence and nanosecond 

temperature duration, creating a highly dynamic local environment in which the 

dsDNA is positioned. We found that a shift as small as ~ 1 nm from the AuNP surface 

changed the dsDNA dehybridization rate up to 30% by placing the dsDNA in a lower 
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magnitude temperature profile. By varying both the laser pulse radiant exposure and 

distance between dsDNA and the AuNP surface, we demonstrated that the amount of 

DNA released can be varied in a range of 26-93% release in only 100 seconds of laser 

exposure. This data can be modeled to provide an experimentally determined sensed 

temperature, making the whole construct a nanothermometer capable of reporting on 

temperatures within the 15 nm extending from the AuNP surface. The increased 

dehybridization rate of dsDNA observed when closer to the AuNP can be explained by 

the relatively high maximum or peak temperatures in this environment (i.e., a more 

intense temperature gradient).  As the dsDNA is extended into solution the relatively 

high maximum temperatures are avoided, causing the dsDNA to denature at a rate 

better predicted by the average temperature.  Interestingly, we find that the influence 

of the maximum temperature on dsDNA denaturation depends on the magnitude of the 

average temperature increase (i.e. if the average temperature approaches the dsDNA 

melting temperature) and observe that when the average temperature is not high enough 

to cause significant dsDNA melting in bulk heating, the maximum temperatures 

proximal to the AuNP surface drive the dsDNA denaturation dynamics.  These 

interpretations are further supported by MD simulations where we find that DNA 

dehybridization on the surface of AuNPs likely occurs through a stochastic single-

pulse, dual-ended unzipping mechanism. We observed bp separations occurring as 

quickly as tens of nanoseconds after heating, and due to the proximity to the gold 

surface and exposure to ultra high temperatures there, the bps proximal to the AuNP 

surface have a higher probability of separating compared to steady state heating 

simulations.  
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Overall, we have demonstrated that when using fs-laser pulse optical heating of 

AuNPs for dsDNA denaturation, the distance from the AuNP surface at which the 

dsDNA resides can be strategically selected to control the temperature profile and 

consequently the denaturation rate at a given pulse radiant exposure. By understanding 

the mechanism of DNA denaturation in a highly local temperature increase, confined 

photothermal heating systems can be better designed for temporal control over DNA 

release without causing off target heating effects. Our work should be directly 

translatable to delivery of other nucleotide systems such as RNA and peptide nucleic 

acids). Additionally, understanding the key variables of DNA denaturation in nanoscale 

temperature gradients should provide insight towards controlling other biological 

materials through confined photothermal heating in a similar NP-material-laser heating 

scenario.  

4.4 Materials and methods 

 

4.4.1 AuNP synthesis 

The synthesis of 55 nm AuNPs was previously described in multiple reports.15, 114, 

123 Briefly, the synthesis was carried out in an aqueous phase using a seeding growth 

method in the presence of citric acid and ascorbic acid.  10 nm AuNP seeds were first 

synthesized with sodium citrate and NaBH4.  Seeds were then added to 0.4 mM HAuCl4 

and 0.8 mM sodium citrate in 50 mL of deionized water.  Next, L-ascorbic acid was 

added to the solution at 2 mM.  The solution was then stirred for 2 h at room 

temperature.  The solution was then kept at room temperature for 24 h.  UV-Vis 

absorption spectroscopy was then used to measure the AuNP surface plasmon 
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resonance band’s red shift from 515 to 531 nm as well as the decrease of the ascorbic 

acid peak.  Transmission electron microscopy was then used to confirm the size of the 

AuNP (55 ± 5 nm).123  

4.4.2 dsDNA attachment to AuNP and quantification procedures  

All DNA was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.  The probe DNA 

strand has a 3′ amino modification and was conjugated with Oregon Green 488 

Carboxylic Acid, Succinimidyl Ester, 5-isomer (ThermoFisher Scientific) using the 

labeling protocol described in Chapter 3. Probe strands were then purified using PD-

10 Columns (GE Healthcare).  For probe strand hybridization to the template spacer 

strands, the strands at 0.05 mM were combined into a solution of 100 mM HEPES pH 

7.5 with 5 mM MgCl2.  The solution was then heated to 85 °C and then cooled by 1 °C 

per minute to thermally anneal the DNA strands in a PCR thermal cycler. The newly 

formed dsDNA was then stored at 4 °C or immediately used.  To conjugate the dsDNA 

to the AuNP surface, the dsDNA was first incubated with Tris(carboxyethyl) phosphine 

hydrochloride (TCEP) at a molar ratio of 1:100 for 30 min to reduce the thiol bond on 

the 5′ end of the template strand.  Then the 55 nm AuNPs were added to the dsDNA at 

a ratio of 1:2000 in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5 with 5 mM MgCl2.  This solution was stirred 

overnight at room temperature and then concentrated and rinsed to remove unbound 

dsDNA using Amicon ultracentrifugation column (molecular weight cutoff of 100 

kDA). To calculate the loading of DNA onto the AuNP, the dsDNA-AuNP samples 

were heated to 80 °C for 2 h in order to dehybridize all of the DNA on the AuNP 

surface.  The solution was then centrifuged at 5000 x g for 5 min and the supernatant 

was collected.  The supernatant was quantified to determine the amount of DNA 
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released.  A standardization curve was used to convert the fluorescence of the released 

probe strand into the amount of DNA (Figure 4.1A). 

4.4.3 Bulk heating of dsDNA-AuNPs 

dsDNA-AuNP conjugates were placed in a temperature-controlled fluorometer 

cuvette and the bulk solution temperature was raised from 20 to 80 °C at 1 °C per 

minute.  Every 2 °C a fluorescent measurement was taken.  For the 3T strand in 

solution, we used a modified template strand containing a 5′ Iowa BlackFQ Dark 

Quencher. To measure the melting curves, a 1:1 solution at 5 nM of the modified 

template strand and the probe strand were annealed to form a DNA duplex.  The duplex 

was then run in the bulk heating experiment as described above.  The melting 

temperatures were obtained by taking the maximum of the first derivate of the melting 

curves.   

4.4.4 Femtosecond laser pulse excitation of dsDNA-AuNP 

We used an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system (Clark-MXR CPA) operating at a 

center wavelength of 775 nm, a 1 kHz repetition rate, and with a 150 fs pulse width.  

We frequency-doubled the pulse using a barium borate (BBO) crystal to generate a 

working excitation of 387. 5 nm.  The residual fundamental beam was removed with a 

dichroic mirror.  The 387.5 nm excitation light beam was focused using a 1 m focal 

length lens to obtain a spot size of 3.3 mm diameter that did not change much over the 

1 cm path length of the sample.  The laser irradiance was controlled with a waveplate-

polarizer combination.  Samples (13 pM AuNP, 200 uL) were irradiated for a set 

amount of time then transferred into a microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged for 5 min 
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at 5000 x g.  The supernatant was collected and measured using a Tecan Infinite M1000 

plate reader.  The Oregon Green 488 was excited at 465 nm and the fluorescence spectra 

was collected from 480 to 700 nm.  The amount of DNA released was determined using 

a standardization curve (data not shown). 

4.4.5 Theoretical temperature profile generation  

The MATLAB code used to numerically determine the temperature profile around 

the AuNP after a fs laser pulse was previously developed by the Baffou group.36, 44  The 

temperature profile for each pulse radiant exposure was determined using a 28 nm 

AuNP radius, 387.5 nm pulse wavelength, 150 fs pulse width, and an interface 

conductance value of 300 × 106 W/m2·K. This interface conductance value was chosen, 

as it is similar to AuNP-ligand interface conductance values reported in the 

literature.107, 124-125 The temperature profiles are shown in Figure 4.6.  The largest 

differences in the temperature profiles are seen in the initial 5 ns after the laser pulse.    

4.4.6 DNA dissociation equation modified for fs-laser pulse heating of AuNPs 

Fits were performed using Eq. 3.8 and 3.4 from Chapter 3. From the literature we 

identified values in the range of 32-49 kcal/mol for ΔH#
d and 0.06-0.11 kcal/mol*K for 

ΔS#
d for DNAs of similar length tethered to AuNPs during bulk solution heating.16 

During the fitting, the ΔH#
d and ΔS#

d parameters were set within this range and ΔH#
d 

and ΔS#
d for each duplex species were globally fit regardless of linker length or pulse 

radiant exposure. Additionally, the percentage of the fast duplex species was globally 

fit for all pulse radiant exposures, but allowed to vary between the various linker 

lengths. The parameters used to obtain the sensed temperatures from the fits are as 
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follows: fast duplex species (ΔH#
d = 33 kcal/mol, ΔS#

d = 0.065 kcal/mol*K), slow 

duplex species (ΔH#
d = 37 kcal/mol, ΔS#

d = 0.072 kcal/mol*K). The percent fast duplex 

species was found to be 18 ± 3%, in line with values previously reported in the 

literature.16, 114  All fittings were performed in Origin software (Origin Lab). 
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Chapter 5: Understanding Femtosecond Pulse Excitation of 

Gold Nanoparticles for the Potential Thermal Enhancement 

of Surface Bound Enzymes 

5.1 Introduction 

 

The use of NP scaffolds for the display of enzyme systems has shown promise as a 

cell-free alternative to bacterial based biosynthesis.  It has been demonstrated that 

displaying enzymes on the surface of a NP can augment enzymatic activity.126  In many 

cases, the NP acts to stabilize the enzyme and can provide a catalytic rate enchantment 

when compared to the free enzyme in solution.6, 53-55  Yet, NP display does not always 

lead to an improvement in enzyme activity and the underlying physical mechanisms 

that give way to rate enhancements are system dependent.127  

There is significant interest in combining the advantages of enzyme-NP 

immobilization with the photothermal properties AuNPs. In principle, a AuNP can be 

decorated with enzymes and excited by an external light source to induce localized heat 

dissipation from the AuNP and an increase in the temperature around the attached 

enzymes. Enzymatic activity is temperature dependent and typically increases with 

temperature until an optimum catalytic temperature is reached. For mesophilic 

enzymes, this typically falls between 20-45 °C.  At higher temperatures enzymes begin 

to denature and lose catalytic function, essentially placing an upper bound on the 

temperature increase if activity enhancement is desired.  This, of course, excludes the 

exceptional biology of acidothermophiles. The confined heating possible through fs 
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laser pulse excitation of AuNPs could be advantageous for control of a specific enzyme 

within a multienzyme cascade. Heat could be delivered to a target enzyme without 

affecting the activity of the other enzymes or substrates in the system.  If we consider 

a two-enzyme cascade in solution where enzyme A has an optimum catalytic 

temperature at 45 °C and enzyme B denatures at 40 °C, one could envision this 

technique being applied to heat and increase the catalytic rate of enzyme A without 

denaturing enzyme B.  Another potential application involves the confined heating of 

thermophilic enzymes. Thermophilic enzymes have optimum catalytic temperatures of 

45-122 °C, making them difficult to efficiently integrate into cascades with mesophilic 

enzymes.  If thermophilic enzymes can be locally heated without causing denaturation 

of other mesophilic enzymes in the cascade, the high catalytic rate of the thermophile 

can be accessed.  

While a few reports have demonstrated enzyme catalytic enhancement through CW 

photothermal heating of AuNPs,128-131 no work to date has utilized ultrafast laser pulsed 

heating of AuNPs for enzymatic enhancement. Interestingly, one group has utilized ns 

laser pulses to investigate the thermal denaturation of enzymes displayed on AuNPs 

(Figure 5.1A).30 Here, the enzyme α-chymotrypsin was displayed on AuNPs of 

different sizes and irradiated with pulse radiant exposures of 180-6090 J/m2.  Pulse 

radiant exposures of this magnitude can cause the local temperature to increase by over 

100 °C, which is much higher than the α-chymotrypsin denaturation temperature of 

~59 °C. The enzyme activation was quantified after irradiation (Figure 5.1B) and 

“impact zones” around the AuNPs were determined.  While this work demonstrates 

that “molecular hyperthermia” can be used to locally denature functional proteins 
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within a larger system, it also serves as a basis for considering the more difficult 

objective of enzymatic enhancement. 

 

Figure 5.1:26A) Schematic of ns laser pulse inactivation of α-chymotrypsin.  AuNPs (or GNPs) 

functionalized with α-chymotrypsin are irradiated with a single pulse, causing a local temperature 

increase around the GNP.  After heating, a proportion of the α-chymotrypsin have been denatured, which 

depends on the laser energy density. B) Activity of α-chymotrypsin after ns pulsed excitation of 5, 15, 

and 30 nm diameter GNPs. A 1 kDa polyethylene glycol (PEG) spacer was used to attach the protein (α-

chymotrypsin) to the GNP surface. Dashed lines correspond to the laser energy density that causes a 50 

% reduction in activity.  Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Peiyuan Kang, Zhuo Chen, Steven 

O. Nielson, Kenneth Hoyt, Sheena D’Arcy, Jeremiah J. Gassensmith, Zhenpeng Qin, Molecular 

Hyperthermia: Spatiotemporal Protein Unfolding and Inactivation by Nanosecond Plasmonic Heating, 

Small, 2017, 13, 1700841. Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 

From Chapters 3 and 4, we determined that pulse radiant exposures of 3.5 to 14.1 

J/m2 cause dsDNA strands displayed on 55 nm diameter AuNPs to “sense” local 

temperatures ranging from 28 – 53 °C. Here, we sought to determine if these same 

temperature increases could augment enzymatic activity. To this end, we independently 

displayed two different enzymes, alkaline phosphatase (AP) and trypsin, on 55 nm 
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diameter AuNPs and performed an initial evaluation of the enzyme kinetics during 

irradiation.  

5.2 Fs laser pulse excitation of AuNPs for AP enhancement  

5.2.1 System design and characterization 

AP is a commercially produced dimeric enzyme that is typically used to remove 

phosphate groups from DNA and other biological substrates as a part of preparation 

protocols in molecular biology.132 We have selected AP as a prototypical enzyme as it 

has a reduction in activity at temperatures above 45 °C.133  Additionally, AP is readily 

available in our lab, and we have extensively characterized its activity previously while 

displayed on NPs and while free in solution.132  

The AP enzyme was expressed and purified as previously reported.132 AP was 

expressed with a terminal polyhistidine (His)6, which allows it to assemble to AuNPs 

displaying nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) modified dithiolated ligands through metal 

affinity coordination  following Ni2+ addition. A schematic of the conjugation strategy 

is shown in Figure 5.2A. 55 nm AuNPs were synthesized as described in Chapter 3. 

Using a 50-50 ratio of thioctic acid (TA) and TA-NTA ligands was previously found 

to provide optimal colloidal stability and enzyme conjugation.134 To confirm AP 

loading onto AuNP, AP was labeled with Alexa Flour 532 C5 maleimide (AF532) and 

incubated with AuNP in the presence or absence of Ni2+. The AuNP concentration was 

fixed at 13 pM and the Ni2+ concentration was 5-fold higher than the AP concentration. 

All samples were run in 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5 with 0.5 mM MgCl2.  In Figure 5.2B 

the quenching of AF532-AP through ET to the AuNP surface is shown for various 

AP:AuNP ratios. Quenching was determined by comparing samples with Ni2+ to 
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samples of the same AP:AuNP ratio without Ni2+. Clearly, the addition of Ni2+ 

facilitates AP loading. At a ratio of 50:1 AP:AuNP, we estimate that 52 ± 7% of the 

AP was attached to the TA-NTA-Ni2+ ligands, and this loading ratio was used 

throughout the rest of this work. 

 

Figure 5.2:27A) Schematic of a 55 nm diameter AuNP displaying AP (not to scale). AuNP is coated with 

a 50-50 ratio of thioctic acid (TA) and TA-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) ligands.  AP is added to AuNP 

solution with a 5-fold excess of Ni2+ ions to promote conjugation of the AP terminal His6 through metal 

affinity coordination.   B) Fluorescence quenching of Alexa Fluor (AF532) labeled AP through ET with 

the AuNP.  Quenching values are determined by comparing samples of the same AP:AuNP ratio, with 

and without Ni2+. AP structure reprinted from “Reaction Mechanism of Alkaline Phosphatase based on 

Crystal Structures: Two-metal Ion Catalysis”, Kim, E. E.; Wyckoff, H. W., Journal of Molecular Biology 

1991, 218 (2), 449-464. Copyright 1991, with permission from Elsevier.   

Next, the kinetic activity of AP was examined when displayed on the AuNPs and 

when free in solution. The AP concentration is fixed at 650 pM and the AuNP 

concentration at 13 pM (if present). All samples were run in 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5 
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with 0.5 mM MgCl2 and 3.25 nM Ni2+. The substrate 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate 

(MUP) was utilized in all kinetic assays. AP acts to remove the phosphate group from 

MUP, forming the fluorescent product 4-methylumbelliferyl (MU).  Monitoring the 

emission of MU (peak excitation at 386 nm and emission at 448 nm) provides a simple 

method to readout AP activity. A representative fluorescent spectrum of MU is 

provided in Figure 5.3A. We utilize the well-known Michaelis-Menten (MM) model 

of enzyme kinetics to examine the effect of AP loading onto AuNPs.  In the MM model, 

the enzymatic reaction steps are described as: 

𝐸 + 𝑆 
𝑘1

⇆
𝑘−1

𝐸𝑆 
𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑡

→
 

𝐸 + 𝑃      (Eq. 5.1) 

where E is enzyme, S is the substrate, ES is the enzyme-substrate complex, P is the 

product, k1 is the association rate and k-1 is the dissociation rate of the E and S, and kcat 

is the enzyme turnover number.132 When working at a fixed enzyme concentration and 

at an excess substrate concentration, the initial reaction velocity can be expressed as: 

𝑉 ≅
𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒0𝑠0

𝐾𝑀+ 𝑠0
        (Eq. 5.2) 

where KM = ( k-1 + kcat ) / k1 (the Michaelis-Menten constant), e0 is the enzyme 

concentration, and s0 is the initial substrate concentration.  At high enough substrate 

concentrations, the reaction will reach a maximum velocity and Eq. 5.2 can be written 

as: 

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒0        (Eq. 5.3) 
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By obtaining the initial reaction velocity for a fixed e0 over a range of substrate 

concentrations (in excess to e0), Eq 5.2 can be fit to the data and the kcat and KM values 

can be extracted.  

 

Figure 5.3:28A) Representative fluorescent spectrum of the product MU excited at 386 nm.  B) MU 

production over time for AP-AuNP at initial MUP concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 100 µM.   The 

initial (linear) portion of the production curves were used to obtain the slope or initial velocity of the 

enzyme reaction at a given substrate concentration. C) Michaelis-Menten (MM) plots of AP-AuNP and 

AP in solution. On AuNP kcat, KM (15.0 ± 0.6 s-1, 3.8 ± 0.4 µM). Solution kcat, KM (15.7 ± 0.5 s-1, 2.6 ± 

0.3 µM). D) Temperature dependent activity of the AP-AuNP conjugate. 

 

Figure 5.3B, displays MU production over time for AP-AuNP at initial MUP 

concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 100 µM.   The initial (linear) portion of the 
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production curves were used to obtain the slope or initial velocity of the enzyme 

reaction at a given substrate concentration. The same analysis was performed on the 

production curves for AP in solution. Initial velocities were then fit to Eq. 5.2 (Figure 

5.3C) to obtain kcat and KM. We report that the kcat value of AP is unchanged when 

displayed on the AuNP (15.7 ± 0.5 s-1 for solution and 15.0 ± 0.6 s-1 for AP-AuNP).  

Interestingly, the KM increased from 2.6 ± 0.3 µM to 3.8 ± 0.4 µM (decreased enzyme-

substrate affinity). While the exact mechanism behind this decreased affinity is 

unknown, we speculate that electrostatic interactions between the MUP and AuNP 

local environment play a significant role. For the purposes of this work, we are merely 

interested in confirming that the AP is functional on the AuNP surface and as such we 

have not investigated the decreased substrate affinity further. 

Finally, we confirmed the temperature dependent activity of the AP-AuNP 

conjugate. Samples consisted of 13 pM AuNP with 650 pM AP (50 AP:AuNP) in 50 

mM HEPES, pH 7.5 with 0.5 mM MgCl2 and 3.25 nM Ni2+.  Using a MUP 

concentration of 10 µM, the MU production was monitored over time at bulk solution 

temperatures of 18 °C and 26 °C (Figure 5.3D). When the solution temperature was 

dropped from 26 °C to 18 °C the initial rate of MU production dropped by over 10-

fold, confirming the temperature dependence of the enzyme kinetics. 

5.2.2 Fs laser pulse irradiation of AP-AuNP  

The laser system utilized in these experiments is the same as described in Chapters 

3 and 4. During laser assays, the AuNP concentration was fixed at 13 pM and the AP 

concentration at 650 pM.  The initial MUP concentration was 10 µM. All samples were 
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run in 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5 with 0.5 mM MgCl2 and 3.25 nM Ni2+. As in Chapter 3, 

we restricted the sample volume to 200 µL so that the laser interacted with the whole 

sample during irradiation.  After the reaction was run for a given amount of time, the 

reaction was quenched by the addition of 1800 µL of 0.05 M 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). 

In the first experiment, three independent samples were run for 5 total minutes with 

either 0, 2, or 4 mins of laser exposure at 7.1 J/m2 (Figure 5.4A).  We observed a 

decrease in MU signal as the time in the laser increased.  Next, we investigated AP 

activity with and without laser exposure to determine if AP denaturation was occurring 

during irradiation. During these experiments, no MUP was present during irradiation.  

After irradiation, 10 µM MUP was added to a sample of AP-AuNP that had been 

exposed to 14.1 J/m2 for 2 mins and to a sample of AP-AuNP that was not exposed to 

the laser.  The initial velocities of these two samples are shown in Figure 5.4B.  We 

report no significant difference between the initial rates of these samples, indicating 

AP was not denatured during laser heating.  Finally, we investigate the photostability 

of MUP.  10 µM MUP was predigested and introduced to the laser at 14.1 J/m2 for 

either 0 s, 60 s or 120 s (Figure 5.4C).  We observed a reduction in MU signal over 

time, indicating that photobleaching is occurring. This finding also explains the 

decrease in MU signal with more time in the laser observed for the complete enzymatic 

reaction (Figure 5.4A). 

As we observed MU photobleaching, we decided to investigate the enzyme trypsin 

as an alternative in the context of fs laser pulse heating. Trypsin is a type of protease, 
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one of the most prevalent enzyme groups in the human genome,135 and functions by 

hydrolyzing peptide bonds in protein/peptide substrates.67 Utilizing trypsin expressing  

 

Figure 5.4:29A) MU production by AP-AuNP during irradiation at 7.1 J/m2.  All samples were run for 5 

mins total with either 0, 2, or 4 mins of laser exposure.  B) Initial rate of AP-AuNP with and without 

laser exposure at 14.1 J/m2 for 2 mins.  After irradiation, 10 µM MUP was added to a sample and the 

activity was recorded.  C) Predigested MUP (i.e., MU) irradiated at 14.1 J/m2 for 0 s, 60 s, or 120 s.  

 

a terminal His6, we used the same TA-NTA-Ni2+ conjugation strategy used for AP. To 

monitor trypsin activity, we ordered a custom fluorogenic peptide substrate 

(ANASPECTM). Unfortunately, we again observed photobleaching of the 

substrate/product in this system. Currently, we are in the process of identifying 
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potential substrates for both AP and trypsin that are not damaged by the laser pulses at 

387.5 nm. 

5.2.3 Fs laser pulse irradiation of AP displayed on gold nanorods 

In the previous section and Chapters, the laser system utilized a BBO crystal to 

frequency double the pulse and generate a working excitation wavelength of 387.5 nm 

as this wavelength was capable of exciting spherical AuNPs.  The use of spherical 

AuNPs allowed for a more thorough analysis of the temperature profiles (due to 

symmetry) after fs laser pulse excitation and were chosen for this reason. Yet, the use 

of the 387.5 nm excitation wavelength is incompatible with the fluorogenic substrates 

examined here.  To avoid potential substrate damage, we decided to try and utilize the 

fundamental wavelength of the Ti:Sapphier laser system at 775 nm. As the 55 nm 

AuNPs utilized in the previous sections do not absorb light here, we switched to gold 

nanorods (AuNRs) with a length of 45 nm and diameter of 10 nm. The AuNRs were 

purchased from NanoPartzTM and have a localized plasmonic resonance peak at 844 

nm (Figure 5.5A). AuNRs were functionalized with the same 50-50 ratio of TA and 

TA-NTA ligands used for enzyme attachment. AP attachment was performed as 

described for the AuNP system. 

Using Eq. 1.3, we determined the initial theoretical temperature increase of the 

AuNR at a pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2.  The initial temperature increase of the 

AuNR was over 400 °C. It is important to note that this value represents an upper limit 

as it assumes an interface conductivity value of zero.  For comparison, the initial 

theoretical temperature increase for the 55 nm diameter AuNPs is ~330 °C, yet this 
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value is reduced to ~200 °C when calculated with an interface conductivity value of 

300 × 106 W/m2K. Due to the asymmetrical nature of AuNRs, we are unable to perform 

this calculation with them. 

First, we verified the colloidal stability of the AP-AuNR during irradiation at a 

pulse radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2 for 2 mins (Figure 5.5A).  The absorbance of AP- 

 

Figure 5.5:30AP-AuNR system with 775 nm excitation. A) AP-AuNR stability after irradiation at a pulse 

radiant exposure of 14.1 J/m2 for 2 mins. B) MU photostability during irradiation at 14.1 J/m2 for 4 mins. 

C) Initial velocity of AP-AuNR with 10 µM MUP.  Laser sample (red) was irradiatated at 14.1 J/m2 for 

2 mins before being added to MUP. D) AP-AuNR activity during optical heating. Sample temperature 

was set to 12 °C so that the AP activity would be minimal in between laser pulses.  Samples were 

irradiated at 14.1 J/m2 for either 120, 300 or 600 s (red) and compared to samples held at 12 °C without 

irradiation (black). 
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AuNR was measured before irradiation (black) and after irradiation (red).  We observed 

no change in the AuNR, indicating they were colloidal stable after irradiation.  

Secondly, we verified the MU was not photobleached during irradiation (Figure 5.5B). 

10 µM MU was irradiated at 14.1 J/m2 for 4 mins and compared to a 10 µM MU control 

sample (no laser).  We report no photobleaching of MU from irradiation at 775 nm.  

Finally, we tested for AP denaturation during irradiation at 14.1 J/m2 for 2 mins (Figure 

5.5C). In this experiment no MUP was present during irradiation. After irradiation, the 

sample of AP-AuNR was introduced to 10 µM MUP and the initial velocity was 

compared to a control sample of AP-AuNR (no laser).  We observed no change in the 

AP activity from irradiation.  After confirming laser compatibility with the AP-AuNR 

system, we tested if the AP activity could be enhanced from optical heating.  To do 

this, we placed samples in temperature-controlled cuvette and lowered the temperature 

to 12 °C so that the AP activity would be minimal in between laser pulses.  Samples 

were irradiated at 14.1 J/m2 for either 120, 300 or 600 s and compared to samples held 

at 12 °C without irradiation. We observed no increase of AP activity during irradiation 

(Figure 5.5D).   

5.3 Expected enzyme enhancement during fs laser pulse heating of AuNPs 

 

As we were unable to demonstrate enzyme enhancement with the systems described 

above, we decided to mathematically investigate enzyme enhancement through fs laser 

pulse heating of AuNP in an attempted to understand and rationalize our observed 

experimental results. 
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We first assume that there will always be enzyme activity occurring in between 

heating pulses. This assumption holds even when the solution temperature is chilled to 

12 °C, as seen in the control samples (black) in Figure 5.5D. During non-heating or 

cooling periods, the enzyme production formation (𝑃𝑐) can be represented as:  

𝑃𝑐 = 𝑉𝑐𝑡𝑐        (Eq. 5.4) 

where 𝑉𝑐 is the product formation rate during cooling and 𝑡𝑐 is the total cooling time.  

During heating times the enzyme production formation (𝑃𝐻) can be represented as: 

𝑃𝐻 = 𝑉𝐻𝑡𝐻        (Eq. 5.5) 

where 𝑉𝐻 is the product formation rate during heating and 𝑡𝐻 is the total heating time. 

The total heating time 𝑡𝐻 is dependent on the laser repetition rate (f), total assay time 

(t) and the duration of the temperature increase after a single pulse (𝑡𝑝).  As such 𝑡𝐻 

can be expressed as: 

𝑡𝐻 = 𝑡𝑝𝑓𝑡        (Eq. 5.6) 

Subsequently, the total cooling time 𝑡𝑐 can be expressed as: 

𝑡𝑐 = 𝑡 − 𝑡𝐻 = 𝑡(1 − 𝑡𝑝𝑓)      (Eq. 5.7) 

We then rewrite the product formation during cooling (𝑃𝑐)and production formation 

during heating (𝑃𝐻) as: 

𝑃𝑐 = 𝑉𝑐𝑡(1 − 𝑡𝑝𝑓)       (Eq. 5.8) 

𝑃𝐻 = 𝑉𝐻𝑡𝑝𝑓𝑡        (Eq. 5.9) 
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Combining Eq. 5.8 and 5.9 we can express the total product formation during laser 

pulsed heating (𝑃𝑇) as: 

𝑃𝑇 = 𝑃𝐶 + 𝑃𝐻 = [𝑉𝑐𝑡(1 − 𝑡𝑝𝑓)] + [𝑉𝐻𝑡𝑝𝑓𝑡]   (Eq. 5.10) 

When no laser irradiation is present (i.e., a control sample) the product formation 𝑃𝑁 

can be expressed as: 

 𝑃𝑁 = 𝑉𝑐𝑡.         (Eq. 5.11) 

Then we can express the % increase in production formation from laser pulsed heating 

(with respect to the control sample) as: 

% 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 100 ∗ 
𝑃𝑇−𝑃𝑁

𝑃𝑁
= 100 ∗ 𝑡𝑝𝑓 (

𝑉𝐻

𝑉𝑐
− 1)    (Eq. 5.12) 

In Chapter 3, the duration of the temperature increase after a single pulse (𝑡𝑝) was 

determined to be 5 ns.  In Figure 5.6, the % increase in production formation is 

displayed graphically for various laser repetition rates and a 𝑡𝑝 value of 5 ns (excluding 

the dashed lines).The ratio of 𝑉𝐻 to 𝑉𝑐 is displayed on the x-axis.  For our system (1 

kHz repetition rate), almost no % increase in product formation can occur even for high 

ratios of 𝑉𝐻to 𝑉𝑐.  This is because the total heating time is extremely small (5 µs of 

heating during 1 second of assay time). This explains why we observe no enhancement 

during irradiation in our system. Cleary, as the repetition rate increases, the amount of 

heating time increases, giving rise to a larger increase in product formation. Yet, the 

choice of laser repetition rate is highly application dependent as the degree of spatial 

confinement (Eq. 1.7, Chapter 1) and temporal confinement decrease with an increase 

in the laser repetition rate.  
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The dashed traces in Figure 5.6 represent systems with a  𝑡𝑝 value of 20 ns (100 

kHz and 500 kHz). Comparing these traces to the corresponding traces with 𝑡𝑝 values 

of 5 ns, it is evident that an increase in the single pulse heating duration corresponds to  

 

Figure 5.6:31Percent increase in product formation during ultrafast laser pulse photothermal heating of 

AuNPs. Traces based off of Eq. 5.12.  All traces assume a single pulse heating duration of 5 ns, except 

for when a single pulse heating duration of 20 ns is noted in the legend. 

a large increase in the percent product formation.  This indicates that the interface 

conductance value of AuNPs could be engineered to increase the heating duration after 

a single pulse.  This could potentially be done through ligand choice, polymer 
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encapsulation, or even the use of composite NPs.  Additionally, the use of a ns laser 

pulse would increase the single pulse heating duration.  

From Figure 5.6, we observe a clear linear relationship between the ratio of 𝑉𝐻to 𝑉𝑐 

and the % increase in product formation. While the value of 𝑉𝑐 is easily obtained from 

steady state analysis, it is not yet understood how enzymes react to the confined and 

short temperature increases generated through this type of heating, making 𝑉𝐻 hard to 

estimate. From Chapters 3 and 4 we found that the high temperatures near the AuNP 

surface caused the DNA to denature faster than predicted theoretically, so we can make 

a general hypothesis that the average temperature around the enzyme would be a good 

predictor for a lower bound of 𝑉𝐻. 

For typical mesophilic enzymes, increasing the temperature from 20 °C to 60 °C 

will increase the reaction rate by ~20 fold (assuming the enzyme does not denature at 

60 °C).136 In the context of pulsed heating, we assume that the solution temperature is 

20 °C and the 5 ns average temperature around the enzyme during heating is 60 °C. 

This correlates to a modest ~10 % increase in product production at a 1 MHz repetition 

rate. If the temperature increase is from 0 °C to 60 °C the reaction rate will typically 

increase by ~150 fold.136 This correlates to a ~8 % increase in product production at 

100 kHz, a ~37 % increase for 500 kHz and a ~75 % increase for 1 MHz.  From this 

analysis, we conclude that ultrashort laser pulse photothermal heating of enzymes is 

best suited to enhance enzymatic activity in low temperature environments. 

Thermophilic enzymes are of interest for ultrashort laser pulse photothermal 

heating as locally heating them to their optimum temperatures could enable their 
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integration into multienzyme cascades containing mesophilic enzymes. For 

thermophilic enzymes, an increase in the temperature from 0 °C to 80 °C can increase 

the reaction rate by up to ~2900 fold and from 20 °C to 80 °C by ~400 fold.136 This 

would correlate to a 145 % and 20 % increase in production formation at a 100 kHz 

repetition rate, respectively, indicating that even at relatively low repetition rates 

thermophilic enzymes are a prime candidate for ultrashort laser pulse photothermal 

heating. 

5.4 Conclusions 

 

We investigated the possibility of enzyme enchantment through fs laser pulse 

excitation of AuNPs using two enzymes (AP and trypsin). We found that our excitation 

wavelength of 387.5 nm photobleached both fluorogenic products for AP and trypsin, 

making activity detection unfeasible.  We then utilized an excitation wavelength of 775 

nm to irradiate AuNRs displaying AP.  Here, we observed no kinetic enhancement, 

which lead us to mathematically determine the theoretical enhancement in our system. 

In doing so, we put forth an equation (5.12) that allows for the calculation of the 

theoretical % increase in product formation during laser pulse heating.  This equation 

is dependent on the laser repetition rate, the single pulse heating duration and the ratio 

of 𝑉𝐻to 𝑉𝑐. We found that using our 1 kHz repetition rate laser system with mesophilic 

enzymes would only provide a 1 % increase in product production, explaining the lack 

of enhancement observed in our experimental system. It is also evident from our 

analysis that laser systems should be operated at a repetition rates of 100 kHz or higher 

if a significant enhancement in enzyme production is desired.  Unfortunately, we do 

not have access to a system that can achieve these repetition rates and provide a high 
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enough pulse radiant exposure to generate a sufficient temperature local increase. We 

also propose that thermophilic enzymes are a prime candidate for this technique and as 

such are the focus of our future work. While we were unable to demonstrate enzyme 

enhancement, the work performed here provides key insights that should contribute to 

the design of these systems in the future.  
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Chapter 6: Peptide nucleic acids as a selective and highly 

efficient alternative for conjugating quantum dots to DNA 

nanostructures* 

*Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Christopher M. Green#, David A. Hastman#, Divita Mathur, 

Kimihiro Susumu, Eunkeu Oh, Igor L. Medintz, and Sebastián A. Díaz, Direct and Efficient Conjugation 

of Quantum Dots to DNA Nanostructures with Peptide-PNA, ACS Nano, 2021. Copyright 2021 

American Chemical Society. 

# Authors contributed equally. The initial idea for this work was proposed by myself (David Hastman). At the start of the project, 

a significant effort was made by myself utilizing a DNA origami triangle rather than the breadboard structure utilized in the 

manuscript. While we were able to demonstrate the feasibility of this technique using the DNA origami triangle, a collaboration 

with Dr. Christopher Green enabled us to greatly improve the quality of our work and our understanding of the system. As such, 

much of the initial work performed by myself was not included in the manuscript. The work presented in this Chapter was led by 

Dr. Green and he performed a majority of the experimental assays and data analysis. As I came up with the concept of the system, 

performed a majority of the initial experiments, and assisted with the work presented in here, I decided to include it in my 

dissertation. 

6.1 Introduction 

While the primary focus of this dissertation is the confined photothermal heating of 

NP displayed biomaterials, equipment limitations and significant COVID19 

restrictions shifted our efforts towards other research projects. One of these efforts, was 

focused on a novel class of biomaterials known as peptide nucleic acids (PNA). PNAs 

are a synthetic DNA alternative where the sugar-phosphate backbones are replaced by 

N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine-based polyamide moieties.137 This synthetic approach, first 

described in the early 90s by Nielsen et al.,138 combines the properties of peptides and 

DNA. The resulting PNA have increased chemical and enzymatic stability and 

demonstrate higher affinity to complementary nucleic acids than DNA, all while still 
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maintaining base-pairing rules.139-141 The higher affinity leads to an increased duplex 

melting temperature (up to tens of °C for small 14 bp strands) for both PNA-PNA 

duplexes and PNA-DNA duplexes. Because of the increased stability and affinity to 

DNA, PNAs have been utilized in DNA nanostructures as a means of increasing 

stability,142-143 integrating peptides,144-145 and enhancing antigen display.146 Here, we 

look to build upon this work by utilizing PNA-DNA hybridization as a method to 

efficiently and specifically capture NPs on the surface of a DNA nanostructure. 

DNA nanostructures have grown into a powerful tool capable of creating virtually 

any 2- and 3-D shape through a variety of design strategies. Utilizing novel synthetic 

scaffolds beyond the classical M13mp18147 or exploiting the DNA brick methodology 

pioneered by Ke et al.148, the size of feasible structures has increased to many hundreds 

of nanometers.149 Similarly, the application of these nanostructures has expanded to 

multiple fields such as drug delivery, biosensors, theranostics, molecular computing, 

and light harvesting among others.68, 150-151 The conjugation of inorganic  NPs onto 

DNA nanostructures is a crucial component of many of these technologies, as DNA 

alone does not possess the distinctive physical properties (plasmonic, photonic, 

electrochemical, magnetic, etc.) that various NPs possess.7 Rather, DNA 

nanostructures have functionality as scaffolds for arranging NPs, enabling the assembly 

of a rapidly expanding variety of discrete NP devices. Some of the more common NPs 

conjugated to DNA nanostructures include metals [Au, Ag, Al, Cu, Pd, Pt],152-153 Si 

and SiO2,
154 iron oxides,155 semiconductor quantum dots (QDs),156 and carbon 

nanostructures.157 DNA nanotechnology can place multiple NPs with orientation and 

separation that approach single nm precision, on par with current state-of-the-art 
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lithography at the level of individual devices, and this capability spans from discrete 

nanostructures up to NP superstructures.158  

As discussed in Chapter 2, the most common NP-DNA combination is the use of 

AuNPs conjugated by thiolated DNA. Applications of DNA-AuNPs have become 

popular because they possess a unique combination of desirable properties, such as 

chemical inertness, biocompatibility, strong localized surface plasmon resonance, local 

photothermal heating, and extensive size and shape variability.114, 159-160 Yet, not all 

NPs are readily modified with DNA, in some cases requiring costly (both in time and 

cost) chemical modifications of the DNA for the NP conjugation. Furthermore, the 

increased chemical, enzymatic, and thermal stability of PNA could be leveraged for 

biosensor design or even photothermal heating applications.   

In the past our group and others have utilized a DNA-peptide hybrid to conjugate 

QDs to DNA nanostructures.161-163 The peptide was composed of a linker section along 

with His6-tag, which self-assembles on the QD surface through metal coordination to 

the Zn2+ ions on the QD surface.7 Despite the efficacy of this strategy and the specificity 

of placement that it enables on DNA nanostructures, hybrid DNA-peptides are hard to 

synthesize and economically limiting. In comparison, PNAs are also significantly more 

amenable to direct synthesis with a peptide portion than DNA and as a result cost 

significantly less. 

In this Chapter, we demonstrate that peptide-PNA hybrids can be designed to self-

assemble to CdSe/CdS/ZnS QDs of varying sizes and promote site specific binding of 

QDs to ssDNA tethers on a DNA origami breadboard. With this technique, we achieved 
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labeling efficiencies greater than 90 %, rivaling QD-conjugation techniques of 

significantly greater complexity and/or ligand bulk. Labeling efficiency was quantified 

through atomic force microscopy (AFM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). We further investigated the effects of 

PNA conjugation density, net charge of peptide-PNAs, and ratio of QDs to capture sites 

on labeling efficiency, and we used the results to enable efficient, site-specific capture 

of QDs with varied diameters on the same DNA template. 

6.2 Results and discussion 

6.2.1 Peptide-PNAs and QD conjugation  

Peptide-PNA strands were obtained from commercial sources (PNA-Bio Inc., 

Thousand Oaks, CA) with 4 variations of peptide and 2 unique PNA sequences as 

detailed in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1. Two peptide-PNAs were purchased initially, and 

additional variations of the peptide were acquired later to investigate the role of peptide 

charge on QD stability and capture efficiency of QDs on a DNA origami. Herein, 

peptide-PNAs will be notated as PXY, where X indicates the PNA sequence, and Y 

indicates the net charge of the peptide-PNA at pH 7.5. A peptide-DNA was also used 

for comparison and is indicated as DX, where X indicates the DNA sequence. Each 

peptide-PNA has three functionally distinct domains - (1) the His6-tag, a 6 residue 

terminal domain of the peptide consisting of 6 histidines which facilitates conjugation 

to QDs, (2) a 6 residue spacer domain that could be modified to introduce functionally 

active peptides (e.g., arginine or lysine for enzymatic cleavage by trypsin) and also 

plays a role in presentation of the PNA, and lastly (3) a 14 nucleotide (nt) PNA which  
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Figure 6.1:32Peptide-PNA conjugation to QDs. A) Chemical formula of peptide-PNA and depiction of 

peptide-PNA conjugation to a QD. The peptide-PNA consists of three unique domains - the His6-tag 

(orange), the interior peptide spacer (green), and the PNA (pink). The PNA is bound to the spacer peptide 

by an amide bond and has a length of 14 nt. B) Extinction coefficient and normalized fluorescence 

spectra of QD4 (green) and QD8 (orange) in 50 mM HEPES at pH 7.5. Emission peaks occurred at 527 

nm and 585 nm, respectively. Both QDs were excited at 350 nm for fluorescence measurements. C) 

Depiction of a QD bound to a DNA nanostructure by PNA-DNA hybridization.  TEM images of D) QD4 

and E) QD8 with enlarged inset images showing a representative QD. QD4 is outlined in red to aid 

visualization due to the low contrast of the image. 

facilitates highly specific interactions with DNA breadboards through PNA-DNA 

hybridization (Figure 6.1). Specific QD-peptide-PNA constructs will be later 

referenced as QDz:PXY, where QDz identifies the QD used and PXY the peptide-PNA. 

All QDs (CdSe/CdS/ZnS) were synthesized in-house with protocols reported 

previously and had diameters of 4.1 ± 0.5 nm (QD4) and 8.1 ± 0.7 nm (QD8) prior to 
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the addition of capping ligands (Figure 6.1) as determined by TEM analysis.164 

Absorbance and emission spectra for QD4 and QD8 are provided in Figure 6.1C. The 

QDs had emission maxima of 527 nm and 585 nm, respectively. The QDs were made 

colloidally stable by surface functionalization with the short CL4 zwitterionic surface 

ligand which has been previously shown to provide optimal stability and accessibility 

for the His6-tags on the peptides.164 The His6-tag conjugation has also been 

demonstrated to be compatible with other QD surface ligands, including PEGylated 

systems.165 

Name Sequence Approx. Charge MW Cost 

N-C, 5'-3' e (pH 7.5) Da $/nmole 

P13+ HHHHHHAGSRRC:TATGATTTGTCTAG +3 5285 11.64 

P11+ HHHHHHAGSGGC:TATGATTTGTCTAG +1 5087 11.64 

P11- HHHHHHADSRED:TATGATTTGTCTAG -1 5328 11.64 

P13- HHHHHHEDDRED:TATGATTTGTCTAG -3 5414 11.64 

P21+ HHHHHHAGSGGC:TCTACTATCTCATC +1 4952 11.64 

D4 HHHHHHAGSRRC:AATGCCATGGATCG* -12 6100 107.14 

Table 6.1:8Peptide-PNA and Peptide-DNA properties. *DNA sequence  
 

Prior to immobilization on DNA origami, we characterized the interaction of QD-

peptide-PNA constructs to ensure that peptide-PNA conjugation of QDs occurs readily 

and at desired surface densities. Dynamic light scattering (DLS), agarose gel 

electrophoresis (AGE), and zeta potential characterization were used to confirm 

conjugation of the peptide-PNAs to the QD surface. For DLS, QD4 and QD8 were 

conjugated with P13+ or P13- at molar ratios of 10:1 PNA:QD and characterized at 50 

nM QD in 25 mM HEPES at pH 7.5. Averaged DLS spectra, provided in Figure 
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6.2A,B, show that the hydrodynamic diameter of QD4 increased from 6 ± 2 nm to 11 

± 3 nm with conjugation of P13+ and to 9 ± 4 nm for P13-. Similarly, the hydrodynamic 

diameter of QD8 increased from 9 ± 2 nm to 17 ± 5 nm upon conjugation with P13+ 

and to 11 ± 3 nm for P13-. The significant difference in the hydrodynamic diameters of 

QD8:P13+ and QD8:P13-, in addition to the elongated tail of the number distribution for 

QD8:P13+, suggests that conjugation with P13+ may have induced the formation of 

small aggregates of QD8, though this speculation was not confirmed by any direct 

measurements. Zeta potential spectra were obtained for the same sample set 

characterized by DLS and performed under identical buffer conditions. In all cases, it 

was found that the QD:peptide-PNAs remained negatively charged at 10:1 PNA:QD; 

zeta potential values are provided in Table 6.2. Conjugation with P13+ resulted in a 

decrease of approximately 40 % in the zeta potential magnitude of both QD4 and QD8, 

while conjugation with P13- increased the zeta potential magnitude of QD8 by 

approximately 60 % (a similar effect is expected for QD4). For AGE, QD4 and QD8 

were conjugated with each peptide-PNA at molar ratios ranging from 1 to 20 and run 

in a 1 % agarose gel with 1x TBE running buffer (89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid, 2 

mM EDTA, pH 8.3). For all cases, QD mobility decreased significantly as the molar 

ratio of PNA:QD increased (Figure 6.2C). The effects of peptide-PNA charge on 

mobility were less pronounced, though it was observed that the variation in mobility 

between samples controlled for QD diameter and PNA:QD molar ratio correlated with 

both the predicted charges of the peptide-PNAs and the zeta potential measurements. 

In the case of the most positively charged peptide- PNA, P13+, both QD4 and QD8 were 

impeded from leaving the wells at 20:1 PNA:QD. This effect was also observed for  
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Figure 6.2:33Effects of conjugation on physical properties of QDs. A) DLS plots of the hydrodynamic 

diameters of QD4 without any modifications and with peptide-PNAs P13+ and P13- at PNA to QD ratios 

of 10:1. B) DLS plots of the hydrodynamic diameters of QD8 in the same conditions as previous. C) 

Agarose gel electrophoresis assay of QDs with varying peptide-PNA to QD ratios in 1 % agarose in 1x 

TBE at pH of 8.3. Each well was loaded with 2 pmole of QD and ran at 8.5 V/cm for 40 minutes prior 

to imaging. QD mobility was found to decrease significantly as the ratio of peptide-PNA to QD 

increased, indicating successful conjugation to the QD surface. Peptide-PNA conjugation was observed 

to impede QDs from leaving the wells at 20:1 for some peptide-PNAs, increasing for more positive 

peptide-PNAs and larger QDs. One sample was excluded from the gel (red), though this was a redundant 

sample. 
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P11+ at 20:1 PNA:QD for QD8. In combination, the results of DLS, zeta potential, and 

AGE suggest that QD conjugation with high molar ratios of positively charged peptide-

PNAs may induce aggregation of QDs in solution, and this effect appears to be more 

pronounced for QD8.  

Sample Hydrodynamic diameter [nm] Zeta potential [mV] 

QD4 6 ± 2 -30 ± 6 

QD4:P13+ (1:10) 11 ± 3 -18 ± 3 

QD4:P13- (1:10) 9 ± 4 -- 

QD8 9 ± 2 -23 ± 5 

QD8:P13+ (1:10) 17 ± 5 -13 ± 5 

QD8:P13- (1:10) 11 ± 4 -38 ± 6 

Table 6.2:9DLS and zeta potential of QD:peptide-PNA conjugates. 

 

6.2.2 QD-peptide-PNA binding to DNA origami 

For immobilization of QDs on to DNA origami, we adapted a twist-corrected form 

of the 24-helix rectangular DNA origami (Figure 6.3), herein referred to as the DNA 

breadboard.166-168 This design was modified such that all staple strands terminate on the 

same side of the structure, providing a high density of highly-ordered sites from which 

ssDNA tethers can be extended. For immobilization of QDs on the breadboard, four 

QD capture sites were chosen in an asymmetric arrangement, each consisting of three 

12 nt ssDNA tethers complementary to a specific PNA sequence and three 18 nt tethers 

complementary to Cy3- or Cy5-labeled ssDNAs (Figure 6.3A). With this design, three 

Cy3 or Cy5 dyes could be immobilized around the QD tethers, enabling FRET between 

captured QDs and cyanine dyes for qualitative analysis of QD capture in solution. 

Though the FRET methodology was used for multiple experiments, it will be expanded 

upon further when discussing the effect of peptide-PNA charge on QD capture on DNA 

origami. Both the QD and dye tethers were arranged to minimize the distance of each  
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Figure 6.3:34DNA breadboard design and QD immobilization. A) Molecular model of the DNA 

breadboard with QD tethers (blue), dye tethers (red), and sites lacking tethers (grey). Individual tether 

sites are separated by approximately 6 nm from neighboring sites. QD capture sites consist of three QD 

tethers and are enclosed by three dye tether sites. B) High-resolution AFM topography image of the 

DNA breadboard, in which dye tethers, hybridized to dye-labeled DNA, could be distinguished at the 

red locations indicated in A). C) Schematic depicting the immobilization of QDs on DNA breadboards 

at QD tether sites. Peptide-PNA-conjugated QDs were mixed with DNA breadboards in excess to the 

number of available capture sites, in this case depicted at a molar ratio of 5:1 QDs to capture sites. D) 

AFM lock-in amplitude images of DNA breadboards with 0 to 4 QDs captured, indicated in the bottom 

left of each image. Each image is 125 nm per side. E) AFM topography images (1 by 1 μm2) of QD4:P13+ 

(left) and QD4:P21+ (right) immobilized on a DNA breadboard with four QD capture sites. QDs and 

DNA breadboards were mixed at a molar ratio of 5:1 QDs to capture sites and incubated for 12 h at room 

temperature prior to AFM imaging. AFM height scale bar, 4 nm. F) Counting results and fitted binomial 

distribution for each sample. The count corresponds to the number of DNA breadboards observed for 

each of the cases shown in D). Both peptide-PNAs enabled a QD capture efficiency (pc) of 92 ± 1 % per 

site for QD4 on the DNA breadboard. Sample size is indicated by N. 
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tether to the center of the site grouping, with each QD tether located ~3 nm from the 

center and dye tethers ~6 nm (Figure 6.3A,B). DNA breadboards were assembled from 

M13mp18 scaffold and 216 unique staple strands169 in 0.5x TBE and 12.5 mM MgCl2 

at pH 8.3 (TBE/Mg buffer) by annealing from 70 ⁰C to 20 ⁰C over 8 h. After annealing, 

breadboards were purified from excess staple strands by two rounds of PEG 

precipitation170 and rehydrated with TBE/Mg buffer. Cy3- or Cy5-labeled strands were 

added to samples at 5:1 dye:tethers and annealed at 35 ⁰C for 1 h. Breadboards were 

then purified from excess dye strands by PEG precipitation and rehydrated with 50 mM 

HEPES and 9 mM MgCl2 at pH 7.5. Comparison of the dye fluorescence intensity to 

standards of varying dye concentrations confirmed that approximately all available dye 

tethers were bound by dye-labeled strands (data not shown). 

Initial experiments were performed with QD4, a quantum dot known to have good 

solubility and stability in high salt concentrations.164 QD4 was functionalized with 

either P13+ or P21+, two peptide-PNAs unique in peptide charge and PNA sequence, at 

a molar ratio of 5:1 PNA: QD. The QD-peptide-PNA conjugates were then mixed with 

DNA breadboards with 1 or 4 capture sites per structure at a molar ratio of 5:1 QDs to 

capture sites. QD-breadboards were incubated at room temperature for 12 h prior to 

characterization with fluorescence spectroscopy and AFM. To quantify the QD capture 

efficiency for each peptide-PNA and varied capture sites per structure, a minimum of 

200 DNA breadboards were manually identified in AFM images and classified by the 

number of QDs observed per structure; the QD capture efficiencies (pc) were found by 

fitting the counting results with a binomial distribution. Both QD4:P13+ and QD4:P21+ 

were found to have a capture efficiency surpassing 90 % per site for every breadboard 
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design. For breadboards with a single capture site, QD4:P13+ and QD4:P21+ had QD 

capture efficiencies of 93 ± 1 % and 95 ± 1 %, respectively (Figure 6.4). For 

breadboards with four capture sites (Figure 6.3), both peptide- PNAs  

 

Figure 6.4:35Capture of a single QD4 on the DNA breadboard. QD4:P13+ (left) and QD4:P21+ (right) 

immobilized on the DNA breadboard after mixing at 5:1 QD to capture site. Conjugation with P13+ 

resulted in a capture efficiency of 93 ± 1 % (n=1064), and conjugation with P21+ resulted in a capture 

efficiency of 95 ± 1 % (n=1115). 

resulted in QD capture efficiencies of 92 ± 1 % per site. To further quantify the 

dependence of QD capture on the molar ratio of QDs to capture sites, we mixed 

QD4:P13+ with a DNA breadboard with four capture sites at 1.5:1 and 3:1 QDs to 

capture sites. The results of AFM counting demonstrated, not surprisingly, that the QD 

capture efficiency increased for greater excess of QD per site, from 57 ± 3 % at 1.5:1, 

to 79 ± 2 % at 3:1, and up to 92 ± 1 % at 5:1 (Figure 6.5).  

Next, we investigated the effectiveness of peptide-PNA conjugation on QD8, which 

possesses approximately 4x the surface area of QD4 and was found to be more sensitive 

to conjugation in the prior experiments. The molar ratios of PNA:QD were limited to 
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Figure 6.5:36Effects of QD to capture site ratio on capture efficiency of QD4:P13+. (A-C) Representative 

AFM topography images (1 x 1 μm2) of QD4:P13+ immobilized on the DNA breadboard with QD molar 

excess of (A) 1.5x, (B) 3x, and (C) 5x per capture site. AFM height scale bar, 4 nm. (D) Counting results 

and fitted binomial distribution for each sample, with sample size (N) of counted structures and 

probability of QD capture (pc) determined from the binomial fit. (E) Plot of the capture efficiency 

predicted from AFM counting for 1.5x (pc = 57 ± 3 %, N=160), 3x (pc = 79 ± 2 %, N=236), and 5x (pc 

= 92 ± 1 %, N=216) QD4:P13+ per capture site.  

 

5:1 for all experiments to minimize the effects of peptide-PNA conjugation on QD 

stability. For an initial test, QD8 was conjugated with either P13+ or P21+ at 5:1 

PNA:QD, then QD-peptide-PNA conjugates were mixed with DNA breadboards with 

one capture site at 5:1 QDs to capture site and incubated at room temperature overnight. 
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Contrary to the results observed for QD4, it was found that the capture efficiency of 

QD8 was strongly dependent on the choice of peptide-PNA; conjugation of QD8 with 

P13+ resulted in a capture efficiency of 53 ± 4 %, while conjugation with P21+ resulted 

in a capture efficiency of 94 ± 1 % (Figure 6.6). While it was expected that QD capture 

efficiency would be lower for QD8 than QD4 due to a lower surface density of peptide- 

PNAs, the large variation between peptide-PNAs for QD8 was unexpected given the 

nearly identical performance of the same peptide-PNAs on QD4. We assumed that the 

difference in PNA sequence did not contribute significantly to this difference, as issues 

associated with poor sequence design, such as nonspecific hybridization and secondary 

structure formation are predictable for short domains and were accounted for in the 

design of the capture sequences. Rather, we suspected that the difference in peptide 

sequence had a significant effect on the QD capture efficiency. 

 

Figure 6.6:37Capture of a single QD8 on the DNA breadboard. QD8:P13+ (left) and QD8:P21+ (right) 

immobilized on the DNA breadboard after mixing at 5:1 QD to capture site. Conjugation with P13+ 

resulted in a capture efficiency of 53 ± 4 % (n = 499), and conjugation with P21+ resulted in a capture 

efficiency of 94 ± 1 % (n = 296). 
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To isolate the effects of the peptide on QD capture efficiency, QD8 was conjugated 

with each of the four peptide-PNAs with identical PNA sequence (P13+, P11+, P11-, or 

P13-) at a ratio of 5:1 peptide-PNAs to QD and mixed with DNA breadboards 

containing four QD capture sites. In this assay, we reduced the molar ratio of QDs to 

capture sites down to 1.5:1. At this lower excess of QDs, we expected to observe larger 

relative variations in the capture efficiency between peptide-PNAs, allowing us to 

better isolate the effects of the peptides on capture efficiency. Additionally, the lower 

excess of QDs in solution allowed for a higher signal to noise ratio for FRET 

determinations. An expanded explanation of the FRET assays is provided in the 

Materials and methods section. The results of AFM and FRET determinations of QD 

capture efficiency for each peptide-PNA are provided in Figure 6.7. A distinct trend 

was observed between peptide net charge and QD capture efficiency in the results of 

AFM characterization; the QD capture efficiency increased for more negatively 

charged peptide-PNAs, from 20 ± 1 % for P13+, 31 ± 2 % for P11+, 41 ± 3 % for P11-, 

up to 48 ± 3 % for P13-. This trend was not observed in the FRET-determined capture 

efficiencies, though these values possessed significantly greater uncertainty than AFM-

determined values due to variations in fluorescence intensity between identical control 

samples. Additionally, the average donor-acceptor distances may vary between 

peptides due to interactions with the negatively charged CL4 ligands, and this is not 

accounted for in the FRET determinations of capture efficiency. Notably, while the 

effects of peptide charge on capture efficiency were apparent for QD8 as determined 

by AFM, the peptide charge did not seem to have a significant effect on QD4; the worst 

performing peptide-PNA on QD8, P13+, still enabled 57 ± 3 % capture efficiency for  
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Figure 6.7:38Effects of peptide charge on capture efficiency of QD8. (A-D) Representative AFM 

topography images (1 x 1 μm2) of (a) QD8:P13+, (b) QD8:P11+, (c) QD8:P11-, and (d) QD8:P13- on a 

DNA breadboard with four capture sites, mixed at a ratio of 1.5x QDs to capture sites to amplify the 

effects of peptide charge on capture efficiency. The interior 6-residue peptide domain, varying between 

peptide-PNAs of different net charge, is provided above each image along with the associated net charge 

at pH 7.5. The PNA sequence did not vary between samples. AFM height scale bar, 5 nm. E) Counting 

results and fitted binomial distribution for each sample, with sample size (N) of counted structures and 

probability of QD capture (pc) determined from the binomial fit. F) Plot of the fluorescence spectra for 

each QD-breadboard sample, demonstrating FRET between QD8 and Cy5 upon excitation at 350 nm. 

The control sample was generated by passivating QDs with complementary ssDNA at 100x excess prior 

to mixing with the DNA breadboard. QD quenching and sensitized emission was observed for each 

sample, confirming precise immobilization of QDs and Cy5 on the DNA breadboard. (g) Plot of QD 

capture efficiencies for each sample as determined by AFM counting (black) and FRET (blue). 

QD4 at the same molar ratio. We speculated that this was due to several factors favoring 

the smaller diameter of QD4, namely higher surface density of peptide-PNA, improved 
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presentation of PNA due to greater surface curvature,171-172 and greater colloidal 

stability than QD8, increasing the accessibility even if the positively charged peptide 

has a negative impact on PNA orientation with respect to the QD surface. Much like 

any NP-biological conjugate, the size and stability of the NP plays a large role in 

functionality of the attached biological material, and here we have shown that by 

increasing the negative charge of the peptide, the capture efficiency of QD8 can be 

increased without increasing the peptide-PNA to QD or QD to breadboard ratios. 

For a comparison to peptide-DNA conjugation, we replaced the peptide-PNAs with 

peptide-DNAs, commercially synthesized (Bio-Synthesis Inc.) at about 10 times the 

cost of peptide-PNAs. The peptide-DNAs were added to QD4 and QD8 at a ratio of 5 

peptide-DNAs to QD using the same protocol as peptide-PNAs. QD4:D4 and QD8:D4 

were then added to a DNA-breadboard at 5:1 and 1.5:1 QD per capture site, 

respectively. Both samples were characterized by AFM, and the QD8-breadboard 

constructs were additionally characterized with fluorescence spectroscopy for FRET 

analysis. Peptide-DNAs resulted in a lower capture efficiency for QD4 than peptide-

PNAs in identical conditions, 81 ± 2 % vs 92 ± 1 % at 5:1 QD4 to capture sites (Figure 

6.8). Interestingly, the case was reversed for QD8 - peptide-DNAs resulted in a capture 

efficiency of 55 ± 3 % at 1.5:1 QD8 to capture sites, slightly higher than the best 

performing peptide-PNA, P13-, at 48 ± 3 %. The FRET-determined capture efficiency 

showed a similar trend and was approximately equivalent to the best performing 

peptide-PNA for QD8 when accounting for the additional length of the linker. Overall, 

the performance of peptide-DNA was comparable to the best performing peptide-PNA. 
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Figure 6.8:39Peptide-DNA immobilization of QDs on a DNA breadboard with four capture sites. 

QD4:D4 mixed at 5:1 QDs to capture sites (left) and QD8:D4 mixed at 1.5:1 QDs to capture sites (right) 

on the DNA. QD4:D4 at 5:1 had a capture efficiency of 81 ± 2 % (n=340), and QD8:D4 at 1.5:1 had a 

capture efficiency of 55 ± 3 % (n=325). 

As a final experiment, we synthesized DNA breadboards to capture QD4 and QD8 

at separate locations in a one pot mixture (Figure 6.9A). QD4 and QD8 were conjugated 

with P21+ and P13-, respectively, at 5:1 peptide-PNA to QD, then both QDs were mixed 

with the DNA breadboard at a molar ratio of 5:1 QDs to capture sites. Samples were 

incubated overnight at room temperature and characterized by AFM and TEM. AFM 

topography height profiles of QDs on a DNA breadboard are provided in Figure 6.9B, 

and the difference in height profiles for QD4 and QD8 provides evidence that 

immobilization of each QD occurred at the intended locations. As with DNA, the use 

of orthogonal PNA sequences on different QDs enabled site-selective immobilization 

of each QD to capture sites with complementary DNA tethers. While common 

challenges associated with colloidal QDs still persist, overall these results demonstrate 
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that peptide-PNAs provide a precise and efficient means of QD conjugation and 

immobilization on DNA nanostructures. 

 

Figure 6.9:40Selective immobilization of QD4 and QD8 on the DNA breadboard. A) Schematic 

depicting the intended positions of QD4 and QD8 on the DNA breadboard. QD4 was conjugated with 

P21+ and QD8 with P13-, which have orthogonal PNA sequences to prevent nonspecific immobilization 

of QDs at capture sites. B) AFM topography image of the QD-breadboard constructs corresponding to 

A). A magnified image of a QD-breadboard demonstrating successful immobilization of all QDs is 

shown in the inset, along with topography profiles that show the difference in size of neighboring QD4 

and QD8. C) TEM image of the QD-breadboard constructs corresponding to A). Several structures are 

outlined in red to aid visualization. Unlike with mica, excess QDs were not successfully removed from 

the surface by rinsing, and samples were dried prior to imaging. This resulted in the observed non-

specific clustering of QDs. 

6.3 Conclusions 

 

We have shown that peptide-PNAs provide a simple method to conjugate QDs for 

site-selective immobilization on DNA nanostructures, enabling greater than 90 % 

capture efficiency through PNA-DNA hybridization with as little as 5:1 molar excess 

of QDs to binding sites. This method further enabled highly precise immobilization of 
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QDs, to within a few nanometers of the location, as indicated by the FRET 

measurements. Additionally, the high attachment efficiencies demonstrated here have 

been achieved with a low peptide-PNA surface density, making this an ideal strategy 

for immobilization of QDs functionalized with other biological materials such as 

enzymes for enhanced catalysis173 or dye-labeled peptides for FRET-based 

biosensing.174-175 The success of this strategy may allow for additional properties that 

can be incorporated through PNA conjugations such as improved rigidity, resistance to 

enzyme degradation and protection from higher temperatures.142, 145, 176-177 

Furthermore, though we have focused on QDs as an example, we hypothesize that other 

NPs, such as noble metal or carbon based NPs, may also be efficiently conjugated using 

peptide-PNAs. 

6.4 Materials and methods 

 

6.4.1 QD conjugation with peptide-PNAs 

Prior to use, colloidal CL4-capped QDs were mixed by ultrasonic agitation for 15 

min to ensure full dissolution of QDs, and peptide-PNAs in water were heated at 45°C 

for 15 min. To conjugate QDs with peptide-PNAs, peptide-PNAs were diluted in 

buffer, then the QDs were added to the peptide-PNA and buffer solution, vortexed 

briefly, and allowed to conjugate at room temperature for 1 hour prior to use. Peptide-

PNA-conjugated QD solutions were prepared with a final QD concentration of 1.5 μM 

in 50 mM HEPES at pH 7.5, and peptide-PNA concentrations varied from 1.5 μM to 

30 μM depending on the desired peptide-PNA:QD molar ratio. For experiments on QD 

capture by DNA breadboards, peptide-PNA:QD molar ratios were maintained at 5:1.  
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6.4.2 DLS and zeta potential characterization  

Dynamic Light Scattering and zeta potential were obtained on a Malvern Zetisizer 

Ultra of a 50 nM QD concentration with 10 peptide-PNA per QD, either P13+ or P13-, 

in 25 mM HEPES. Prior to measurement, the samples were filtered using a 0.2 µm 

syringe filter. Reported results are averages of minimum three experiments which each 

contained 10 runs. 

6.4.3 DNA breadboard synthesis  

DNA breadboards were prepared in 0.5x TBE (Tris-borate EDTA) with 12.5 mM 

MgCl2. M13mp18 scaffold was added for a final concentration of 20 nM, and 

unmodified staple strands were added at 100 nM per strand. Staple strands modified at 

the 3’ end with QD and dye capture sites were added at 200 nM per strand. To assemble 

the DNA breadboard, the scaffold and staple solution was thermally annealed at 70°C 

for 15 minutes, then cooled at a rate of 0.1°C/min to 20°C and rapidly cooled to 10°C. 

The design consisted of 216 staple strands in total, of which 192 were common to every 

design.169 For QD and dye capture sites, 24 strands were modified at the 3’ end with 

either two unique sequences complementary to P1 or P2, or with two unique sequences 

complementary to the Cy3-labeled strand or Cy5-labeled strand. 

6.4.4 PEG precipitation of DNA breadboard 

After thermal annealing of the DNA breadboard, origami were separated from 

excess staple strands by PEG precipitation using the following protocol adapted from 

Stahl et al.178 
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1. Add an equal volume of 15 % w/v PEG-8000, 5 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 12.5 

mM MgCl2, and 505 mM NaCl to the DNA breadboard solutions, and agitate 

lightly to mix.  

2. Centrifuge samples at 16,000 rcf for 25 min with samples maintained at room 

temperature. 

3. Carefully extract the supernatant with a pipette to avoid disturbing the 

precipitated DNA. 

4. Rehydrate the precipitated DNA with a volume of 0.5x TBE and 12.5 mM 

MgCl2 equal to the volume of PEG solution added in step 1.  

5. Agitate solution lightly for 5 minutes. 

6. Repeat steps 1-4. 

7. Anneal DNA breadboard solution for 1 hr at 30°C to aid dissolution of the 

precipitated DNA. 

8. Allow samples to cool to room temperature, then measure the DNA breadboard 

concentration with UV absorbance at 260 nm (ε ≈ 1.11*108 M-1 cm-1). 

6.4.5 Dye immobilization on DNA breadboard 

Cy3- or Cy5-labeled ssDNAs (100 μM in 1x Tris-EDTA) were added to the PEG-

filtered DNA breadboard solution at 5:1 molar ratio to dye tether sites. Cy3-labeled 

strands were added to structures for FRET with QD4 and Cy5 for QD8. The samples 

were annealed for 1 hr at 35°C and allowed to cool to room temperature for 15 minutes, 

then one round of PEG precipitation (steps 1-3, see above) was performed on each 
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sample. Successful immobilization of dyes on the DNA breadboard was indicated by a 

brightly colored pellet – this was not observed for samples with mismatched dye-

ssDNA/tethers. The precipitant was rehydrated with the desired buffer (50 mM HEPES 

with 9 mM MgCl2) to a final DNA breadboard concentration of 40 nM (assuming 100 

% recovery from PEG precipitation). Samples were agitated lightly and stored at room 

temperature for up to 72 hrs. Prior to use in experiments, DNA breadboard 

concentrations were determined from UV absorbance at 260 nm on a Nanodrop One 

system. 

6.4.6 QD immobilization on DNA breadboard 

To immobilize peptide-PNA-conjugated QDs on the DNA breadboard, QD-

peptide-PNAs were added to a diluted DNA breadboard solution for a resulting solution 

of 10 nM breadboard in 50 mM HEPES and 9 mM MgCl2 at pH 7.5, with QD 

concentrations between 50 nM and 200 nM depending on the number of capture sites 

present on the breadboard and the desired excess of QDs per capture site. QD-

breadboard solutions were then mixed lightly and stored in darkness at room 

temperature for 12 hours prior to fluorescence and AFM characterization. 

6.4.7 QD FRET determination of QD capture on DNA breadboard 

The DNA breadboard was designed with triangular QD and dye tether sections as 

seen in Figure 6.3A. These tethers are independent of the target QD and of the FRET 

acceptor dye introduced into the DNA origami. For QD4 a Cy3 dye was utilized as a 

FRET acceptor and for QD8 a Cy5 dye. Spatial distributions can be estimated from 

these positions that take into account the length of the tethers. As our measurements 
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were realized on the ensemble population we assumed that the heterogeneity of capture 

position would average out, we therefore consider the QD as centrally localized within 

the triangular capture spot and that the FRET acceptors are equidistant and equivalent 

acceptors. When considering FRET donor-acceptor distances (rDA) for QDs, it is 

assumed that the point-dipole of QDs is positioned at the center of the QD. Therefore 

the varying diameters of QD4 and QD8 will result in slightly different distance 

distributions.  

The FRET efficiency, E, experiments were undertaken by comparing the QD 

quench (Equation S1a) as well as the sensitized emission (Equation 6.1) of a sample 

with captured QDs to a similar sample that had excess single stranded DNA added that 

blocked the PNA on the QD surface.  

𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝 =   1 −
𝐼𝐷𝐴

𝑄𝐷

𝐼𝐷
𝑄𝐷   =    

(𝐼𝐷𝐴
𝑑𝑦𝑒

−𝐼𝐴
𝑑𝑦𝑒

) 𝑄𝑌𝑑𝑦𝑒⁄

𝐼𝐷
𝑄𝐷

𝑄𝑌𝑄𝐷⁄
     (Eq. 6.1) 

Where I is the integrated intensity of either the QD or the dye in the presence of the 

Donor-acceptor (DA), just acceptor (A), or just donor (D), and QY is the fluorescence 

QY of either the QD or dye. 

Upon the experimental determination of Eexp, the values were corrected by the 

excess QD in solution that could not bind to any DNA origami as well as change in 

stability with varying charged peptides. This was done by dividing the Eexp by the 

inverse of the QD/capture site ratio. 
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Our intent was to determine the binding efficiency of QDs to DNA origami in 

solution, pc. In Eq. 6.2 we show the comparison of Eexp to the Etheory which is defined 

in Eq. 6.2 and 6.3. 

𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 𝑝𝑐 ∗ 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦       (Eq. 6.2) 

𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 =
𝑁(

𝑅0
𝑟𝐷𝐴

)
6

1+𝑁(
𝑅0

𝑟𝐷𝐴
)

6       (Eq. 6.3) 

Where N is the number of acceptors, N = 3 in this case and rDA and R0 are the values 

determined above for each QD-dye pair. 

An example is presented of the calculation for P1-3 reported in Figure 6.7. The rDA 

was 7.2 nm, while R0 was 6.2 nm as detailed above, this results in a Etheory = 0.55. The 

graphically determined FRET efficiency using Eq. 6.1, was 0.25 ± 0.04, correcting for 

excess QD the resulting Eexp = 0.38 ± 0.05. The p value reported in percentage was 

therefore 68 % with an upper and lower bound of 78 and 59, respectively. 

6.4.8 AFM characterization and counting 

AFM characterization was performed in fluid on a JPK Instruments (Germany) fast-

scan AFM. Samples were diluted to 1 nM QD-breadboards in 0.2 μM-filtered 0.5x TBE 

and 8 mM MgCl2. 15 μL of diluted sample was deposited onto freshly cleaved mica 

and incubated for 5 minutes. 100 uL of filtered buffer was added to the mica, then 

wicked off  the surface with an optics wipe. This was repeated once more, then the 

sample was transferred to the AFM and 100 uL of filtered buffer was added to the mica. 

Images of 2.5 x 2.5 μm2 were captured at a scan rate of 6 Hz and 2000 pts/line. 
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6.4.9 TEM characterization 

For characterization by TEM, samples were prepared on Ted Pella 01822-F 

ultrathin carbon, Formvar-backed grids. Grids were precleaned in a PDC-32G Harrick 

Plasma (Ithaca, NY) by plasma treatment in 300 mTorr of air for 45 seconds. Samples 

were diluted to 1 nM QD-breadboards in 0.2 μM-filtered 0.5x TBE and 8 mM MgCl2. 

5 μL of diluted sample was deposited onto a freshly cleaned TEM grid and incubated 

for 5 minutes. The sample was wicked off  the surface with an optics wipe, then 5 uL 

of water was deposited onto the grid and immediately wicked off. The sample grid was 

then stored until imaging on a JEOL JEM-2100 LaB6 TEM at 200 keV. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions  

 
This dissertation has focused on expanding our understanding of how biological 

activity can be thermally controlled through fs laser pulse excitation of AuNPs.  We 

utilized a 55 nm diameter AuNP for our primary heat source and biological scaffold, 

as AuNPs are efficient light to heat converters and can be readily conjugated to a wide 

array of biological materials.  The use of a spherical AuNP allowed for us to thoroughly 

examine the theoretical temperature profiles and better assess our experimental results. 

We designed the AuNP laser system so that: 1) the local temperature around the AuNP 

would fall in the biological relevant range 5-100 °C, 2) the AuNP would return to 

baseline temperature before another pulse arrives, and 3) the temperature increase was 

confined to less than 20 nm from the AuNP surface. As a consequence, the temperature 

increases only lasted for ~5 ns and a sharp thermal gradient extended from the AuNP 

surface. We have examined two prototypical biological materials (DNA and enzymes) 

in these dynamic temperature profiles in order to achieve the following goals: 1) probe 

the kinetic responses during heating, 2) access the level of precision and control 

afforded over biological activity, and 3) understand the relationship between the 

heating profile and the biological response.  

In Chapter 3, we examined the dsDNA denaturation rate with different melting 

temperatures scaffolded on the AuNP surface. We observed an inverse relationship 

between the denaturation rate and melting temperatures, indicating that the different 

dsDNAs could be used as a quantitative local nanothermometer. Furthermore, we 

report that the rate of dsDNA denaturation can be modulated by controlling the laser 

pulse radiant exposure, and the bulk solution temperature, providing additional control 
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over DNA release. By controlling the DNA melting temperature, pulse radiant 

exposure, and bulk solution temperature, we displayed a high level of control over the 

DNA denaturation rate and demonstrated that the rate could be varied by more than 

threefold.  To better correlate the observed DNA denaturation rates to the theoretical 

temperature profiles, we present a modified DNA dissociation equation that allowed us 

to extract a “sensed” temperature parameter.  Comparing the sensed temperature with 

the theoretical temperatures, we hypothesized that the steep temperature gradient near 

the AuNP surface plays a significant role in the DNA denaturation.  

In Chapter 4 we sought to investigate the effect of the steep temperature gradient 

on DNA denaturation. To do so, we designed a similar dsDNA-AuNP system that 

allowed us to vary the distance between the dsDNA and AuNP surface by 3.8 nm in 

total, using intervals of ~1.1 nm.  We found that the rate of denaturation is increased 

when the DNA is closer to the AuNP surface and that the rate can be modified by up 

to 30 ± 2 % through shifting the DNA location by as little as 1.1 nm.  Using the modified 

DNA dissociation equation from Chapter 3, we obtained the sensed temperatures from 

the DNA release rates and examined them in the context of the theoretical temperature 

profiles. In doing so, we found that the peak or maximum temperatures near the AuNP 

surface cause the DNA to release at a rate higher than what is theoretically predicted. 

To provide further insight on the DNA melting dynamics, we collaborated with Dr. 

Parth Chaturvedi and Prof. Lela Vuković from the University of Texas El Paso.  They 

performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of DNA melting on a gold surface 

from a ns heat pulse, mimicking the fs laser pulse optical heating in our system.  From 

their MD simulations and our experimental findings we report that DNA 
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dehybridization in our system likely occurs through a stochastic single-pulse duel-end 

unzipping mechanism. Additionally, the MD simulations showed that the increased 

release rate near the AuNP surface was due to increased proximal bp separation, 

confirming our experimental findings.   

In Chapter 5, we investigated the possibility of enzyme enchantment through fs 

laser pulse excitation of AuNPs. While we were unable to demonstrate enzymatic 

enhancement, our work has allowed us to identify the key variables that dictate these 

systems.  Furthermore, we derived an equation describing the theoretical % increase in 

product formation during laser pulse heating. The % increase in product formation is 

dependent on the laser repetition rate, the single pulse heating duration, and the ratio of 

𝑉𝐻to 𝑉𝑐. It is also evident from our analysis that laser systems should be operated at 

repetition rates of 100 kHz or higher if a significant enhancement in enzyme production 

is desired. We also propose that thermophilic enzymes are a prime candidate for this 

technique as they can achieve 𝑉𝐻to 𝑉𝑐 ratios of up to 2000 over a biologically relevant 

temperature range.  

In Chapters 6, due to equipment limitations and COVID19 restrictions, we pivot 

from confined photothermal heating and investigate the potential of peptide-PNA 

hybrids as a novel strategy for NP conjugation to DNA nanostructures.  Using QDs as 

a model NP material, we were able to demonstrate over 90% capture efficiency on a 

DNA breadboard with as little as 5 peptide-PNAs per QD. These results indicate that 

peptide-PNA hybrids could be used to attach other NPs such as AuNPs to DNA 

nanostructures. As PNA-DNA and PNA-PNA duplexes have increased thermal 

stability, one could envision peptide-PNAs being used to precisely place “nanoheaters” 
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on a DNA structure, allowing for the heating of other materials without denaturing the 

duplex. 

While the work performed here provides a fundamental understanding of how fs 

laser pulse excitation of AuNPs can be used to modulate biological activity, the vast 

parameter space innate to these systems leaves much to be explored. We have identified 

a few key questions that still remain unanswered and as such will be the focus of future 

work. One of the most critical parameters in these systems is the single pulse heating 

duration in the NP local environment. For the work performed here, this time is fixed 

to ~5 ns.  From our calculations in Chapter 5, we found that increasing this time to ~20 

ns could provide up to a 4-fold enchantment in enzyme activity. This heating duration 

could be tuned by encapsulating the NPs in a biopolymer, through ligand choice or 

even changing the NP composition. Systems such as the dsDNA-AuNP 

“nanothermometer” discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 could be used to probe changes in 

the heating duration.  Additionally, we are interested in testing if high repetition rate 

laser systems (>100 kHz) can be used to successfully enhance the activity of 

thermophilic enzymes. If thermophilic enzymes can be locally heated, their fast 

catalytic rates could be assessed and they could potentially be implemented into 

multienzyme cascades with mesophilic enzymes.  Finally, we look to investigate the 

denaturation of PNA duplexes during confined photothermal heating. If PNA duplexes 

are able to withstand moderate pulse radiant exposures, they could be used to precisely 

position AuNP nanoheaters on a DNA nanostructure, allowing for thermally induced 

local actuation of the nanostructure while the AuNP stays bound to the desired location. 
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Figure 1.1B 
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Figure 1.2 
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Figure 1.3 
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Figure 2.3 
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Figure 2.4 
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Figure 5.1 
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Figure 5.2 
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